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Abstract

Iran has built piecemeal influence in Africa through frequent diplomatic, political, security, maritime, commercial and cultural exchanges. Its policy towards the continent was historically driven by expediency and aspirations to export its revolutionary worldview; however, its adoption of an Africa pivot policy was also in response to the need to fight sanctions and isolation – by building partnerships with state, sub-state and non-state actors on the continent. Iran’s Africa policy has led to a host of policies both constructive and divisive; the purpose of this report is to investigate how the continent views its ties with the Islamic republic and identify challenges that impede strong Iran-Africa relations. It is the first comprehensive study of bilateral relations between Iran and the fifty-four African states, and Iran’s major policy initiatives in Africa – in the diplomatic, political, security, naval, maritime, economic, and cultural arenas. It is the culmination of research based on primary sources in Iran, and is supported by the King Faisal Center for Research and Islamic Studies as part of a larger project series on Africa. The report examines multiple phases of Iran’s Africa policy since the 1979 Islamic Revolution to the present time and offers details of Iran’s cultural, religious, scientific and technological activities in Africa – which involve key institutions, including the Bonyad-e Mostazafan, Jihad-e-Sazandegi, Danesh Bonyan, the Iranian Red Crescent Society, the Imam Khomeini Relief Committee, the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly, and branches of the Al-Mustafa University. It examines Iran’s economic and commercial operations in Africa, including trade and investment volumes, banking, insurance, transportation, and port activities. Iran’s strategic interests and geopolitical maneuvering in Africa, including on the issue of terrorism, are explored at length. The republic’s key security operations are led by a realist defensive strategy to project power, and include a borderless naval force, blue water missions, and a long-arm strategy of distant defense. A host of actors advance these operations, including the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, the Islamic Republic of Iran Navy, the Iran Army’s Navy Engineering and Preemptive Defense, the naval fleet of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, and the Quds Force.
Introduction
The Islamic Republic of Iran’s influence in Africa has evolved through multiple phases since the revolution of 1979. This report reviews revolutionary Iran’s bilateral ties with the fifty-four African states. It provides a comprehensive resource on Iran’s Africa policy and highlights key observations in sections following the introduction. These sections are designed to describe Iran’s diplomatic, political, security, maritime, economic, commercial, and cultural policies in Africa and how these policies work in tandem in the exercise of Iranian influence across the continent.

Revolutionary aspirations and expediency—more than an overarching strategic vision—drive Iran’s policies in Africa. Combined with Iran’s insufficient understanding of Africa, it often results in piecemeal and experimental approaches to building influence there. In the first decade, Africa did not factor significantly in revolutionary Iran’s strategic calculations to project power abroad. Iran frequently ignored most African states. Cultural differences, conflicts, and political transitions in Iran and Africa, the absence of direct flights between Tehran and the African capitals, and the geographic distance between Iran and the continent impeded Iran’s ready access to Africa. But Iran’s revolutionary foreign policy called for the protection of the oppressed masses and the rejection of Western influence in global politics. As a result, Iran exported its revolution to Africa—mostly its Muslim and underserved communities—through soft power influence. Simultaneously, Iran worked with African leaders fighting to end Western colonialism across the continent.

After the outbreak of the Iran–Iraq War (1980–1988), Iran’s policy in Africa sought to limit the influence of rival Middle Eastern powers, including Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Israel. Within a decade, Iran built political capital in Africa by encouraging conversions across the continent to Shi’i Islam and supporting Africa’s anti-apartheid movement. Simultaneously, Iran implemented construction and development projects in the continent through the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi (Jihad for Construction), an organization established after the revolution to help “oppressed” communities worldwide.

Trade remained a key component of Iran’s Africa outreach policy. Although trade volumes with the continent were low, Iran was able to meet some of its wartime needs. In the second decade of
the revolution, Iran explored more sustainable trade models by seeking returns on its investments in Africa. The post-war period coincided with Iran’s drive to develop its military and defense capabilities and saw it pursue security alliances with Africa. Iran’s Africa penetration policy revealed an effort to contain the influence of rival foreign powers. The approach allowed Iran—at least in part—to circumvent international sanctions spearheaded chiefly by the United States. As a result, Tehran sought to limit rival states’ opportunities to restrict Iranian commercial activities in Africa.

The conclusion of the 2015 Iran nuclear deal—otherwise known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA)—encouraged Africa’s leaders to seek better opportunities to engage with Iran. Tehran promoted engagement with Africa and simultaneously sought to build “strategic depth” across the continent to bolster Iranian influence. But Iran scrambled to sustain relations with the African states after President Donald J. Trump withdrew the United States from the nuclear deal and reinstated the sanctions regime against Iran in 2018. In response, Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei called for a pivot in Africa policy to circumvent sanctions.

Over the years, Pew Research Center polls have shown a relatively favorable disposition toward Iran in Africa when cracks in the continent’s relations with other world powers have emerged. Africa’s leaders have frequently turned to Iran in these times to help address the continent’s significant challenges. But Iran’s influence in Africa has remained limited partly because of vigorous efforts by the United States, other Western powers, Israel, and the Gulf Arab states to box Tehran in. Western diplomacy and Israeli intelligence, and after 2015 the new Saudi-led military and counter-terrorism coalitions—as well as targeted foreign investments across the continent—have succeeded in containing Iranian influence.

Nevertheless, this geopolitical maneuvering designed to contain Iran in Africa—combined with the cyclical nature of Iranian engagement—has concealed the extent and dimensions of Iranian power on the continent. Along the way, African leaders have opted to engage selectively with Iran while securing stronger relations with other world powers rivaling Iran on the continent.
The Evolution of Iran’s Policy Initiatives in Africa

The present section of the report offers a summary of Iran’s policies in Africa, focusing in turn on the diplomatic–political, security, maritime, economic–commercial, and cultural domains. The discussion also analyzes how these policies have worked in tandem in Iran’s efforts to exercise influence across the continent.

Iran’s Diplomatic and Political Initiatives in Africa

The Iran–Iraq War propelled revolutionary Iran to initiate measures to contain Baghdad’s superior diplomatic ties in Africa. Across the continent, Iranian diplomatic initiatives challenged the viability of the Carter Doctrine to which countries like Somalia and Kenya subscribed and that sought to boost Iraq’s power to contain Tehran throughout the war. Iran tactically expanded contacts with and opened embassies in the African states to secure votes to condemn Iraq for initiating the war in the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA).(1) By 1982, Iran had achieved several battleground victories, and Tehran’s diplomatic offensive in North and southern Africa was in full swing. Iran insisted on building a united diplomatic front with the African states to condemn and isolate Iraq in regional and international forums such as the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC, known as the Organization of the Islamic Conference until 2011), and the African Union (AU, known as the Organization of African Unity until 1999).

The African bloc in the OIC constituted nearly half the organization’s membership, and in exchange for the bloc’s support, Iran offered to back its proposed policies on South–South cooperation. In this context, Iran’s revolution was projected as a liberating political force opposed to colonialism, apartheid, racism, world imperialism, Western powers, the Saudi Arabian-backed version of Islam, and the Iraqi Ba’th ideology, which had followers in North Africa. Iran cultivated ties around these themes with African countries in the Group of 77 (G-77) for South–South cooperation and in the context of political discussions in the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).(2)


(2) “South Africa’s President to Visit Iran.”
In addition, Iran supported Palestinian groups, including Hamas, and encouraged their activities in Africa. The policy was designed to contain Israel’s influence across the continent and dampen the popularity of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) in North Africa. The PLO leader Yasser Arafat supported Iraq in the war. Tehran undermined influential North African leaders who supported Arafat’s anti-Iranian positions, including the Libyan leader Muammar el Qaddafi and Egypt’s president, Hosni Mubarak. It also convened regular conferences to gather African resistance groups supporting the Palestinian cause and distributed anti-Iraqi propaganda and literature across the continent.\(^{(3)}\)

As Africa experienced frequent power transitions of its own, Iran developed a selective policy on the question of regime change. It viewed some transitions with suspicion and did not support them, believing that they were velvet-type revolutions backed by Western powers to replace Africa’s anti-colonial leaders. But when the 2011 Arab Spring uprisings occurred in North Africa, Iran sought opportunities to renew its influence in the continent if the uprisings promised to weaken North Africa’s traditional pro-Western and pro-Arab political alliances. Believing that the uprisings needed time to develop before they became fulfilled revolutions like Iran’s, Tehran opted to work pragmatically with the leading forces in the uprisings to build gradual influence among communities in North Africa that held a modestly favorable disposition toward Iran and its revolution. In so doing, Tehran hoped that those African leaders and communities that had traditionally welcomed U.S. and European policies to contain Iran, or supported the Gulf Arab states against it, would seek Iranian support when cracks in their relations with the West or the Gulf monarchies emerged. As a result, while Iranian diplomacy in Africa remained partially conditional to real progress in its ties with African capitals, Tehran remained persistent in its outreach to at least derail efforts by rival powers to contain Iran.

**Iran’s Security Initiatives in Africa**

The United States’ dual containment policy against Iran and Iraq in the mid-1990s prompted Iran to build broader security partnerships in Africa. Tehran cultivated ties with African Islamic parties, exported arms to the continent, and expanded contacts with the African bloc in the

---

NAM and the OIC. In exchange for implementing hundreds of development and trade projects, Iran sought Africa’s support for its nuclear program. Iran specifically advanced South–South cooperation to promote the concept of “nuclear unity” in the developing world. The initiative was designed to open Africa’s uranium markets to Tehran and derail international sanctions seeking to forestall the development of Iran’s nuclear program. It further helped Iran challenge rival countries—including France, Iraq, Israel, and international brokers—reach the African arms and uranium markets. But the flow of uranium from Africa to Iran was monitored by the United States and was subject to UN sanctions, which restricted the sale of radioactive material to Tehran.(4)

The 1998 al-Qaeda-led bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania renewed Iran’s interest in monitoring the rising terrorist trends in Africa so as to prevent terrorism from adversely influencing Iranian interests across the continent. The US-led global war on terrorism launched after 9/11, and operations to degrade violent extremist organizations by the United States’ Africa Command (FRICOM), which became operational in 2008, pushed Tehran to safeguard its security influence in Africa. Revelations of covert security operations in Africa involving Iran reported by African states to the United Nations pointed to Tehran’s assertive security policies. The 2015 launch of the Saudi-led Islamic Military Counter-Terrorism Coalition (IMCTC), which focused closely on links with Africa, encouraged Iran to offer the continent’s leaders options to cooperate with Tehran to promote counter-terrorism policies.

As extremist groups, including the Islamic State (IS), fortified their positions across Africa after experiencing military setbacks in Iraq and Syria in 2018, Iran led outreach policies in the continent designed to contain potential terrorist threats. The policies factored in the reality of the presence of U.S. forces in Africa. Specifically, the U.S. Department of Defense designated two areas for its special operations in Africa by 2018—namely, the East Africa Counterterrorism Operation and the North and West Africa Counterterrorism Operation. Aided by the scattered nature of the continent’s conflicts and the diversity of foreign actors involved, Iran promoted

its security dialog with the continent. The operational mobility of Iran’s Quds Force, and its
ability to build contacts with government, sub-state, and non-state actors, as well as with civic
and religious groups and the business community in Africa, helped Iran build “strategic depth”
against all odds.\(^{(5)}\)

Iran did not share a common ideological view with Africa’s multiple movements and groups,
including those that it explicitly supported. But the U.S. killing of the Quds Force commander
Qasem Soleimani in Iraq in early 2020 pivoted Iran toward building a stronger presence in Africa
with help from some of these groups. Iran’s Africa pivot policy aimed to expand the country’s
geographic sphere of influence across the continent. The Quds Force branch of the Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) was tasked with carrying out the cross-border operations.
The force subsequently identified a half-dozen emerging terrorist hotspots in Africa.\(^{(6)}\) Its new
commander, Esmail Qaani, had experience leading operations to mobilize movements and build
so-called “resistance forces” in Africa to advance what Iran calls “resistance geography,” with
the intention to rebuff hostile powers in the continent. Iran’s Supreme Leader ordered Qaani to
develop the country’s strategic depth beyond West Asia into Africa.\(^{(7)}\)

The IRGC-affiliated Tasnim News Agency subsequently reported that Iran and a number of
Africa’s movements and groups shared an enmity toward Washington that could potentially
validate any temporary joint missions they might undertake to keep the United States and its
allies at bay across the continent. More specifically, Tehran aimed to discourage U.S. operations
designed to contain Iranian power and influence and prevent the formation of anti-Iran security
blocs led by rival powers or terrorist groups across the continent.

By the end of 2020, the Iranian media was claiming that the Quds Force had expanded its
intelligence and counter-intelligence operations in Africa to deal with the continent’s rising
security challenges. Specifically, Iran was said to be exercising a so-called “realist defense”

\(^{(6)}\) “2020 Outlook on Terrorism in Africa, New Center of Global Terrorism,” Tasnim News Agency, Bahman 31, 1398,
\(^{(7)}\) “U.S. Fear of Capabilities of New Quds Force Commander/Qaani is Haj Qasem’s Shadow in the Region,” Islamic Azad University
doctrine designed to stretch its military capabilities beyond its borders to the African continent. The doctrine reflects a “security versus power” paradigm in which Iranian security interests, rather than a desire to accumulate power, are prioritized. Here, the role of power projection is limited to confronting adversity—namely, reacting to or deterring threats—or preserving a balance of power favorable to Iran in the region.(8)

Iran could contemplate selling arms to Africa once the 2007 restrictions on its arms sales were eased in October 2020 under UNSC Resolution 2231. The resolution endorsed the nuclear deal, and modified previous UN sanctions, but it fell short of preventing the U.S. from imposing arms sanctions of its own on Iran.(9) Still, Iranian weapons and alleged facilities to manufacture armaments were spotted in conflict zones across Africa prior to this period. But Africa’s complex conflicts barred high levels of external security engagements in those conflicts by Iran, as did Western security involvement across the continent. Tehran remained a distant player in Africa’s security landscape, and it was not immediately affected by the widespread insecurity across the continent. As a result, Iran’s security options in Africa leaned toward advancing Iranian influence in Africa’s preexisting conflicts, especially when rival powers faced challenges in containing those conflicts. Iranian support for sub-state or non-state actors in Africa was not straightforward in this process, nor was it always readily verifiable. While plans were uncovered pointing to the use of various groups to advance its influence in Africa, Iran’s willingness and ability to work with these groups fluctuated depending on its security needs. More specifically, Iran aimed to understand how these groups operate to retain the upper hand in dealing with them and rival external powers.

Iran’s efforts to build security partnerships and combat terrorism in Africa enabled it to build influence with the continent’s Shi’i and Sunni communities. But Iran’s allies in Africa remained susceptible to security tensions with groups that opposed Iranian influence. As a result, Iran’s measures to convince its African interlocuters that it was helping to contain the surge of radicalism in the continent often drew mixed results. African countries enjoyed closer security ties with

(8) “Developing Iran’s Strategic Depth to Africa.”
states other than Iran and questioned the Iranian revolutionary model given its potential to stir local conflicts in Africa’s multi-faith communities. In response, Iran attempted to convince the African countries that its revolution was born from an anti-imperialist and anti-colonial struggle and that Tehran was seeking to moderate radical religious influences across the continent.

**Iran’s Naval and Maritime Initiatives in Africa**

Tehran dispatched naval vessels to the Gulf of Aden after November 2008, when Somali pirates took an Iranian ship and held its crew hostage; the ships from Bandar Abbas and Chabahar, two ports that reportedly service Iran’s submarine fleet.(10) Iran’s navy announced plans to deploy in the Atlantic Ocean in 2011. The same year, the country confirmed its naval activity in the Red Sea after it first dispatched warships through the waterway to Syria. Iranian ships engaged in intelligence gathering in the Gulf of Aden, intending to ensure that foreign warships would not threaten Iran’s navy. In the process, the navy escorted 2,900 Iranian ships, had 180 armed confrontations with pirates, and provided military assistance to twenty-five foreign vessels.(11) By 2016, Iran said that it had escorted 3,800 ships in the Gulf of Aden and sent a convoy of warships to the region and the Red Sea.(12) It further unveiled IRGC naval “underground cities” where it kept missiles and small rapid deployment high-speed vessels.(13) In November 2016, Iran announced that another naval convoy—consisting of the Alvand destroyer and the Bushehr logistic vessel—had circled the African continent and entered the Atlantic Ocean for the first time after making a port call in South Africa.(14)

In 2017, Iran’s “realist defensive” strategy resulted in a piecemeal approach to projecting its power in Africa and the major waterways surrounding it, mindful that Iranian provocations in

---


(14) “Iran Escorted Over 3,800 Ships in Gulf of Aden.”
open waters could be met with strong international reaction. By 2019, the strategy was combined with Iranian efforts to expand influence in the predominantly Muslim communities of the coastal countries in North Africa. The objectives were to contain potential threats emerging from the Mediterranean region, build security for Iran’s naval forces in the Red Sea, and protect Iranian ships and tankers against hostile attacks in the southern Bab-el-Mandeb Strait. The strategy further aimed to prevent the rise of hostile forces in the Horn region and in countries such as Kenya, where U.S. forces were stationed. It was advanced in part through the deployment of submarines on patrol in the Red Sea. Finally, it expanded Iran’s defense ties in West Africa to contain Israel’s influence in the region and allow Iran to build up its naval presence in the Atlantic Ocean.

Simultaneously, Iran built a larger naval fleet, including parts needed for heavy- and semi-heavy-lift ships and maneuverable destroyers to reach international waters. New vessels were equipped with missile launching capabilities, including cruise missiles, to secure Iran’s ships in the Gulf of Aden. Iran looked to foreign acquisition of coastal defense cruise missiles, ships, and submarines, with a wide array of weapon systems from countries such as Russia, expanded its subsurface fleet armed with torpedoes and mine-laying capability, and directed the use of nuclear propulsion technology to advance its naval fleet. Iran’s ballistic missile systems—the Shahab-3, -4, -5, and -6, the Ghadr-101 and -110, IRIS, SAJIL, and the Emad, have sufficient range to strike targets in the Red Sea where Iran also possesses mine-laying capacity. Iran asserted that its naval missiles were highly accurate and could target any warship or vessel, possibly referring to a 300 km-range rocket based on the Fateh-110 missile model.

Iran insisted that its naval fleet would boost security in the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, and the Bab-el-Mandeb, and it offered countries such as Turkey the option to cooperate to achieve the goal. But Iran was accused of supplying arms to Yemen and using its naval convoys—including small warships and tankers—to activate maritime routes through the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean to reach friendly countries such as Syria and Venezuela. In these operations, the Iranian naval fleet of the IRGC (known as IRGCN or NEDSA)—which emphasizes an asymmetric defense and offense doctrine—mobilized faster and smaller platforms for deployment operations in larger, “blue water” geographic areas that extend to Africa as well as the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

The regular Islamic Republic of Iran Navy (IRIN) functioned under the supervision of the army. It employed a more conventional doctrine of establishing forward presence and promoting naval diplomacy through IRIN “peace and friendship groups” working in mission areas of the Gulf of Oman and the Strait of Hormuz. This navy managed several out-of-area missions, including counter-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden. In addition, it carried out other marine operations in the Red Sea region and friendly African ports, including in Tanzania, South Africa, Djibouti, and Sudan. (18)

Tehran rejected U.S. claims of Yemen-bound Iranian weapons in the Gulf of Aden. But by 2018, over fifty Iranian naval squadrons were operating in the Gulf of Aden and the Bab-el-Mandeb as part of the Iranian army’s Navy Engineering and Preemptive Defense Department missions to escort Iranian vessels and oil tankers. (19) The missions were accompanied by frequent statements from Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani that the country could block the Strait of Hormuz if sanctions prevented it from exporting oil and came against a backdrop of measures by the littoral states in the Gulf of Aden to obstruct Iran’s naval presence. (20) By 2018, the Horn countries had joined Saudi Arabia and Egypt to launch the Red Sea Security

---


Council for the Arab and African countries and consolidate a 2019 Red Sea Forum initiative. The council and the forum were designed partly to build security and contain Iranian power across the strategic waterway.

By 2020, Tehran was confronting increased tensions with the United States in the Strait of Hormuz and international isolation under the Trump administration. Against this backdrop, Iran announced a “long-arm strategy” of distant defense seeking to advance its naval influence in the Red Sea and the Arabian Sea. Africa’s eastern shores on the Red Sea and the continent’s western shores on the Atlantic Ocean make it central to realizing this “long-arm” naval strategy.

The new naval defense doctrine rests on the operation of discreet underground naval cities in three naval zones in Gulf waters on Iran’s shores—including the strategically important coastal region of Makran—and the use of drones for maritime operations. The strategy rests on new naval capabilities for “blue water” operations. The goal is a “borderless naval force” for Iran, including a permanent naval military base in the Indian Ocean, expanded military and maritime operations on the high seas, and a permanent military naval presence in any location where the U.S. navy operates. (21) Simultaneously, Iran operationalized the warship ocean liner Shahid Roudaki, a multifunctional vessel and helicopter and missile carrier designed to reach beyond the Strait of Hormuz into the high seas. The strategy was partly intended to expand Iran’s counter-terrorism operations abroad to thwart potential security threats against the country. It also aimed to build Iran’s military and maritime capabilities to circumvent sanctions and ensure Iran’s security in the face of external threats. (22)

In early 2021, Iran confirmed that the Army Strategic Naval Forces would uphold the country’s interests beyond its borders by renewing naval operations, including amphibious reconnaissance in the Red Sea. The step was designed to protect Iran’s safe navigation in the high seas, fight piracy and terrorism, and prevent hostile powers from challenging Iran in the strategic waterway, aided in part by a new generation of missile launching fleets. Iran further asserted that the steps


(22) “2020 Outlook on Terrorism in Africa, New Center of Global Terrorism;” “U.S. Fear of Capabilities of New Quds Force Commander/Qaani is Haj Qasem’s Shadow in the Region.”
ensured safe Iranian navigation in the high seas in other regions, including South America and the Caribbean.\(^{(23)}\) To reach these goals, Tehran convened regular talks with the African capitals to facilitate its access to the continent’s ports.

**Iran’s Economic Initiatives in Africa**

Following the revolution, Iran engaged in ad hoc international development projects by waging a so-called “construction and development crusade” (jihad-e-sāzandegi) in Africa. The projects advanced Iranian influence beyond its borders and won converts to promote its revolutionary policies. To this end, the head of the Foundation for the Oppressed (Bonyad-e Mostazafan), Mohsen Rafighdoost, initiated a program of welfare distribution across Sub-Saharan Africa by traveling on land with convoys of trucks to distribute farming equipment, coolers, building supplies, and household appliances to rural communities most in need.\(^{(24)}\)

Iran’s post-revolutionary leaders seldom viewed Africa as a trade destination. Frequently, they lamented the delays across the continent in acknowledging its potential in the spread of Iran’s global commercial influence. Not surprisingly, in the 1980s, some of the projects introduced by the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi in Africa did not follow sustainable economic models for growth or returns on investments. Instead, they aimed to win popularity and influence for Iran.\(^{(25)}\)

In the 1990s, the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi introduced a larger number of projects in Africa, intending to ensure a return on Iranian investments. By the mid-1990s, Africa presented Iran with modest but important economic opportunities as the country faced increased isolation due to U.S.-led sanctions. This encouraged Iran’s presidents to travel to the continent on more than one occasion. In 1991 and 1996, President Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani traveled to Africa to consolidate Iran’s post-war economic partnerships. This came as Iran’s ties with Europe deteriorated following the Mykonos affair involving the assassination of Iranian Kurdish dissidents in Germany. While lamenting his trip to Africa as head of state as a late policy, the


\(^{(25)}\) “Examination of 30 Years of Ties Between Iran and Africa.”
Iranian president made the effort to visit Sudan, Kenya, Uganda, Zimbabwe, South Africa, and Tanzania. The visits encouraged Tehran to increase the number of Iran’s embassies from nine to twenty in Africa and establish branches of the Iranian Red Crescent Society, Export Development Funds, medical clinics, and cultural and Islamic centers across the continent.

In 2005, President Mohammad Khatami traveled to seven African states toward the end of his tenure in office while also lamenting his administration’s policy of negligence toward Africa. He visited Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Mali, Benin, Zimbabwe, and Uganda. Falling oil prices led to the closure of a number of Iran’s embassies in Africa during Khatami’s tenure in office. In 2006, the president traveled to Sudan. Faced with the rapid imposition of sanctions on Iran, President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad attempted to launch a robust South–South cooperation model with African states, which failed to fully materialize due to many competing interests between Iran and Africa’s leaders. Still, Ahmadinejad’s encouragement of creating clusters of indigenous-based Danesh Bonyan (science foundation) initiatives to fight sanctions, a policy that continued under Rouhani, played an important role in implementing projects in Africa.

Furthermore, Ahmadinejad ordered his government to prioritize relations with Africa at every organizational level within Iran’s multiple ministries and government agencies. He then traveled to the Gambia on his first foreign trip abroad to participate at the AU summit, during which the Iranian president was sidelined by Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi, who harbored his own leadership ambitions in Africa, and dismissed Ahmadinejad’s bid to see Iran lead AU policy. But the visit helped consolidate Iran’s ties with the Gambia and accelerated the setup of branches of the Imam Khomeini Relief Aid program across the continent. Ahmadinejad then visited Algeria in 2007. In 2009, he traveled to the Comoro Islands, Djibouti, Kenya, Zimbabwe, and Senegal. In 2010, he visited Zimbabwe and Uganda, and Iran subsequently set up seven additional embassies in Africa. In 2011, Ahmadinejad traveled to Sudan. (26)

Despite Iran’s outreach efforts, many seemingly promising Iranian-led development and economic projects failed to materialize or were implemented slowly due to Tehran’s shifting economic priorities, lack of funds, and overall disinclination to commit to investing in Africa. Indeed, Iran remained more interested in Africa’s potential as an intermediary center to promote trade with Europe or South America through commercial hubs on the continent. President Rouhani’s commitment to reviving Iran’s poor relations with world powers briefly distracted Tehran from pursuing an assertive policy toward Africa. But in 2015, after Iran finalized the nuclear deal with world powers, many African countries welcomed renewed commercial and trade ties with Iran. In the process, Iran addressed the need to connect to African countries by sea, air, or land routes, by encouraging African capitals to set up direct flights or maritime transportation routes with Iran and connect with the country through alternative land and railway transit routes via third countries.

The volume of Iran’s trade with Africa increased 23 percent two years after the conclusion of the nuclear deal. Tehran offered export incentives to thirty African countries and increased its exports to the continent by almost 100 percent. It established maritime transportation routes to African ports and offered maritime transportation facilities to these countries to promote several large-scale trade deals. Specifically, Iran increased exports of methanol, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), iron, steel, carbon char, and cement to Africa. Simultaneously, Tehran sought to resolve insurance and banking hurdles to facilitate trade and encouraged African countries to promote barter agreements to avoid sanctions. By 2018, the volume of Iran’s direct and indirect exports to Africa reached US$1.7 billion, half of which was carried out through third countries in the southern Gulf region, including Oman and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). (27)

In 2018, Iran recognized the sanctions regime against it could remain in place despite the conclusion of the nuclear deal. As a result, it renewed its Africa outreach policy to build a “resistance economy,” an idea promoted by the Supreme Leader to circumvent the sanctions regime. This led to a renewed attempt by Iran to open more embassies in Africa. Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif—who made five trips to the continent in 2015–2019—reached out to

Tunisia, Uganda, Algeria, Rwanda, Botswana, Congo, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, and Mauritania. In two major visits to Africa made in less than six months, Iran’s foreign minister also reached out to Guinea, Mali, Nigeria, Ghana, Senegal, and Namibia. Iran believed that the relative stability of these African countries meant they were ripe with economic opportunities. After the outbreak of the global COVID-19 pandemic, Iran lobbied African leaders to expand bilateral cooperation to fight the coronavirus and help Tehran meet its medical needs under sanctions. Iran hoped to leverage its previous efforts in building health clinics and hospitals across Africa to prevail on African leaders in its time of need.

Iran increased opportunities to trade with Africa in the non-oil sector and petrochemicals, given international restrictions on Iranian oil exports. In 2017–2018, Iran exported US$693 million worth of non-oil sector goods to forty-two African countries. Key markets in order of priority were Egypt, Kenya, Sudan, South Africa, Morocco, Algeria, Djibouti, Ghana, Tunisia, Somalia, and Mozambique. Other Iranian non-oil exports and imports to and from Africa included food items such as rice, grains, cocoa, oil, canned food, processed food, as well as


tiles, handicrafts, rugs, gold, minerals, and oil by-products. But as Africa gradually turned into a central hub for economic growth and development, the continent invited investments from countries more powerful and economically influential than Iran, including Russia, China, the Gulf Arab states, and Turkey. As a result, Iran’s overall trade volume with the individual African countries remained modest, and at its peak, reached roughly US$100 million annually with friendlier states such as South Africa, discounting major joint ventures in the oil sector and the telecommunication industry between the two countries.

The trends pointed to a dearth in Iran’s long-term economic planning to increase investments and trade opportunities in Africa. Furthermore, besides South Africa, most African countries lacked interest or the required infrastructure to turn into major trade hubs for Iran. As a result, Iran remained relatively content to meet its basic trade needs with Africa when it could not export oil and other products to Europe or its neighboring Gulf Arab states. Sanctions and Iran’s generally weak political ties with most African states barred significant trade and commerce with the continent.

But over a long period, Iran’s oil exports to Africa offered the country a crucial economic lifeline under sanctions. Africa’s need for oil made poorer countries in the continent vulnerable to Iran’s offers of trade in the energy sector. As a result, Iran exported oil to countries across Africa, used local Lebanese intermediaries residing in Africa to trade oil on Iran’s behalf in the continent, and offered crude oil to local refineries in the continent and at discounted prices. As an OPEC member, Iran lobbied with major oil producers in Africa like Nigeria and Angola to keep oil prices high.

Given its small export volume of 0.13 percent to the continent, which boasted a total global market of imported goods to Africa worth US$523 billion by 2017–2018, Iran explored Africa’s inter- and intra-continental trade potential. To avoid sanctions, Iran encouraged African states
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to apply for international bank loans to advance projects using Iranian technical assistance, set up direct banking routes with Tehran, or consider expanding trade with Iran through Iraq, a country which was not under U.S. sanctions and worked closely with Iran. Simultaneously, Iran kept its eyes on Africa’s future markets by seeking opportunities to work with a host of organizations and financial institutions, including the African Continental Free Trade Area, the Common Market of Eastern and Southern Africa, the East African Community, Southern African Development Community, the East Africa Tea Trade Association, the Economic Community of Central African States, the Economic Community of the Great Lakes States (CEPGL), Central Bank of West African States, Central African Economic and Monetary Community, West African Monetary Union, the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU), Community of Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD), and Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). (37) Iran concluded a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with other groups such as the Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD), an eight-country trade bloc in Africa, to promote anti-piracy and anti-terrorism measures that enhance trade, combat illicit drugs, and build opportunities in the health and water resource management sectors. Furthermore, Iran’s “resistance economy” called for the expansion of ties with the non-oil-producing countries of Africa. (38)

To reach these markets, Iran convened regular meetings in Africa to condemn the sanctions regime against it, discussed ways to strengthen central bank ties with state-run African banks, and renewed talks with Rwanda, which hosted the launch of AfCFTA, to expand continental railway construction projects to facilitate trade with Iran. Simultaneously, Iran addressed ways to remove hurdles for trade purposes, including the revision of existing laws and regulations, the standardization of livestock management to enable Iran to import animals from Africa, the establishment of micro banking facilities and institutions, and the promotion of joint economic commissions. In addition, as Iran’s Central Bank sought to expand relations with state-run African banks, Tehran engaged with the coastal states of Africa that offered good markets for

trade and commerce and better strategic and geopolitical opportunities for Iranian access to the high seas and Africa’s heartland.

By October 2020, the barter of goods and the implementation of agricultural, technical, and engineering projects accounted for the bulk of Iran’s economic activities in Africa. Iran exported US$160 million in goods to Africa, despite U.S. sanctions and the pandemic. This figure marked a decrease in trade compared to 2019, when Iran exported goods worth US$366 million to the continent. The top ten importers of Iranian products in order of priority were Ghana, Cameroon, South Africa, Somalia, Angola, Mozambique, Tanzania, Kenya, the Ivory Coast, and Algeria. Iran imported US$20 million in goods from Africa. Iran’s main exports to Africa included yogurt drinks, milk, cream, dairies, dates, food pastes, chalk, cement, carbon, metal sheets, construction material, glass, iron sticks, aluminum, acids, pistachio, perfume-making flowers, licorice juice, and extract, medical equipment, seeds, and oily fruits. It also exported paraffin, motor oil, raisins, tar, biscuits, chemical products, and Vaseline. Iran imported from Africa agricultural seeds, high-fat food, plant-based oils, chlorine, detergent extract, spare parts for industrial-scale auto manufacturing, clutch pads, packaging containers, medical equipment, sesame seeds, tobacco, industrial sheets, and rolls. In addition, it received sunflower seeds, tea, palm oil, phosphates, and tropical fruits from the continent.

Furthermore, Iran entered into talks to set up trade centers in the continent and regular maritime trade routes. It also expressed interest in exporting technical and engineering services to Africa and developing the continent’s urban water management system, construction business, industrial factories, and agricultural sector. To this end, Iran’s Trade Promotion Organization entered into talks with a number of the Gulf Arab states, which it regarded as its traditional trade partners, to expand port and maritime facilities to enable Iran’s trade with Africa. Experts in Iran recommended that the country use the opportunity to reach Africa’s more remote markets where competition was limited—namely, in East Africa. Reaching North or West African markets was more demanding for Iran. Experts also encouraged Iran to leverage the Shi’i business community in Africa to consolidate trade partnerships.(39)

Iran’s Cultural Initiatives in Africa

Policy indifference—combined with a misplaced sense of superiority toward other developing countries—has restricted Iran’s ability to readily connect with Africa on a cultural level. This stance reflects a revolutionary penchant in Tehran to discount complaints from African governments when problems arise. Iran prefers a “wait and see” approach, thereby “riding out” problems in the hope of a solution while maintaining diplomatic relations with the African countries. Iran has never wavered from the revolution’s foreign policy goals of building strategic depth in the Middle East and Muslim countries farther afield. Tehran has therefore sought to cultivate ties with the African OIC member states, the continent’s Islamic movements, and other anti-Western groups in Africa. Iran’s cultural interest in Africa has also reflected the revolution’s apprehension about Western cultural influence over Africa’s Christian populations, Iraq’s ability to propagate the Ba’th ideology in Africa, and Saudi Arabia’s religious influence over African Muslim communities.

These trends threatened to raise anti-Iranian and anti-Shi‘i sentiments across the continent. In response, Iran aimed to reduce the Western influence in Africa in an effort to rebuild the continent in a way that empowered Muslim communities with sympathies toward Iran’s revolution. Mindful that many of Africa’s leaders studied in Israel, Iran invited a larger pool of Africans to study in Iranian universities and religious seminaries. Encouraging Africans to embrace Shi‘i Islam allowed Iran better access to these communities. Iran also openly questioned the Ba’th ideological influence in North Africa, the Western missionary agenda on the continent, as well as Saudi cultural influence.

Despite limited evidence suggesting that Iran’s mobilization of Shi‘a in Africa triggers major security threats or is used to counter rival powers, Tehran does deploy supporters to bolster its power and influence to advance Iranian interests in Africa. Indeed, at times Tehran has abandoned its followers in Africa—namely, when it is distracted with other foreign policy priorities. But it has also sought to boost ties with Africa’s Sunni communities, seeking to build leverage. This
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move has not always met with success, given that many Sunni religious institutions in Africa shun any connection with Iran. To overcome this hurdle and build leverage, Iran has made wider contacts with African Shi‘i institutions supported by charitable groups and individuals in Europe, the Arab world, and the Gulf Arab states, including Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain, and Saudi Arabia.

Iran considered the expansion of Shi‘i Islam in Africa as a necessary step to counter the spread of extremist practices of Islam promoted through strict interpretations of the Sunni faith. As a result, Iran has built contacts with Islamic or liberation movements in Africa and nurtured those contacts over an extended period. The result has been an activist model of Islam in Africa that follows the Iranian revolutionary brand and a growing number of African converts to Shi‘i Islam. The policy has also bolstered Iran’s ability to reach out to Africans of other religious persuasions. Iran has skillfully deployed this influence to accumulate state-to-state contacts with the African capitals.

Tehran has also encouraged conversions to Shi‘i Islam in Africa. Conversions increased following the collapse of the Ba‘th regime in Iraq in 2003 and Saudi Arabia’s crackdown on extremism following 9/11. While Tehran has encouraged Africans to view the Iranian version of Shi‘i Islam as a non-radical faith, this view was not shared by all. In fact, Iran’s efforts to promote its revolutionary ideology in Africa have faced local resistance in most African countries and widened preexisting gaps that divided the African communities along ethnic, tribal, economic, and religious lines. Although an increased number of converts have been attracted to Iran’s revolution, most Africans have shunned it and followed the more moderate and widespread forms of the practice of Islam in the Sunni faith, often promoted by the Egyptian Al-Azhar University and Lebanese preachers who better understood the non-Iranian Muslim world.

Not surprisingly, Iran’s efforts to influence Africa’s religious landscape have stirred local disputes between Muslims and Christians as well as Muslim communities of Sunnis and Shi‘a.

The majority of the African countries found it hard to deal with Iran’s policies, particularly
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in North and West Africa, where IS and Sunni radicalism have been more pervasive. African countries in these regions have sought to contain Iranian actions.

These challenges—combined with the fact that the Shi‘i influence in Africa predated the Iranian Revolution—have resulted in mixed results for Iran vis-à-vis propagating Shi‘i Islam. With few exceptions, the African Shi‘i communities, especially those who converted to Shi‘i Islam under Iranian influence, received only general training about the faith and were not seen by Iran as true converts. Africa’s leaders have generally preferred to maintain a separation between state and religion, which curtailed Iran’s ability to encourage the Shi‘i practice. Furthermore, Iran was competing with a host of rivals with considerable cultural influence in Africa, including Arab states such as Iraq, Libya, and Saudi Arabia.

Finally, Tehran’s influence over the Shi‘i communities that belong to different schools of the faith influenced by the Ismailis and Zaidis—or follow Shi‘i communities in Lebanon, the Gulf Arab states, and the Indian subcontinent—has been limited. In fact, Africa’s multi-faith fabric, which led to moderate practices within the Sunni faith, and in a host of tribal and animism belief systems in parts of the continent, meant that Iran’s Shi‘i influence in Africa remained limited. As a result, Iran could not even mobilize the Shirazi and small Baluchi communities of Iranian descent in East Africa, which had integrated into the local culture.

To overcome these hurdles, Tehran has combined its agenda of exporting the revolution to the continent with cultural and educational programs. Iran has organized art exhibits and promoted the Iranian language and literature. It has simultaneously projected a charming and inclusive image of its cultural revolution in Africa and a desire to accommodate Africa’s diverse cultures. Widespread racism toward Africans has assisted Iran in this process, as have more recent movements such as Black Lives Matter, which Iran has frequently referenced to remind Africans that it embraces inclusion, unlike the United States.

The gradual proliferation of Iranian-backed cultural and religious activities and Islamic political institutions in Africa has increased Iran’s soft power influence. Iran has cultivated ties with the African communities through a host of charitable and humanitarian organizations, including
the Iranian Red Crescent Society, the Imam Khomeini Relief Committee, the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly, and branches of the Al-Mustafa University, which the United States imposed sanctions on in 2020. Iran also looks to North Africa’s Berber culture and traditional practices, which have Shi’i roots. Tehran believes this could help Iran’s influence, especially in North Africa. According to the Iranians, it was a region with deep sympathies for Shi’i Islam and one in which a large number of Shi’a resided but practiced *taqiyyah* to conceal their faith and avoid persecution.\(^\text{(46)}\) Given this outlook, an Iranian preacher in Africa said he believed that the continent could re-emerge as a Shi’i stronghold in the future.\(^\text{(47)}\)


Iran’s Bilateral Relations in Africa

This section of the report moves to a detailed discussion of the evolution and current development of Iran’s bilateral relations with each of the fifty-four African states. The countries are presented alphabetically.

The Democratic Republic of Algeria

Algeria declared support for Iran’s new revolutionary government by dispatching a special envoy to expand relations with Tehran in 1979. When United States–Iran relations broke down after revolutionaries stormed the American embassy in November 1979, Tehran asked Algeria to serve as Iran’s Interest Section in Washington D.C. Algeria played a critical role in negotiations that led to the 1981 release of the American hostages held captive in Iran. Tehran–Algiers relations slowly flourished through 1989 under the ruling Algerian National Liberation Front (FLN), which embodied religion as a central rallying point for opposition groups. But in 1992–1993, Iran’s ties with Algeria deteriorated following the victory of the Algerian Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) in local city elections led by figureheads such as Abbasi Madani, whom Iran respected. Algiers’ subsequent dismantling of the Front—and the eruption of local conflict—led to charges that Tehran was secretly arming and financing Algerian Islamist fighters. Iran dismissed the charges, but the Voice of the Islamic Republic of Iran radio program frequently broadcast sympathetic stories about the FIS military wing—namely, the Islamic Army for the Salvation of Algeria (ISA)—which led Algiers to bar Iranian reporters from entering the North African country.(48)

In the 1990s, other violent Islamist groups fighting FIS emerged in Algeria. Between 1991 and 2002, the country descended into civil war, leading to the so-called Black Decade, which marginalized the Iranian influence over Algerian opposition groups. Still, Tehran maintained sympathy for Algeria’s post-colonial plight and its challenges of state-building. As a result, even after Algeria broke off diplomatic relations with Iran in 1993, it briefly

retained a representative in Tehran. In subsequent years, Algeria’s relative isolation from the international community, and the election of Iran’s reformist president Mohammad Khatami in 1997, helped revive the ties between Algiers and Tehran. The two capitals bonded by promoting joint cultural and educational activities, which involved the recitations of Persian and Arabic poetry, the exchange of students and academics, and Quranic recital competitions. In 2000, Algiers and Tehran decided to resume diplomatic relations during meetings held on the sidelines of the UN Millennium Summit. (49)

In 2007, relations again turned cold when Algiers opened investigations into two Shi‘i groups run by Sunni converts around Mascara in northwestern Algeria and Iranian support for the conversion of Sunnis into Shi‘i Islam. The Algerian Shi‘i community—though relatively small in number at approximately 20,000 adherents—increased in number due to the conversion of Algerian Sunnis to Shi‘i Islam. In response, the Algerian government monitored the country’s Shi‘i population by demanding the formal registration of their faith. (50)

Iran attempted to revive its ties with Algeria following the Arab Spring uprisings in North Africa in 2011. (51) As the frequency of local protests in Algeria picked up, peaking in 2019, Iran continued to support the country’s political processes and new presidential elections. Nevertheless, Tehran simultaneously attempted to broaden its support base among the opposition Algerian Islamic groups, including Sunnis and Shi‘a, which Tehran believed would remain a significant political force as Algeria underwent gradual reforms. (52)

Algiers and Tehran coordinated their political stances on several issues during the period of flourishing relations. During the Iran–Iraq War, Algeria attempted to mediate the dispute. Algiers


declared support for Iran’s peaceful nuclear program in the post-war period and worked with Tehran to align positions on crucial foreign policy issues, including Palestine and Syria in the NAM. Tehran briefly attempted to use Algeria’s traditional mediating role in the Middle East to rebuild its ties with the Gulf states and resolve its tensions with Saudi Arabia.\(^{(53)}\) In addition, Tehran entertained building an alliance with Algeria to fight terrorist groups, including IS and al-Qaeda.\(^{(54)}\) Algeria and Iran upheld the Palestinian cause, reached a level of convergence over a political future for Yemen that is inclusive of the Houthis, and rejected the normalization of relations between the Muslim states and Israel.

Iran placed a premium on its ties with Algeria, which it saw as the most stable and strongest country in North Africa from both a military and security standpoint and a potential gateway for expanding its naval presence in Mediterranean waters. In 2004, Algeria and Iran convened talks to increase military and defense cooperation.\(^{(55)}\) In 2011, Algeria asked to expand military cooperation with Iran, and the two countries facilitated frequent meetings between the military attaches serving in their respective embassies in Algiers and Tehran.\(^{(56)}\) In 2018, Morocco charged that Iran and Hezbollah were arming the Polisario Front through Algeria. In 2019, Algeria and Iran continued to hold discussions to increase port and maritime cooperation to boost trade.\(^{(57)}\)

Algeria remained helpful to Iran as a trade partner, and the two countries inked dozens of economic agreements. In 2008, bilateral trade doubled from US$25 million in the previous year to US$50 million, and Algiers and Tehran increased mutual investments in the energy, industrial, banking, pharmaceutical, medical, and agricultural sectors.\(^{(58)}\) In 2009, Iran, Eritrea, and Algeria agreed to boost trilateral investment and economic projects.\(^{(59)}\) Algiers and Tehran
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continued to ease customs regulations, and coordinated economic policies in the NAM and the G-15 informal forum, convened talks to expand cooperation in housing, urbanization, water resource management, and transportation, and explored options for bartering goods.

In 2015–2017, Algeria and Iran concluded agreements between their respective youth and sports ministries and agreed to expand relations between their labor ministries. In 2017, Algeria was Foreign Minister Zarif’s first destination in his Africa tour, where he discussed Syria, the Gulf crisis, and economic relations. Algeria and Iran finalized eight cooperation agreements during the Joint Iran-Algeria Economic Cooperation Commission meeting that year.\(^{(60)}\) In January 2019, Algeria and Iran set up a parliamentary friendship group and agreed to expand cooperation between their religious scholars and endowment organizations, hold Quranic meetings, and promote cultural activities, including in the film industry.

In addition, Algeria and Iran increased cooperation in manufacturing and mining. Automakers Tahkout from Algeria and SAIPA, Rahmouni, and Iran Khodro in Iran set up assembly and manufacturing lines in Algeria, and Yazd Tire in Iran exported 50,000 car tires to Algeria. The two countries further conducted geological surveys to expand cooperation in Algeria’s mining sector. They convened regular meetings to standardize trade levels, promote joint trade exhibits, produce pharmaceutical drugs and medical equipment, develop joint educational and sports programs, promote youth and labor exchanges and programs, expand media exchanges and activities, invest in joint tourism, build the justice systems of the two countries, and increase cultural activities. Tehran also explored opportunities to export gas across Algeria and expand gas production and liquified natural gas projects with the North African country.\(^{(61)}\) But the weakening of the Iranian position in OPEC following sanctions and falling oil prices encouraged Algeria to open up its economy to countries in the Arab world that Iran considers its rivals, including Saudi Arabia. It remains to be seen if this move will adversely affect Iran’s ability to trade with the North African country.
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The Republic of Angola

Iran viewed Angola as a frontline state in the fight against apartheid and established formal ties with Luanda in 1985. Iran’s ambassadors to South Africa served as accredited representatives to Angola. In 1986, Iran’s then-president, Ali Khamenei, visited Angola to offer financial aid to the country and seek Luanda’s support during the Iran–Iraq War. In the following years, Tehran sought Luanda’s vote to defend Iran’s nuclear program, which it compared to Angola’s long fight against colonialism. In addition, Iran attempted to sway Angola to defend the Syrian government as it consolidated its position against local armed groups in 2018 and as Iran attempted to expand its access to maritime routes from the Iranian-operated Syrian ports in the Mediterranean to the Atlantic Ocean. Iran valued Angola as a top-ranking African destination to reach international waters.

As the seventh-largest country and second-largest oil producer in Africa, Angola worked with Iran to boost oil prices in OPEC, while Iran used Lebanese business people to market Iranian oil in the African country. Moreover, as one of the largest economies in Africa’s southern Sahara region, with rich mineral resources, Angola was seen by Iran as an emerging African economy. But Angola–Iran economic ties remained limited. Iran exported handicrafts and sold public transportation vehicles to Angola and allowed Indian and Lebanese business people to promote Iranian products in the African country’s markets.

In 2008, as Iran struggled with UNSC sanctions, it called on Angola to promote cooperation with it in South–South development forums and the energy, housing, health, and education sectors. In 2009, Angola and India bought into the Iranian National Oil Company’s South Pars Phase 12 project. Sociedade Nacional de Combustíveis de Angola (Sonangol) took a 20 percent stake in


the US$7.5 billion venture before being forced to leave Iran due to sanctions on its energy sector.\(^{(67)}\)

In 2010, the U.S. Treasury Department sanctioned a Hezbollah financial network and business operating in Angola and working on Iran’s behalf.\(^{(68)}\) Following the 2015 Iranian nuclear deal, Iran’s foreign minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, held meetings with Angola to boost cooperation in various fields, including pharmaceuticals, engineering, and technology. Tehran sought new opportunities to reach markets in Angola via South Africa and invest in Angola’s oil and mining sectors.\(^{(69)}\) But Luanda’s superior relations with Iran’s competitors threatened to slow prospects of deeper trade relations with Tehran after the re-imposition of sanctions against Iran in 2018.

Iranian cultural activities in Angola were limited, given the African nation’s small Muslim population.\(^{(70)}\) Moreover, Angola introduced measures to control the spread of Islam and Muslim activities, particularly where these were perceived as potentially radicalizing Angolan society. But Islam grew in Angola, and Angola’s local Muslim community set up prayer houses and mosques, although a number of them were closed down.\(^{(71)}\)

**The Republic of Benin**

Following the revolution, Iran established ties with Benin for the first time. Tehran believed that the Sub-Saharan African nation was an important partner given its significant Muslim population and membership in the NAM and the OIC. Benin supported Iran’s positions in international forums during the Iran–Iraq War and abstained or refrained from voting against Iran at the UN when it passed resolutions condemning Iran’s human rights record. In the 1980s, Iran sought the support of Benin’s Muslim community in its efforts to contain Israel’s influence in the African country and joint calls for Israel’s expulsion from the United Nations.\(^{(72)}\)

---
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In 2005, President Khatami traveled to Benin to expand political and economic relations. But relations cooled during Ahmadinejad’s presidency when Iran sought to buy uranium from the African country. In 2011, the U.S. Department of Treasury identified the so-called “Joumma networks”—Iranian and Hezbollah-linked financial networks led by the operative Ayman Joumma—which operated in Benin by setting up corporate entities and car dealerships and intended to lead policies and financial operations harmful to U.S. and Israeli security interests. In 2013, Benin and Tehran convened talks to consolidate relations, which picked up after the Iran nuclear deal. In recent years, Porto-Novo and Tehran agreed to hold talks on the Middle East conflicts and address radicalism, terrorism, armed conflicts, and violence in the region.

Tehran cultivated economic ties with Porto-Novo and saw Benin as a relatively stable country to invest in. Following the revolution, Iran concluded an agreement to generate power in Benin and build a power plant, which enabled continual cooperation in the field. In the following years, Iran built an amphitheater in Benin and expressed willingness to buy uranium from the country, considering that Benin’s large port city of Cotonou was a hub for exporting the mineral. Benin and Iran explored using the port as a free-trade zone to encourage Iranian businesses to invest in West Africa. Benin and Iran convened talks to explore opportunities for growth in the oil and gas sector, water resource management, and forestry on the sidelines of the Africa Development Path Conference held in Tehran in 2017.

In 2018, Benin and Iran held talks to expand trade further. Benin invited Iranian business people to visit the African country and use it as a gateway to neighboring Nigeria’s vast markets and some 200 million consumers in West Africa. Iran offered to provide Benin with agricultural vehicles and machinery and build food production units and refineries in the country. Benin simultaneously joined the Saudi Arabian-led IMCTC.

---

Iran cultivated ties with Benin in Islamic conferences and Benin’s local Shiʿi community, which is of Lebanese descent. Iran revived Shiʿi traditions in Benin by holding religious events in the African country, which facilitated conversions to Shiʿism. In addition, Iran built hospitals, clinics, charitable organizations, schools, preaching centers, and cultural institutes in Benin, including a branch of the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly. Young people from Benin with high school diplomas received scholarships to study in Iran. In recent years, Benin and Iran agreed to exchange religious scholars and university faculty members.

The Republic of Botswana

Iran agreed to establish relations with Botswana for the first time after this southern African country abstained from voting in favor of a UN measure against Iran’s human rights record in 1990. But Gaborone and Tehran disagreed over the former’s decision to maintain official relations with Israel and ignore Iran’s positions on the Palestinian issue, despite voices in the ranks of the opposition Botswana National Front calling for ending relations with Tel Aviv. According to cable reports, Botswana did not want Iran to open an embassy in the African nation and took steps to cancel a friendly match with the Iranian football federation in June 2009, which it then reluctantly agreed to hold.

Economic relations between Botswana and Iran remained limited to holding joint trade fairs in the early part of the relationship. Iran gradually expanded non-oil trade with Botswana, including in the agricultural, car manufacturing, petrochemical, technological, medical, infrastructure, tourism, and telecommunications sectors. With oil, gas, and coal of its own, and the ability to meet its energy needs from the Central African Republic, Botswana had little need for Iran’s energy supplies. Botswana remained a high-risk investment destination for Iran, and the two countries generally avoided implementing joint projects. The Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly has reported that Botswana has a significant Shiʿi population within its small Muslim community.
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Burkina Faso

Iran has monitored the status of Burkina Faso’s majority-Muslim population and regarded the African country as a terrorist hotspot. Tehran has frequently expressed concern over weak citizenship rights for Muslims, including the Lebanese community residing in Burkina Faso and the country’s Shi‘i community, which has grown due to conversions from the Sunni Maliki faith. Tehran saw these groups as important partners in expanding the Iranian influence and fighting militant Islamic groups in West Africa. As a result, Iran invested in building more extensive West African networks to support its interests in the region. For example, the Nigerian Islamic Movement with links to Iran has supporters in Burkina Faso.(83)

Following the Arab uprisings in 2011, which Iran said was partly due to an Islamic awakening shaping in North Africa, Tehran expected a similar awakening to shape in Burkina Faso. The African country was ripe territory for unrest, given its large and disenfranchised Muslim population and the fact that it lost its traditional financial patron in North Africa—namely, Muammar el Qaddafi, who was ousted from power in Libya in October 2011. As a result, Tehran embarked on a new round of talks with Ouagadougou to address its concerns over increased attacks against Muslims and mosques in Burkina Faso.(84)

In addition, Iran remained concerned about the operations of a host of radical groups such as Ansar al-Islam, al-Qaeda, and IS in the northern regions of Burkina Faso, where fighters were also recruited by the Islamic State in West Africa Province (ISWAP). Iran was also perturbed by Burkina Faso’s ceding the battleground to these militant groups mostly since 2018, despite a French-led military operation and the G5 Sahel Joint Force (Burkina Faso, Chad, Mali, Mauritania, and Niger), which has been combating the insurgents in Operation Barkhane since 2014.(85)

---


Burkina Faso retained an accredited ambassador to Iran, and Tehran maintained working relations with the ECOWAS, of which Burkina Faso is a member. The association includes fifteen countries and covers a population of 340 million people.\(^{(86)}\) As a result, over the years, Tehran has sought to expand talks with Ouagadougou in the technical and engineering sectors and encouraged the African nation to use Iranian anti-terrorism expertise to enable Iran to reach West African markets better. To this end, Iran held parliamentary-level security talks with Burkina Faso in 2018. The parliaments of the two countries further expressed interest in leading joint projects to promote women’s rights.\(^{(87)}\) In 2018, Tehran once again sought to boost relations with Burkina Faso, following the re-imposition of sanctions by the United States against Iran.

**Burundi**

After the revolution, Iran’s oil exports to Burundi helped Tehran expand ties with other countries in Africa, including Cameroon, Chad, and the Central African Republic, all of which invited Iranian investments to develop their infrastructure.\(^{(88)}\) Following the end of Burundi’s civil war in 2005, and even though the African country had only a small Muslim population, Iran warmed up to the idea of opening an embassy in Gitega to expand relations. The embassy was established in 2010, but many critics in Iran questioned whether relations with Burundi warranted such a heavy investment given that the African country did not have an embassy in Tehran.\(^{(89)}\) In 2014, Iran reached out to Burundi in an attempt to develop joint plans to fight extremism, violence, and terrorism. In 2017, Iran sent an accredited ambassador to Gitega and reaffirmed its commitment to helping build stability in the African country.\(^{(90)}\)
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Unhappy with the low level of ties with Gitega and the lack of joint projects, Tehran offered incentives, including fair energy deals to help develop Burundi’s oil and gas sector. But after holding joint meetings, and despite Burundi earlier urging Iran to share its experience in the energy sector, no major agreement was reached to cooperate in the oil sector. Tehran then offered Gitega opportunities to expand tourism, engage in educational exchanges, and enhance cooperation in the NAM. In 2013, the two countries signed trade agreements in the agricultural, technical, health, education, investment, commercial, and diplomatic sectors. Iran proposed to help Burundi generate electricity and import gasoline.(91) In an attempt to revive ties in 2014, Iran sought new investment opportunities in Burundi. After Iran finalized the nuclear deal in 2015, Gitega showed renewed interest in Iranian investments and invited Iran’s business community to Burundi. In 2015, Foreign Minister Zarif traveled to Burundi.(92)

In 2016, Burundi and Iran agreed to expand university-level scientific and educational contacts. At least eight students from Burundi commenced studies in Iran’s top-ranking universities. In addition to their specialized field studies, students received education about Iran’s revolution. Burundi further showed interest in promoting Iranian culture and the Persian language.(93) Iran continued to cultivate relations with Burundi’s Muslim and Shi‘i populations, encouraged blood donations during Shi‘i ceremonies, and sent physicians to set up clinics in the African country. In one case, an Iranian physician turned down an offer to work in Burundi after its local authorities refused to name a health clinic after Imam Reza, a Shi‘i imam revered in Iran.(94) In general, Burundi aimed to prevent stirring divides between its Shi‘i and Sunni communities, given the history of relative peace between the followers of the two faiths.

(91) “Burundi, Iran’s New Step Toward Africa;” “Ambassadors and Diplomats of Foreign Countries: We Welcome Strengthening Ties with Iran;” “Republic of Burundi: Country Energy Economy Information.”
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**The Republic of Cameroon**

Ties between Cameroon and Iran have remained limited. Nevertheless, Tehran retained an accredited ambassador in the West–Central African country, while Cameroon’s ambassador in Riyadh was accredited to serve in Tehran. But Cameroon and Iran did not conclude any significant agreements in the years following the revolution. In 2017, Yaounde and Tehran held talks to consolidate relations between the two countries and invite Iranian companies to operate in the African country. Cameroon and Iran further discussed ways to coordinate regional and international efforts to fight terrorism and radicalism. But Cameroon’s relations with Israel and Saudi Arabia have been much closer.\(^{(95)}\)

Following the revolution, with help from Burundi, Iran attempted to assist Cameroon with oil exports and investments in its infrastructure sector. Iran also exported furniture, rugs, electronics, petrochemical products, clothing items, shoes, and decorative objects to Cameroon. A member of the NAM and the OIC, with a significantly sizeable Muslim population (mainly Sunnis), Cameroon’s Muslim leaders participated in regional and international events in Iran and made calls to strengthen unity in the Muslim world.\(^{(96)}\) Iran has supported Shi’a in Cameroon, who are free to hold gatherings and ceremonies, and launched publications to promote the faith. The Nigerian Islamic Movement—with up to three million members—has links to Iran and encourages conversions to Shi’i Islam. The movement is believed to have supporters in Cameroon, which has increased the government’s sensitivities over the movement’s activities.\(^{(97)}\)

**The Republic of Cape Verde**

As a member of the NAM, Cape Verde has sought to maintain friendly relations with all the organization’s member countries, including Iran. In 2016, Iran appointed its representative in Senegal as its accredited ambassador to Praia, which welcomed the Iran nuclear deal.\(^{(98)}\) In
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the subsequent two years, seeking to elevate the level of trade ties with Cape Verde, Iran’s Chamber of Commerce encouraged Iranian traders and entrepreneurs to participate in Cape Verde’s international trade exhibits.\(^{(99)}\) In 2020, authorities in Cape Verde arrested Alex Nain Saab Moran, a Colombian trader close to Venezuela and Iran who the United States indicted on money laundering charges. The arrest came when Moran attempted to fly to Iran on a personal jet via the island nation. The arrest came weeks after Iran’s oil tankers reached Venezuela as part of an oil barter plan designed to avoid U.S. sanctions \(^{(100)}\)

**The Central African Republic (CAR)**

Following the revolution, Iran sought Burundi’s help to export Iranian oil and invest in the CAR.\(^{(101)}\) Iran remained interested in the CAR’s uranium deposits, some located in conflict-prone uranium-mining towns. Tehran reportedly attempted to buy the uranium concentrate powder known as yellowcake from Bangui.\(^{(102)}\) The CAR is on Iran’s terrorist watchlist. In 2013, civil strife in the CAR between a small Muslim minority and a large Christian majority impeded Iran’s ability to influence the African country. Iran has remained concerned by the massacre of Muslims in the CAR and the violence perpetrated in the African country by radical Islamic groups affiliated with al-Qaeda and the IS. In 2019, security forces in the CAR arrested a member of Iran’s Quds Force while uncovering the Saraya Zahara network, which ran operations in Chad, Sudan, and Eritrea. The network was believed to help pro-Iranian African leaders reach positions of political prominence and influence in the continent.\(^{(103)}\)

**The Republic of Chad**

Chad’s geographic location as a conflict-prone, landlocked, and vastly desert country surrounded by neighbors that experienced frequent conflicts prevented Iran’s easy access to the Sub-Saharan

---
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country.\(^{(104)}\) Still, Tehran sought to expand its ties with the poverty-stricken African nation given its majority population of Muslims.\(^{(105)}\) Iran’s Red Crescent Society delivered aid to Chad when it faced famine and offered to build infrastructure in the African country.\(^{(106)}\) In 2016, N’Djamena and Tehran agreed to expand cooperation in the health and pharmaceutical sectors and use the Iranian Red Crescent Society’s pool of nearly two million trained humanitarian volunteers to meet Chad’s aid and disaster relief needs. To this end, the Iranian Red Crescent Society called for an agreement with Chad’s Red Cross to prevent diseases, set up health training courses, and prepare for disasters in the African nation.\(^{(107)}\)

Iran has built influence in Chad by addressing the African country’s conflicts, albeit in ways that serve Iranian security interests. For example, the Iran-linked Nigerian Islamic Movement has supporters in Chad. The movement is claimed to operate paramilitary training camps while encouraging conversions to Shi’i Islam.\(^{(108)}\) In 2017, Chad sided with Saudi Arabia by severing its ties with Qatar, which hampered Iran’s ability to consolidate diplomatic relations with N’Djamena. Chad’s experience with armed uprisings led by Sunni extremists and terrorist groups in the northern and eastern parts of the country, and its renewed security ties with Israel, gave Iran even fewer opportunities to expand bilateral relations.\(^{(109)}\) Iran viewed Chad as a terrorist hotspot given its proximity to the conflicts in Libya and Sudan and the activities of groups such as Boko Haram and IS in Chad and around the Lake Chad basin neighboring Niger, Nigeria, and the CAR. In 2019, Chad security forces uncovered an Iranian-backed network called the Saraya Zahara, which was known to support emerging African leaders close to Tehran.\(^{(110)}\)

---
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The Union of the Comoros (also known as the Comoro Islands)

Comoros hosts immigrants from the Gulf region, including a business community of Iranian descent. But civil war, which raged in 1993–1994 and again in 1997–1999, impeded Iran’s outreach to the country. Following its civil war, Moroni enjoyed cordial relations with Tehran, and Iran offered Comoros US$2 million in loans to build 500 housing units. Iran’s clerical establishment views Comoros as a nation ripe with opportunities to embrace Shi‘i Islam, given its community of immigrants from the Gulf region and the Indian subcontinent. In 2006, Iran set up a cultural center in Moroni called the Al-Thaqalain to select and send students from Comoros to Iranian religious seminaries.

Under President Ahmad Abdullah Mohammad Sambi—who led the island nation from 2011 to 2016—Comoros drew closer to Iran. The government of President Sambi, who had Iranian bodyguards and previously studied in the Iranian seminary city of Qom, issued some 300 passports to Iranian nationals. New passport owners included senior managers in Iran’s transportation, oil and gas, metals, and foreign currency exchange sectors. In addition, Comoros briefly allowed its embassy in the UAE to issue passports valid for two months to Iranians visiting the island nation. A member of the Arab League, the small island nation broke its ties off with Iran in 2016, after Iranian mobs attacked the Saudi embassy in Tehran. In 2018, Comoros canceled some 100 passports previously issued to Iranians after increased international concerns that its passports were being used to circumvent sanctions.

The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)

The Democratic Republic of the Congo (known as the Republic of Zaire until 1997) has a significant Muslim population that Iran sought to influence. In addition, the African country’s proximity to the anti-apartheid front states of Angola and Zambia made it immediately attractive


to Tehran after the Iranian Revolution. But Tehran admonished Zaire for building ties with Israel, and in protest, retained a temporary staff at its embassy in Kinshasa until 1986.

Still, Iran donated to projects benefiting the local Muslim communities in Zaire and sought opportunities to expand trade with the African country in the mining and oil sectors, at times through swap deals. Kinshasa subsequently supported Iran’s positions in the NAM and other international bodies. In addition, the two countries engaged in talks to expand cooperation in the nuclear field. In 2006, a shipment of uranium originating from the DRC was intercepted in Tanzania. Officials in Kinshasa rejected that they had shipped uranium to Iran, but some reports pointed to lax security in the Congolese nuclear plants and uranium mines. In 2008, the DRC supported International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) measures to resolve international tensions over the Iranian nuclear file to express solidarity with Iran’s nuclear program. The DRC and Iran entered into talks to expand economic relations and signed two MoUs the following year. The two countries proceeded to hold joint meetings to cooperate in the energy and infrastructure sectors, build power plants, and develop the mining, industrial and agricultural sectors.

In 2010–2011, the U.S. Department of Treasury sanctioned businesses linked to Hezbollah operating in Africa. Specifically, the U.S. Treasury identified the aforementioned “Joumma networks” moving money around the DRC and elsewhere on Iran’s behalf. Trade remained a pivotal concern for Kinshasa and Tehran. Following the conclusion of the Iran nuclear deal, the two capitals engaged in talks to expand trade ties. But international sanctions on Iran and Israel’s increased influence in the DRC threatened to slow down the expansion of economic
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relations between Kinshasa and Tehran. In 2020, Iran explored sending construction material to the DRC.\(^{(119)}\) The DRC and Iran also maintained cultural ties, including in the film industry.\(^{(120)}\)

The DRC is on Iran’s list of terrorist hotspots, given the central African country’s intermittent civil strife between 1996 and 2003. Predicting that the DRC could turn into a center of global terrorism and attract greater Western influence to control rebel fighting, Iran monitored activities by IS and other terrorist groups in the country. Specifically, Iran remained concerned that the IS could move into Africa quicker after its defeat in Syria, despite the group’s military setbacks across the continent.\(^{(121)}\) The merging of the Islamic State in the Greater Sahara (ISGS) in the central Sahel region with the ISWAP—another IS branch operating in the Lake Chad basin—added to Iran’s concerns about the stability of this central African country.\(^{(122)}\) In April 2019, the Allied Democratic Forces, with ties to Uganda and seeking to build an Islamic state, attacked the small northeastern town of Beni in the DRC. The Congolese army’s engagement with the rebels increased Iranian concerns about the merging of terrorist groups in central Africa.

**The Republic of the Congo**

Iran sought relations with the minority Muslim and Shiʿi communities in the Republic of the Congo. But Congo’s civil wars in 1993–1994 and 1997–1999 impeded Iran’s ability to influence the country. In more recent years, Iran’s Red Crescent Society sought opportunities to work with Congo’s Red Cross to expand the African country’s health sector. It also offered to send volunteers to build health clinics and promote disaster relief education, and dispatch drones and ambulances to help with relief aid in the Congo. In addition, Iran’s Red Crescent Society’s team from Kinshasa in the DRC were ready to dispatch to Brazzaville.\(^{(123)}\) But the Congo’s renewed ties with Israel threatened to restrict Tehran’s ability to strengthen bilateral relations with Brazzaville.
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In 2013, Iran aimed once more to expand cooperation with Brazzaville given its relatively prominent role in promoting stability in Sub-Saharan Africa, potentially granting Iran opportunities to increase its influence in the region. Iran specifically offered its assistance to implement technical and industrial projects in the Congo.\(^{(124)}\) A year later, Iran expressed readiness to help the Congo build oil refineries and cooperate in petrochemical projects. Brazzaville invited Tehran to share its expertise so the West African country could boost the capacity of its legislative bodies.\(^{(125)}\) In 2018, faced with sanctions, Iran renewed its outreach to the Congo by urging the government to expand relations in all sectors and to reopen embassies in the two capitals.\(^{(126)}\) In 2019, the Iran–Congo Parliamentary Friendship Group hosted a delegation from Tehran to strengthen ties and condemned unilateral measures taken to punish Iran due to the sanctions regime against the country.\(^{(127)}\)

The Republic of Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast)

The Ivory Coast maintained ambassadorial relations with Tehran following the Iranian Revolution, and Iran kept a representative in the port city of Abidjan. Relations between the two countries broke down after Tehran gave the Ivory Coast embassy a month to close when the West African country resumed ties with Israel in 1986. Following years of diplomatic negotiations, the Ivory Coast and Iran agreed to resume relations and reopen embassies in 1995.\(^{(128)}\)

Iran values the Ivory Coast’s strategic location and its ports on the Atlantic Ocean, and its railway infrastructure, which connects to neighboring countries. Following the resumption of ties, the Ivory Coast and Iran took part in trade exhibits to promote economic relations. However, the Ivory Coast’s superior relations with Israel impeded Iranian access to the West African country.\(^{(129)}\)


In 2016, Yamoussoukro and Tehran discussed ways to increase Iranian investments in the West African country in the energy sector, automobile industry, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, medical equipment industry, and agriculture. The Ivory Coast sought further Iranian investments in the technical fields of computer science, mining, telecommunications, and oil and invited the Organization for Investment, Economic and Technical Assistance of Iran to visit the port city of Abidjan to probe prospective areas of economic cooperation.

In 2018, to fight sanctions, Tehran attempted to boost its economic ties with Yamoussoukro. A year later, the Ivory Coast National Union of Savings and Credit Cooperatives (COOPEC) visited Iran to boost trade. Iran expressed interest in receiving agricultural products from the Ivory Coast.(130) But it remained concerned by high transportation costs to reach markets in the Ivory Coast and explored barter arrangements with the African country. Still, the Iranian agricultural sector produced cotton on 150 hectares of land in the Ivory Coast, which was sold immediately on ships for transfer to other markets. The two countries further explored opportunities to build up the capacity of friendship associations to expand ties and promote the promising “Silkworm Butterfly” project, which enabled the Iranian Basij Organization to expand the private sector’s ability to increase government subsidies to boost exports to the Ivory Coast. To fight sanctions, Yamoussoukro and Tehran have explored setting up micro banking services and continue to hold joint economic commission meetings. Finally, the Ivory Coast and Iran have examined ways to boost relations in sports and the film industry.(131) Iran has further promoted cultural activities in the Ivory Coast and hosted an art exhibit from the African country in Tehran.(132)

Iran has remained concerned about the spill-over effects of the Ivory Coast’s ongoing internal conflict on neighboring countries and has continued to support the local Muslim population.


Tehran’s support for the Ivory Coast’s Shiʿi population led to Iranian financial assistance to set up societies and Islamic universities in the African nation. Students from the Ivory Coast subsequently traveled to Iran to study in its religious seminaries. In addition, Tehran maintains an Islamic library and a seminary in the Ivory Coast and has backed Muslim figures demanding political reforms and power-sharing with Christians in the African country.(133)

Tehran further expressed its concern over weak citizenship rights for Muslims in the Ivory Coast, including the rights of the growing Shiʿi community in the country, which has sought inspiration from Iran. Specifically, Tehran remained concerned by the victimization of Ivory Coast Muslims during the civil war there in 2002–2007.(134) By 2016, the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly had resumed its activities in the Ivory Coast, promoted Shiʿi matrimonial ceremonies, and held regular meetings with local Shiʿi, Sunni and Sufi leaders, religious scholars, and prayer leaders, in an attempt to neutralize what the organization termed an “enemy conspiracy” against Muslims in West Africa. In addition, the Shiʿa is helping to operate a seminary in Abidjan to accommodate the city’s growing Shiʿi community, which includes a mosque, seminary classrooms, and dormitories.(135)

**The Republic of Djibouti**

After the revolution, Iran saw Djibouti as a strategic gateway into Africa and the Red Sea and a bridge to the Arabian Peninsula. Tehran specifically hoped that Djibouti’s underdeveloped infrastructure would lead the African country to welcome Iranian construction projects. The Iranian embassy in Mogadishu served Iranian interests in neighboring Djibouti. But Djibouti’s relative isolation post-independence in 1977, its preoccupation with security in the Horn of Africa, its membership in the Arab League, and civil war in the early 1990s encouraged only a gradual opening with Tehran. As a result, the Iranian Red Crescent Society became the primary arm of diplomacy with Djibouti by delivering aid locally for years.

---


Over the subsequent years, Iran has helped build local infrastructure in Djibouti, including its parliament building.\(^{(136)}\)

In 1997, Tehran and Djibouti City agreed to expand the operation of Iranian companies and the private sector in the African country during talks held in Tehran on the sidelines of an OIC summit meeting that marked Iran’s gradual rapprochement with members of the Arab League. The following year, Djibouti appointed its ambassador in Yemen as its accredited representative to Tehran. Djibouti’s president Esmail Omar Guelleh subsequently traveled to Iran twice in 2003 and 2006.\(^{(137)}\) In 2008, Tehran’s ambassador in Ethiopia was appointed as an accredited representative to Djibouti and Somalia. Djibouti consistently avoided voting against Iran’s human rights record at the UN, defended a peaceful Iranian nuclear program, and welcomed expanding ties with Tehran as the Iranians shifted their attention and investments away from Somalia when the country descended into chaos.\(^{(138)}\)

After 2001, the U.S.-led global war on terrorism pushed Tehran to expand its security influence in Djibouti while tracing terrorist operations across East Africa and the Horn region by groups such as al-Qaeda and al-Shabaab. Iran subsequently enlisted Djibouti’s help to increase the Iranian presence in the Horn region.\(^{(139)}\) By 2008, Iran expanded its anti-piracy operations in the Red Sea, raising concerns over its ability to ship Iranian arms to the Houthis in Yemen via Djibouti’s ports. Reports further pointed to the presence of Iranian warships in the Red Sea.\(^{(140)}\)

Tehran further attempted to use Djibouti’s ports and airports as alternative routes to export its oil through the Bab-el-Mandab to the Suez Canal.\(^{(141)}\) Iran simultaneously extended a US$10
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million loan to Djibouti. In 2003, Iran agreed to fund and allow two Iranian companies to build Djibouti’s new parliament building and a trade center supported by Iran’s Chamber of Commerce after the two countries concluded a commercial cooperation agreement. In 2006, the two countries entered into talks to establish joint ventures to sell liquified natural gas (LNG) and fuel for two years and build up Djibouti’s security and defense capabilities. Iran subsequently sent five Iranian-assembled Samand vehicles to Djibouti. In 2007–2008, Iranian officials visited Djibouti to expand economic ties, conclude diplomatic agreements that led to the lifting of diplomatic and service visa requirements, and sign a development agreement to build a technical and vocational training center in Djibouti. By 2009, Iran agreed to lift visa requirements for 30 days for Djibouti passport holders provided that the same treatment would be extended to Iranian passport holders. In 2013, Djibouti appointed a new ambassador to Iran. In 2014, Iran inaugurated the opening of the Djibouti parliamentary building, constructed with Iranian loans that Djibouti failed to repay and designed by Iranian architects.

Iran agreed to develop projects in Djibouti’s port to increase capacity to receive Iranian exports. Tehran further attempted to use Djibouti’s other transportation routes, including its airport infrastructure. It also sought alternative routes to export its oil with Djibouti’s assistance through the Suez Canal and with the agreement of Egyptian authorities. But Iranian activities in the Red Sea were linked to increased frictions in the waterway. In 2012, a German ship using the flag of Antiqua and Barbuda that carried an arms shipment to Syria, leaving Djibouti, was intercepted before reaching the Syrian port of Tartus. Through 2015, Iranian warships in the Bab-el-Mandab frequently docked in ports in Djibouti. But when tensions between
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Saudi Arabia and Iran increased in 2016, Djibouti insisted that it never wanted Iran to open an embassy in the African country to ensure that it would remain immune to Iranian interference.\(^{(149)}\) Still, Iran was able to increase its non-oil exports to Djibouti even after the collapse in their relations in 2016, when Djibouti sided with Saudi Arabia over a mob attack on the Saudi embassy in Tehran.\(^{(150)}\)

Following the break in its ties with Saudi Arabia, Iran sought more comprehensive access to the Red Sea. But its outreach efforts were hampered because of severed ties with Djibouti and the African country’s increased military cooperation with Riyadh. Iran aimed to maintain its access to the high seas, despite a Saudi-led coalition of Muslim and Arab countries (including Djibouti) seeking to secure navigation routes in the Red Sea. Claiming not to be threatened by Djibouti’s small military contribution to the IMCTC, Iran sought opportunities to informally retain contacts with Djibouti. However, the African country insisted that Iranian ships no longer dock in its ports.\(^{(151)}\) Iran asserted that its goal was to deliver humanitarian aid for Yemen, some of which was diverted to ports in Djibouti, given the United Nations' verification and inspection mechanism.\(^{(152)}\) By 2018, Djibouti took a firm stance against Iran by expressing support for Morocco’s decision to end ties with the Islamic Republic. In 2020, Djibouti was said to be in talks with Israel to normalize relations, which promised to contain Iranian influence in the African country and the Red Sea region.

**The Arab Republic of Egypt**

Iran’s condemnation of the Camp David Accords between Egypt and Israel signed in 1978 and Egypt’s hosting of the deposed Shah of Iran Mohammad Reza Pahlavi after the Iranian Revolution increased tensions between Cairo and Tehran and led to the severing of diplomatic relations in 1980. Hoping to replace Egyptian influence in the Arab world, Iran vocally admonished Cairo over its foreign policy, backed Palestinian groups opposed to the Camp David Accords, honored the Islamist groups responsible for the killing of Egyptian President
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Muhammad Anwar Sadat in 1981, and named a street in Tehran after Khaled Eslamboli who carried out the assassination.\(^{(153)}\)

In the following years, Tehran saw the tensions in its ties with Cairo as an extension of larger problems in the Gulf waterway between Iran and its Arab neighbors and Egypt’s desire to influence the region. Egypt criticized Iran’s attempts to valorize and export its revolution. Specifically, it believed that Iran propagated Shi’ism and supported Shi‘i cells in Egypt, and was responsible for setting up the North African country’s first major Shi‘i group. As a result, Egypt expanded ties with the Gulf Arab states to undermine Iran’s regional influence and supported Baghdad during the Iran–Iraq War, reportedly sending 18,000 Egyptians to fight the Iranians. Furthermore, Egypt encouraged policies to pressure Iran to accept a ceasefire in 1986, as Israel intercepted arms shipments from Egypt to Gaza, believed to have originated from Iran.\(^{(154)}\)

Following the war, Iran returned Egyptian prisoners of war to Cairo, seeking to ease tensions. In subsequent years, Cairo and Tehran expanded their cultural ties toward a potential rapprochement. Iran invested in the Egyptian textile and industrial sectors, and Cairo offered Iran food products, construction materials, chemical products, metals, and engineering services. By 2001, the trade volume between Egypt and Iran stood at around US$200 million. The two countries gradually expanded contacts through the OIC and other South–South initiatives, adopted joint stances on the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) regime, expressed concern over the consolidation of Turkish–Israeli relations, and developed an understanding over the need to maintain constructive relations with the Palestinians as Iran gradually accepted Egypt’s superior role in the process.\(^{(155)}\)

After 9/11, Iran apprehended Egyptian rebels crossing its borders from Afghanistan who had joined al-Qaeda there and promised to prosecute them despite Cairo’s demand that Iran extradite the Egyptian nationals. Cairo and Tehran continued a level of cooperation over regional issues to


diffuse growing tensions in the Middle East after the U.S. invasion of Iraq in March 2003.\(^{(156)}\) In 2008, as Iran expanded its anti-piracy operations, it hoped to lead joint anti-terrorism missions with Cairo in the Red Sea.\(^{(157)}\) In addition, Tehran sought alternative routes to export its oil through the Suez Canal with the agreement of the Egyptian authorities.\(^{(158)}\)

Iran subsequently sought to re-establish diplomatic ties with Egypt and export gas to the North African country. In 2011, political pundits in Tehran insisted that African countries facing uprisings following the Arab Spring (including Egypt) should build domestic peace by embracing relations with Iran, rejecting ties with Israel, avoiding close relations with major Western powers, and supporting Islamic movements. But despite a brief opening with Cairo after Mohamed Mohamed Morsi’s presidency in 2012–2013 and a visit to Cairo by President Ahmadinejad during which he was attacked by a hurled shoe, Tehran failed to break the impasse in its ties with Egypt. President Morsi and the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood were keen to explore ties with Tehran to position Egypt better in the Muslim world while keeping a healthy distance from Tehran, given Egyptian disenchantment with the Iranian revolutionary model. Recognizing that Iran’s calls for closer ties in the wake of the Arab uprisings were falling on deaf ears, Iranian pundits argued that Egypt’s uprisings were a kind of pre-mature revolution that would take time to mature into full revolution at some later date.\(^{(159)}\)

Despite challenges in their ties, Iran continued to view Egypt as a balancing force in Africa, given that Cairo was able to build relations with both Iranian allies in Syria and Iraq and with the Gulf Arab states that were keen to contain Iranian power. As a result, Tehran explored opportunities to engage in an effort to maintain safe navigation in the Red Sea while viewing the Egyptian Sinai Peninsula as a major terrorist hotspot that would require Iranian anti-terrorism monitoring in the years to come.\(^{(160)}\) But Egypt remained cordially distant from Iran, given
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the lack of diplomatic relations between the two countries, and joined the Horn initiative with Saudi Arabia to build a Red Sea security alliance and the Saudi-led IMCTC.

By 2018, Egypt was Iran’s largest trade partner in North Africa. The volume of trade remained at around US$220 million, compared to Iran’s overall trade with North Africa, which stood at US$312 million. Iran retained its cultural influence in Egypt, where the Persian language remained popular as an academic field of study in at least over a dozen universities. Still, the trade with Egypt accounted for only 0.36 percent of Iranian exports, and there were no further guarantees that the trade could expand under a tight sanction regime against Iran.(161)

The number of Shi’a in Egypt, estimated at slightly over 650,000, enabled the population to perform Shi’i religious ceremonies and train Islamic scholars who influenced the Arab world. According to some sources, satellite networks played an important role in increasing conversions to Shi’i Islam in Egypt. Iran’s revolution, and Hezbollah’s position on Israel and support for Gaza, continued to win sympathizers across Egypt. The Egyptian Shi’a ran associations and attempted to set up the Unity and Freedom Party after the Arab uprising in 2011 to network with other rising political forces inside Egypt and run in future elections. Iranian religious scholars believed that Egyptian Shi’a were mainly Twelvers like the dominant Shi’i school of thought inside Iran.(162) Over the years, the al-Azhar attempted to bridge the gap between Shi’a and Sunnis by recognizing the Shi’i practice as a school of Islam. Still, Egyptian clerics were not united on the topic. Egypt continued to build mechanisms to be inclusive of its Shi’i population, but the Iranians believed that some Egyptian Shi’a practiced taqiyyah to conceal their identities.(163)

In recent years, Egypt and Iran have held talks to promote cultural activities and tourism between the two countries and concluded an MoU on the issue. Iran subsequently dispatched

---

a cultural attaché to Cairo. Although political disagreements between Cairo and Tehran have impeded the expansion of cultural activities, Iran has remained hopeful that a change of management in Egypt’s cultural organizations could eventually lead to an opening with Tehran.\(^{(164)}\) Egypt and Iran participated in each other’s Quranic recitation competitions, and the two countries have held talks to expand joint work on the technical and specialized aspects of Quranic studies and entertained establishing joint Quranic schools. Iran believed that Egypt’s Quranic studies experts could help promote the Iranian Revolution’s message in North Africa and the Arab world.\(^{(165)}\)

**The Republic of Equatorial Guinea**

Iran’s ties with Equatorial Guinea have been driven by a series of interests in multiple sectors. Despite the West African country’s small Muslim population, Iran has sought its support to develop similar positions on international issues. In return, Equatorial Guinea has sought to develop its health sector with assistance from Iran. By 2008, Malabo and Tehran were making plans to expand development in the agricultural sector.\(^{(166)}\) In the 2000s, Iran offered Equatorial Guinea engineering and technological services and to build roads and dams for the African country.\(^{(167)}\) Tehran was criticized internally for investing time and money in the small and sparsely populated African nation. Still, it argued that ties with Malabo helped build influence in the NAM and the AU and expand South–South cooperation.\(^{(168)}\)

Equatorial Guinea and Iran joined the Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF) in 2008. Together, the two countries aimed to regulate gas prices, increase gas sales, and fight greenhouse gases. Iranian experts visited LNG facilities to exchange technologies and know-how. In 2017, after Equatorial Guinea became a full member of OPEC, Iran lobbied the country to sustain higher oil prices. Following the return of the U.S.-led economic sanctions regime against Iran in 2018, and


during the 5th summit of the GECF a year later, Iran expressed readiness to expand cooperation with Equatorial Guinea in the agricultural, energy, and oil and gas sectors. To this end, it proposed to use alternative foreign currencies other than the U.S. dollar to work with Iran under sanctions.\(^{(169)}\)

Iran viewed Equatorial Guinea as an important partner in the fight against piracy and the promotion of safe navigation. As a result, Iran attempted to seek Equatorial Guinea’s endorsement of the Hormuz Peace initiative suggested by President Hassan Rouhani to end tensions in the Gulf region following tanker attacks in the Gulf waterway in 2019.\(^{(170)}\) In addition, Equatorial Guinea had the potential to offer Iran safe sea routes to reach Venezuela, a country that was also sanctioned by the United States and is a member of the GECF. Equatorial Guinea’s goal to expand African membership in the GECF promised to open new areas of cooperation with Iran on the continent. But in 2017, Malabo’s outreach to the Gulf Arab states and Israel—combined with the sanction regime against Iran—that threatened to weaken the ties between Equatorial Guinea and Iran.

**The State of Eritrea**

After the revolution, Iran supported Eritrean rebels fighting for independence from Ethiopia. Eritrean freedom fighters briefly set up an office in Tehran. But the office closed after Ethiopia and Iran improved their ties. Iran appointed its ambassador in Addis Ababa as an accredited ambassador to Eritrea when the new East African country gained its independence in 1993.\(^{(171)}\)

In 2001, the U.S.-led global anti-terrorism war encouraged Tehran to build a security alliance with African countries to trace terrorist operations by groups such as al-Qaeda and later al-Shabaab. By 2005—when Tehran shifted its attention away from rival Somalia as the country descended into chaos—relations between Asmara and Tehran improved. Despite a brief setback in ties until then, Iran repaired its relations with Eritrea by sending its ambassador in Sudan as an accredited representative to Asmara.\(^{(172)}\)
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In 2006, Tehran was accused of supporting Islamization programs in Eritrea, the Eritrean Islamic Jihad Movement, and funding Eritrean Islamic courts.\(^{173}\) The Hawzah (the institutions of religious seminaries in Iran) confirmed that the country retained soft power influence over Eritrean Muslims, including its small Shiʿi population. In 2007, Eritrea endorsed Iran’s right to obtain nuclear energy and said that the Iranian nuclear advancement was a source of pride for the African nation.\(^{174}\) In 2009, Iran, Eritrea, and Algeria agreed to expand trilateral investment and economic opportunities.\(^{175}\) In addition, Iran’s Red Crescent Society delivered aid to Eritrea and offered to bolster the African country’s local infrastructure.\(^{176}\)

In the following years, Eritrea’s international isolation led the African country to offer its ports to the Iranian navy. Iranian ships visited the ports of Massawa and Assab.\(^{177}\) Iran expanded its anti-piracy operations in the Red Sea using the Assab port, but in the process, raised concerns over its ability to potentially ship Iranian arms to the Houthis in Yemen through this improved access to the Red Sea.\(^{178}\) Eritrea began lifting itself out of international isolation by 2014 and moved away from Iran after the UAE and Saudi Arabia stepped up diplomatic and commercial engagements with the African country. This led to Arab-led investment and security initiatives in the Assab port and a peace deal between Eritrea and neighboring Ethiopia and Djibouti. In 2016, after Riyadh severed ties with Tehran, Iran sought wider access to the Red Sea, a strategy frequently articulated by its army and the IRGC, by insisting on leading anti-piracy operations to facilitate Iranian trade through the Suez Canal. But Iran’s attempts to build up naval ports in the Red Sea were hampered by Eritrea’s decision to sever diplomatic ties.\(^{179}\) Eritrea subsequently joined talks with other Horn countries, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt to boost a region-wide Red Sea security alliance.
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The Kingdom of Eswatini (formerly the Kingdom of Swaziland)

In Eswatini, Iran donated to projects to support the African nation’s small Muslim communities of mainly South Asian origin. In the process, Iran sought opportunities with Eswatini to expand trade in the mining and the oil sectors, at times through swap arrangements, encouraged by the African country’s landlocked status neighboring South Africa and Mozambique, which retain friendly ties with Tehran. But Eswatini’s unique kingship and tribal culture, along with two capital cities of Lobamba and Mbabane, mean Iran has had few incentives to engage with the small African country beyond the broader frameworks of its ties with countries in the southeastern part of the continent. Iran’s ambassadors to South Africa have also been accredited to Eswatini. In 2016, following the conclusion of the Iran nuclear deal, Eswatini held talks with Tehran to expand counter-terrorism ties. Eswatini continued to attract Iran’s attention, given its proximity to South Africa’s markets, and has cultivated relations with Tehran. Reports revealed that the African country was mulling re-exporting arms purchased on international markets to Iran.

The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia

Ethiopia was one of the first countries in the Horn region to congratulate Iran for its revolution and call for the expansion of ties with Tehran. Iranian officials and clerics frequently traveled to Ethiopia to build relations, and Ethiopia shut down its embassies in Prague, Athens, and Kinshasa, reallocating resources for a new embassy in Tehran. Iran simultaneously developed contacts with Islamic groups in Ethiopia and cultivated ties with Addis Ababa through frequent meetings with Ethiopian officials whose country hosts the AU. Iranian measures led Addis Ababa to condemn Iraq’s aggression and use of chemical weapons against Iran during the Iran–Iraq War. Addis Ababa further agreed to sell spare airplane parts to Tehran to meet some of Iran’s wartime needs.

In 2001, the U.S.-led global war on terrorism encouraged Tehran to expand its security influence in Africa. In the Horn region, Iran maintained its relations with Ethiopia while...
tracing terrorist operations across East Africa by groups such as al-Qaeda and al-Shabaab. (184)
But Ethiopia’s superior relations with Israel hindered the expansion of security ties between Addis Ababa and Tehran. (185)

Tehran hoped that the reforms introduced in Ethiopia under Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed Ali, who was elected to office in 2018, might boost the relationship with Ethiopia. To this end, Iran insisted that the two countries enjoyed good political relations and welcomed cooperation on pressing international issues. Tehran was pleased by Ethiopia’s support for the Iran nuclear deal, and it urged the African country to use the opportunity to boost trade with Tehran. Iran further said that its positions were similar to Ethiopia’s regarding the conflict in Yemen. Iran called for a ceasefire and non-military political intervention to end the Yemen conflict, while Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed called on all parties to cease the war and urged Yemenis to solve the dispute through negotiations. Iran said it shared positions with Ethiopia over the need to fight terrorism and that the two countries faced similar challenges in this sphere, given Ethiopia’s concerns over the crisis in Somalia and Iran’s concerns over conflicts in the Middle East. Iran further reminded Ethiopia of its experience and ability to crush IS in Iraq and Syria in an effort to encourage Addis Ababa to use Tehran’s counter-terrorism expertise. (186)

In the 1990s, Ethiopia expanded ties with Iran in the oil, energy, mining, and agricultural sectors. It agreed—subject to existing laws—to trade needed commodities with Iran to the extent possible. Ethiopia also sought to facilitate mutual business opportunities, participate in joint trade exhibits, hold commercial and business workshops with Tehran, and invite Tehran to meet Ethiopia’s financial needs by purchasing construction material from the African country and expanding relations between the respective Chambers of Commerce. (187) In 2005, Iran sought to strengthen cooperation with Ethiopia in different fields, including the agricultural sector, machinery for farms, road construction, trade, education, and the private sector. (188) In 2016,
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Ethiopian exports to Iran were around US$2 million, and Iranian exports to Ethiopia were nearly US$12 million. In 2017, members of Ethiopia’s and Iran’s business communities exchanged visits to boost trade. The value of Iran’s exports to Ethiopia remained around US$12 million in 2017, while Ethiopia’s direct and indirect exports to Iran reached over US$50 million.

Iran remains the third biggest market for Ethiopia’s export products in the Middle East and North Africa region. In the first ten months of 2018, Ethiopia exported nearly US$31 million of products to Iranian markets. Since the potential for trade remains huge, Iran has continued to encourage Ethiopia to compete for a larger share of Iran’s vast agricultural import market of roughly US$8.5 billion annually by exporting US$170 million in farm products to Iran per year. To boost trade, Tehran reminded Addis Ababa that Iran was the world’s eighteenth largest economy by purchasing power parity (PPP), and Ethiopia was the fastest growing economy in Africa. Tehran encouraged Addis Ababa to reopen an embassy in Tehran to bolster trade and said it was looking to open the export of livestock and meat from Ethiopia to Iran for the first time. Iranian importers were keen to invest in this market, which is worth roughly US$60–90 million. Ethiopian coffee and textiles were other products that could be introduced to Iran’s markets. (189)

In 1989, Iran signed a cultural agreement with Ethiopia and set up a cultural office in its embassy in Addis Ababa. By 1991, as Ethiopia went through an internal political transition that led to higher religious tolerance levels, Iran carried out its cultural activities more freely in the African country. Iran signed a second cultural agreement with Ethiopia in 2000, leading to the exchange of books, publications, photos, computer software, radio and television programs, academics and students, and a host of educational, artistic, and research programs. Iran aimed to increase contacts with multiple ethnic groups, promote interfaith unity, introduce Ahl al-Bayt publications, and hold religious discussion groups in Ethiopia. (190) Iran also held Shi’i religious ceremonies in Ethiopia and other events to encourage Islamic unity and coexistence among Ethiopia’s multiple ethnic communities. (191) Addis Ababa and Tehran further agreed to
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promote joint travel and medical tourism, the sale of Iranian handicrafts, and large-scale cultural heritage preservation programs. Iran sought to promote Persian language television channels in Ethiopia and introduce carpet weaving and sewing workshops to the African country to generate employment and promote the Iranian culture. As a result, the two capitals discussed facilitating electronic visas and extending one-month stays for each other’s citizens.\(^{(192)}\)

**The Gabonese Republic**

Following the 1979 revolution, Gabon avoided heavily investing in its ties with Iran, given Libreville’s closer relations with Iran’s pre-revolutionary government. However, seeking harmonious relations with the Muslim world generally, Gabon tried to stay neutral in the Iran–Iraq War, although it retained closer ties with the Gulf Arab states. Still, Libreville supported some of Iran’s positions in discussions about the war in the OIC and maintained an embassy in Tehran after it closed some twenty other embassies abroad (including the one in Baghdad). The Gabonese embassy in Tehran shut down during the “War of the Cities” during the Iran–Iraq War, but Libreville expressed hope to reopen the embassy at a later time. Gabon continued to abstain from voting against Iran in resolutions that condemned its human rights record, generally remained supportive of Iranian positions in the NAM and OPEC, and maintained a closer position to the Arab world on the issue of upholding Palestinian rights, which Iran appreciated despite Gabon’s on and off ties with Israel.\(^{(193)}\)

Officials in Gabon and Iran frequently met to coordinate positions on international issues. Additionally, Iran accepted Gabon’s role in resolving tensions between Tehran and France. In 1987, Gabon received fourteen Iranian opposition members of the Mujahedin Khalq Organization from France as part of an agreement between Paris and Tehran to free French hostages in Lebanon.\(^{(194)}\) In 2010–2011, Gabon’s presidency of the UNSC increased Iran’s outreach to the Sub-Saharan African country, despite reports suggesting tensions in Libreville–Tehran ties as a result of Gabon’s decision to vote in favor of U.S. positions that led to UN sanctions against
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Iran over its nuclear file. Gabon’s political ties with Iran cooled when the African country joined the Saudi-led IMCTC. In 2017, to demonstrate its partnership with Saudi Arabia, Gabon sided with Riyadh when it broke off its ties with Qatar. Gabon’s internal power struggles in 2019, following a coup d’état attempt, could have further dampened Iran’s ability to influence the West–Central African nation. In 2020, reports emerged that Gabon might have de-flagged Iranian-linked tankers carrying Iranian cargoes to the port of Fujairah in the UAE.

An agreement to buy uranium from Gabon concluded before the revolution did not materialize after Iran’s Atomic Energy Agency and other government organizations went on strike during the revolution. Gabon sold the uranium to Japan, but Iran sent a delegation to the African nation to conclude an agreement to purchase okoumé timber to make plywood. Iran’s embassy in Gabon subsequently promoted opportunities to introduce Iranian products to Gabonese and French businesses trading in the African nation. During Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s presidency in 2009, Iran insisted that its economic ties with Gabon were insufficient and that the African country should reopen its embassy in Tehran. To this end, Libreville and Tehran signed four agreements which included steps to ease diplomatic and service visa requirements, enhance ministerial-level cooperation, and expand counselor services and cultural relations. Earlier, Gabon helped Tehran host an African summit meeting to explore Iranian access to the continent’s markets. The summit aimed to accelerate Iranian economic activities in Africa, emphasizing building power plants, dams, auto, and tractor assembly plants, and low-income housing.

In 2011, Gabon stressed the need to expand its economic and political relations with Iran. In 2012, Iran reaffirmed its desire to develop cultural and economic ties with Gabon and build low-income housing in the African country. Gabon’s position as one of Africa’s largest oil
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producers, its uranium mines, and adjacency to the Atlantic coast increased Iran’s interest in the African country following the Iran nuclear deal. Libreville and Tehran subsequently welcomed holding joint commissions to expand ties. In 2015, Libreville and Tehran addressed measures to halt falling oil prices in international markets. In 2017, they discussed plans to cooperate in the oil, gas, and petrochemical sectors and the health, technical, and engineering fields. But the discussions arrived on the heels of improved relations between Gabon and Saudi Arabia, which could have dampened Gabon’s ties with Iran.

Following the revolution, Gabon participated in Islamic art exhibits in Iran and celebrations marking the anniversary of the victory of the revolution. In 1997, Iran offered scholarships to Gabonese students. Since Gabon’s former president El Hadj Omar Bongo Ondimba and a growing number of Gabonese converted to Islam, Iran hoped to expand its religious activities, including the holding of Shi‘i rituals and ceremonies in the African nation, despite Gabon’s small Shi‘i population, and the absence of local Shi‘i seminaries and trained local imams in the African nation. Iran built a mosque and set up classes in Libreville to propagate Islam, and held regular Quranic recitation classes in the capital. It also expressed interest in promoting Iranian cinema, books, press and sharing other cultural experiences with Gabon.

**The Republic of The Gambia**

Iran viewed the Gambia as an important OIC country given the African nation’s majority Muslim population and its community of influential Lebanese businessmen and investors. The discovery of uranium in the West African country increased Tehran’s resolve to strengthen ties with Banjul. Still, building relations proved difficult as the Gambia experienced frequent internal political transition and expanded its relations with Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Israel, and the United States. As a result, Iran was slow in tapping into the Gambia’s position as a regional player in West Africa, a member of ECOWAS, and a relatively active member of the AU and the wider international community. But following the Gambia’s internal upheavals in 2004, the
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African country reached out to Iran. In 2006, President Ahmadinejad was received as a guest of honor at the AU summit in the Gambia by President Yahya Abdul-Abiz Jemus Junkung Jammeh, who vowed to expand relations with Tehran. Iran offered the Gambia assistance to develop its fishing and farming industries and investments to provide commercial vehicles to the African country.(203)

In 2010, the U.S. Department of Treasury sanctioned businesses linked to Hezbollah with networks in the Gambia. The same year, Nigerian authorities arrested a Quds Force operative and seized thirteen containers of weapons in Lagos, which they said were linked to an IRGC-affiliated group attempting to help the separatist Movement of Democratic Forces of Casamance (MFDC) seeking independence from Senegal. Other reports suggested that the arms shipment, which may have also included illicit drugs were destined to reach Gaza. Tehran suggested that the seizure was a set up to destroy Iranian reputation and asserted that it had no interest in disrupting Senegal’s independence, given that it invested millions of dollars in the African country. The Gambia rejected involvement in the arms transfer or that they were to be sent to the African country. Banjul subsequently suspended and then cut its ties with Tehran and canceled all joint projects with the country.(204)

When the government, under President Jammeh’s leadership, briefly renamed the country the Islamic Republic of The Gambia in 2015, it refused to expel a Lebanese businessman, Hussein Tajudeen, accused by the United States of funding Hezbollah. In 2017, President Adama Barrow restored the former name of the country.(205) The Gambia’s new government said it would welcome reopening Iran’s embassy in Banjul following the Iran nuclear deal and after Iran’s embassy in Senegal reached out to Gambia’s representatives in Dakar. Banjul blamed the breakdown of ties with Tehran on former President Jammeh. Specifically, it


said that Jammeh had attempted to buy arms from Iran, which Tehran declined to send. The Gambia’s new government asked Tehran to help the African country develop its health and agricultural sectors.\(^{(206)}\)

**The Republic of Ghana**

After the 1979 revolution, the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi introduced construction projects in Ghana, seeking to infuse an Islamic revolutionary model of development into the African country’s economic projects.\(^{(207)}\) But despite Iran’s repeated attempts to expand commercial activities in Ghana, progress in ties remained slow.\(^{(208)}\) Authorities in Accra prevented the spread of Iran’s revolutionary ideology, despite Ghana’s infrequent attempts to expand ties with Tehran. Ghana closed its embassy in Tehran two years after the revolution and asked its ambassador in Saudi Arabia to represent its interests in Iran. In 2006, Ghana agreed to consider reopening an embassy in Tehran during Ahmadinejad’s presidency, which encouraged an Africa outreach policy.\(^{(209)}\) As late as 2014, Ghana and Iran may have held additional meetings to expand ties.\(^{(210)}\) Against this backdrop, Iran has patiently cultivated ties with Ghana and its relatively sizeable Shi’i community. The Nigerian Islamic Movement, with links to Iran, has gained supporters in Ghana over time.\(^{(211)}\) Iran further maintained ongoing discussions with Ghana on anti-terrorism issues.\(^{(212)}\)

Iran’s cultural activities in Ghana first established formally in 1986, led to the establishment of a seminary and conversions from Sunni to Shi’i Islam among the African country’s Muslim population. The Hazrat Fatimah high school in Accra, supported by Iran, provides education to
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both Muslims and non-Muslims. In addition, Iran set up a technology and vocational training center in Ghana, and the Iranian Red Crescent Society operates health clinics in the African country. Iran also supports Ghana’s Islamic university and allows students from Ghana to study in Iran. Simultaneously, Iran has strengthened relations with Ghana’s Sunni and Christian communities in an effort to contain the influence of radical groups in the country. Tehran also encourages wider connectivity among Ghana’s Shi‘i community by holding Quranic and tafsir (religious interpretation) classes and organizing Quds Day demonstrations designed to build support for the Palestinian cause. Iranian religious activities are mostly concentrated in the capital Accra and the capital city of the northern region, Tamale. But Ghana’s efforts to curb Islamization programs have limited the activities of the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly. In response, the body has sought to distribute more books and publications and raise funds to set up television channels in the African country.

Ghana and Iran established a Permanent Joint Commission to expand trade. But the absence of Iranian shipping lanes to Ghana, and the West African country’s membership in the World Trade Organization, have impeded trade. The Ghana–Iran Parliamentary Friendship Group actively promoted trade between the two countries. Iran’s embassy in Accra has emphasized cooperation on agricultural and rural development projects and dispatched medical teams on mission to Ghana. In 2010, the Iran Export Promotion Bank allocated US$20 million to promote private sector trade with Ghana, and the country remains Iran’s second-largest trade partner in West Africa. Through these measures, the volume of Iranian exports to the West African country increased between 2005 and 2015. Iran sent manufactured products, minerals, fuel, machinery, electronics, precious stones, glassware, and transportation machines to Ghana, and imported raw materials, textiles, clothing, and food products from Ghana. Ghana subsequently became Iran’s largest trading partner in West Africa, with a trading volume that reached roughly US$36 million. The total volume of trade over time, however, remained minimal, and trade exchanges were inconsistent.

In 2011, when Ghana started oil production operations, it turned to Iran for expertise in the field. As a result, Accra and Tehran signed agreements in 2014 to carry out oil drilling operations, open a business center, and mine for gold in Ghana. In 2016, Foreign Minister Zarif traveled to Ghana. Accra and Tehran sought to expand cooperation in the oil sector, engineering services, electricity generation, gas production, refinery construction, telecommunications, and the agricultural sector. In addition, Iran offered to export rugs and aluminum to Ghana and build roads in the country. In 2017, the two countries held talks to facilitate banking arrangements and a joint commission of trade and industries to retain strong banking relations.

In 2018, Iran consolidated its partnership with Ghana in the industrial and agricultural sectors. The two countries further explored options for bartering goods and expanding trade through the ports in Oman. By 2020, Iran had exported plaster, bitumen, motor oil, semi-chemical fluting paper, plastic, and wood furniture to the African country. In return, Ghana agreed to allocate 6,000 hectares to Iran to pursue its agro-outsourcing “Beyond Borders Agricultural” plan, resulting in products that would be exported to Iran or third countries. It also agreed that Iran could launch a cement factory and a tractor production line in Ghana. Ghana invited Iran to participate in the construction of at least 100 industrial parks.

The Republic of Guinea

Guinea and Iran established diplomatic relations in 1984-1985 after Tehran dispatched a chargé d’affaires to Conakry. Guinea’s ambassador to Saudi Arabia would later be accredited to

serve in Iran. During the Iran–Iraq War, Iran sought Guinea’s support through the OIC to condemn Baghdad. But political relations between Conakry and Tehran never improved significantly. As a result, Iran sent special envoys to Guinea to cultivate ties. When Conakry and Baghdad broke off their relations after Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990, Conakry and Tehran drew closer. In the following years, Tehran viewed Conakry as an important partner in the Muslim world. Tehran cultivated relations with Guinea’s rapidly expanding Shi‘i community, which constituted a small minority in the 1990s, by establishing an Ahl al-Bayt School in Conakry led by scholars trained in the Iranian seminary city of Qom. It offered scholarships to students from Guinea to study in Iran and to receive training to become religious leaders to propagate Shi‘i Islam in West Africa. By 2020, figures placed the number of Shi‘a in Guinea at roughly six percent of its majority Muslim population. The Shi‘a hold religious ceremonies and support the establishment of local mosques.\(^{(219)}\)

In 2015, Guinea and Iran revived a 25-year project to extract bauxite in the African country. Under the deal, Iran held a 51 percent stake in the Societe des Bauxites de Dabola-Tougue, estimated to be worth US$10 billion. The agreement allows the shipment of bauxite to Iran for aluminum production, but operations halted despite talks to revive the deal. In 2016, Iranian businesspeople accompanied Foreign Minister Zarif to Conakry to explore trade options. In 2017, the project was revived to enable the transfer of bauxite from the port city of Conakry to Iran, which expected to develop its aluminum industry in line with a National Vision Plan for 2025. Iran further discussed plans to build Guinea’s iron, gold, and diamond reserves and signed ten economic cooperation agreements with Conakry in 2016. By 2018, the annual trade volume between Guinea and Iran stood at US$6 million, resulting in part from the sale of 100 SAIPA cars to the African country. Iran expressed interest in investing in Guinea’s petrochemical markets.\(^{(220)}\)


Despite sanctions on Iran and the revival of Guinea’s relations with Israel in 2016, Conakry continued to view Tehran as an important trade partner. The two countries discussed using Iranian expertise to build roads, bridges, dams, airports, ports, and industrial zones in Guinea. In 2020, Guinea confirmed that Iranian companies were capable partners in developing the African country’s mining sector and welcomed expanding cooperation in mines and minerals with Tehran. In return, it asked Iran to share its expertise in boosting aluminum production. Guinea continued to explore options to launch the bauxite project, which remained dormant.(221)

**The Republic of Guinea-Bissau**

Iran views Guinea-Bissau as an important country, given its membership in ECOWAS. In addition, Tehran has stressed working with Bissau in the OIC and the NAM to reverse international efforts to isolate Iran. To fight the UN sanctions regime in place against Iran before 2015, Tehran held regular consultations with Bissau over developments in the Iranian nuclear program in attempts to reassure the West African country of the peaceful nature of the program. In addition, Tehran held talks with Bissau to expand cooperation in the private sector and facilitate consular services. The two capitals signed agreements to expand cooperation in pharmaceuticals and in the mining, health, agriculture, energy, technology, electronics, and development sectors. Guinea-Bissau and Iran held further talks on security developments and the civil unrest in Syria and Mali.(222)

Guinea-Bissau’s improved bilateral relations with Israel, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia in recent years, combined with sanctions against Iran, threatened to weaken bilateral ties. To prevent this prospect, Guinea-Bissau and Iran held interparliamentary talks when sanctions were not fully in place in 2018. Subsequently, Guinea-Bissau stressed its desire to expand economic, commercial, and parliamentary relations with Muslim countries, including Iran.(223) Iran further sought to influence Guinea-Bissau’s significant Muslim population. It gave scholarships to
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students from Guinea-Bissau to study in Qom, including to members of the African country’s small Shi’i community, which increased local sensitivities about the Shi’i connection to Tehran.

**The Republic of Kenya**

Following Iran’s revolution, officials in Nairobi and Tehran exchanged visits. However, despite reports that it received Iranian oil, Nairobi was reluctant to build diplomatic relations with Tehran. This reluctance came, in part, because of tensions over pre-revolutionary Iran’s decision to send light arms to Somalia in the Ogaden War, which threatened to change boundaries inherited by Africa’s colonial past. But Kenya’s domestic political tensions and its volatile ties with the United States over disagreements about the African country’s challenges with reforms, foreign aid distribution, and fight against terrorism contributed to Nairobi’s decisions to remain engaged with Tehran. Kenya’s coastline on the Indian Ocean, its proximity to terrorist hotspots in Somalia, Ethiopia, and Sudan, ongoing Israeli investments, and Libya’s inability to sustain its investments in Kenya after the 2011 Libyan Arab uprising made the East African country increasingly important to Iran. (224)

Nairobi and Tehran agreed to establish formal ties in 1982 and set up embassies in the two capitals three years later. But Kenya restricted visits by Iranians to its shores. Nairobi and Tehran held several meetings to resolve the issue, which led to an official statement promising to ease relations. President Mwai Kibaki’s “Look East” policy helped facilitate ties with Iran when he assumed office in 2002. Nairobi and Tehran subsequently promoted interparliamentary exchanges, followed by frequent visits between Kenyan and Iranian officials. (225)

In 2012, Kenyan officials arrested two Iranians believed to be members of the IRGC Quds Force. The two were suspected of planning operations against targets in Nairobi, including the embassies of Israel, the United Kingdom, the United States, and Saudi Arabia. In 2014, Kenyan authorities detained two other Iranians who entered the country with forged Israeli passports and were suspected of plotting to carry out attacks in the African country. In 2015, two Kenyans were arrested on suspicion of working with Iran. Iran’s embassy in Nairobi rejected the charge that the Kenyans were linked to Iranian security and intelligence organizations. In 2016, two
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Iranians were arrested in an Iranian diplomatic car in Kenya and charged with collecting information to facilitate an attack against the Israeli embassy in Nairobi. (226) The arrests and the refusal by Kenya to commute the sentences of those arrested led to diplomatic rows between Nairobi and Tehran.

Throughout the period, Iran remained concerned by potential threats to its interests in Kenya as a result of operations by terrorist groups such as al-Qaeda and al-Shabaab, and the military presence of U.S. forces in Kenya. (227) In early 2020, when al-Shabaab attacked a U.S. military post in Kenya, Washington rejected speculations that it was connected to its tensions with Tehran following the U.S. assassination of Quds Force commander Qasem Soleimani in Iraq in early January. (228) In August 2020, an al-Qaeda leader who was believed to have masterminded the 1998 U.S. embassy attack in Nairobi was reportedly assassinated in Tehran.

Kenya remained an important trade partner for Iran, despite the security tensions between the two countries. In 1996, President Rafsanjani visited Kenya to sign new economic development agreements in the areas of environmental and livestock development, combating illicit drugs, expanding tourism, promoting postal services, building direct phone lines, and expanding port and maritime relations. The agreements enabled Iran to participate in Kenya’s infrastructural projects, including dam building, power plant development, building refineries, rehabilitating an old refinery in Mombasa, building petrochemical industries, and repairing roads. Kenya vowed to buy Iranian tractors, agricultural machinery, telecommunication products, and minerals. Two years later, Kenya and Iran held talks to expand cooperation in the commercial, customs, banking, oil, industrial, technical, agricultural, communications, and transportation sectors. The two countries further agreed to establish air routes and sports centers and promote cooperation in the fishery, health, and forestry sectors. (229)

In 2009, President Ahmadinejad visited Nairobi and concluded agreements to export oil to Kenya, establish direct Nairobi–Tehran flights, and offer scholarships to Kenyan students to study in higher educational institutions in Iran. Kenya reportedly received US$500,000 from Iran to develop its agricultural sector. But although the oil agreement to export 80,000 barrels of oil daily to Kenya was finalized by 2012, it was canceled due to sanctions against Iran. Still, Kenya and Iran agreed to jointly invest in building a terminal to transfer food from the Imam Khomeini Port to Mombasa Port, which Iran stressed served as a gateway for Iranian products into Africa.

In 2014, Kenya expressed interest in developing relations with Iran in the industrial, technology, and scientific fields. The two countries signed an MoU to expand cooperation in these fields and other sectors, including transport, infrastructure, agriculture, irrigation, water resource management, health, and housing. Kenya insisted that it would retain its commercial ties with Iran despite sanctions, given that many other countries around the world did the same. In 2015, Foreign Minister Zarif traveled to Kenya, and the two countries signed a tax agreement to facilitate trade. Kenya exported tea to Iran, and the Lahijan Province in Iran sought to ship food and construction materials to Kenya.

In 2017, Iran set up an exhibition of its products in Nairobi and announced it would resume banking relations with Kenya. But Kenya reportedly moved to block accounts in its banks held by the Iranian business community to comply with the sanction regime. The cost of Iranian products in Kenya’s markets increased due to Iran’s use of ports in the UAE for shipments to Kenya. Iran encouraged its business community to invest in Kenya in food agriculture—including the meat industry, fresh food and dairy, and dried and powdered food items—as well as honey production and beekeeping. Beyond agriculture, Tehran promoted investments in a diverse range of sectors, including production of leather goods, light construction materials,
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concentrates, LPG, and tar, chemicals and petrochemicals, as well as the packaging industry for detergents and cleaners, housing and real estate, the door, and window construction industry, decorative and office furniture production, the timber industry, and the hydro and solar power industries. Iran further encouraged investments in Kenya’s road and dam construction and oil production and Kenya’s railway system to transport Iranian goods and services.\(^{(235)}\)

Kenya’s Vision 2030 plan—which builds on an ambitious agenda to reach the goals of food security, stable housing, and stable manufacturing—has given Iran more reason to invest in the African country.\(^{(236)}\) Although Kenya moved toward expanding its trade ties with Israel in 2019–2020, it was still engaged in talks with Iranian Danesh Bonyan companies to explore innovative technologies for water management, agriculture, environmental protection, and renewable energies.\(^{(237)}\) Kenya stressed its desire for ongoing relations with Iran as the two countries surveyed barter arrangements. It also urged Iranian businesses to invest in the African country’s construction, mining, textile, health, and industrial sectors. Kenyan food security and its ability to serve as a gateway into five African countries that lack ports of their own piqued Iran’s interest in investing in the African country, while Kenya sees an excellent opportunity to export bananas and coffee, and mangos to Iran.\(^{(238)}\) In addition, Tehran sees Kenya as a potentially strong market for Iranian oil and gas.

Iran’s embassy in Nairobi houses a cultural center, and the Iranian Red Crescent Society set up health clinics in Kenya to encourage Iranian soft power influence in the African country.\(^{(239)}\) After the revolution, Iran urged the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly to set up shop in Kenya. The organization expanded its membership base to advance an Islamic awakening in Kenya. Other Iranian cultural activities in Kenya include funding religious groups, contributing to the construction of housing projects and dams, and expanding healthcare and humanitarian services


\(^{(239)}\) “History of Political Relations.”
focused mainly on Kenya’s Shi‘i population, a small group among the African country’s minority Muslim population.\(^{(240)}\)

Iran retained an active cultural presence in the port city of Mombasa. Over 900 years ago, Shirazi and Baluchi Iranians and business leaders arrived to build a new home in this area. The Shirazis helped introduce Shi‘i Islam to the area and left behind a deep cultural heritage. Revolutionary Iran promoted Shi‘i Islam in Kenya, which encouraged conversions by the African country’s Sunni Muslim community to Shi‘ism. The Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly placed the figure of Kenya’s Shi‘i population at around 560,000 in 2008. In addition to the Iranian-backed Shi‘i communities in Kenya, groups among Kenya’s population of Ismailis, and Indian, Pakistani, and Arab descent practiced different versions of Shi‘i Islam, leading to a multiplication of varied practices of the faith, which was not uncommon in the eastern shores of Africa bordering the Indian Ocean. As a result, Iran benefited from the presence of a relatively wide network of Shi‘a in Kenya, who offered charitable giving to build mosques, local schools, and prayer centers. The Kenyan Shi‘i Association serves as an umbrella group to unify the country’s Shi‘i communities, as do multiple other splinter ithub ashari (Twelver Shi‘a who also form a majority of Iran’s population) Shi‘i groups such as the Khoja Shi‘i Association. While Kenya’s Shi‘i communities followed leaders from Pakistani and Lebanese descent, a growing number of Kenyan Shi‘a followed Iranian and Iraqi clerical leaders after Iran’s revolution.\(^{(241)}\)

As part of its cultural programs, Iran built professional networks with Islamic universities in Kenya, and it encouraged the opening of Persian language chairs in local universities. It also offered scholarships to Kenyan students and clerics and supported plans to expand television programs promoting Shi‘i Islam in Kenya. Mahdi TV was established in 2018, offering free programs, with plans to increase viewership across Kenya and East Africa to 150–200 million people. Concerned by al-Shabaab operations against Kenyan educational centers, Iran encouraged Muslim unity in Kenya and held roundtables to educate Kenyans about the Iranian Revolution.\(^{(242)}\)

\(^{(241)}\) “Kenya,” Wikishia, https://fa.wikishia.net/view/%DA%A9%D9%86%DB%8C%D8%A7.
**The Kingdom of Lesotho**

Iran’s close ties with South Africa helped improve Tehran’s relations with Lesotho after the 1979 revolution. Iran’s ambassadors to South Africa were accredited to Lesotho, and Lesotho retained an ambassador in Tehran. In 1986, Lesotho supported Iran’s proposal to establish a human rights and cultural diversity center at a NAM foreign ministerial meeting in Ethiopia. In the following years, Iran’s Red Crescent Society set up at least two medical centers in Lesotho and expanded cooperation with the African country in the health sector to help contain the spread of HIV/AIDS. In 2008, Maseru and Tehran held talks to increase joint investment, trade, and development projects and support Iran’s nuclear program. The two capitals held further talks to expand ties for the delivery to Lesotho of Iranian educational, engineering, and security services, encourage private sector investments and increase joint efforts at the United Nations. The two countries signed cooperation agreements including in pharmaceuticals and the agricultural sector.\(^{(243)}\)

Lesotho’s close ties with Israel in recent years have challenged Maseru’s relations with Tehran. Exports from Iran to Lesotho remained nominal, but that is discounting the potential trade that could occur through South Africa by land, given that Lesotho is surrounded by this major African state. Although Lesotho was believed to have uranium mines that could supply the Iranian nuclear program, it is unclear if there is any significant uranium in the African country to attract Iranian investments. Lesotho is not a major attraction for Iran to propagate Shi’i Islam, given the African country’s dominant Christian population.

**The Republic of Liberia**

Liberia’s relations with Iran deteriorated following the 1979 revolution. Relations between Monrovia and Tehran improved following the end of Liberia’s civil war in 1996 and before the African country descended into a second civil war in 1999. President Charles Taylor’s shift away from the West and support for revolutionary movements in West Africa helped improve Monrovia’s ties with Tehran. Subsequently, Liberia at times was absent or abstained from voting against Iran in resolutions that were passed against it at the United Nations. But economic relations between the two countries fluctuated and never strengthened significantly.

Following the end of Liberia’s second civil war in 2003, a new government in Monrovia supported votes against Iran in resolutions passed by the United Nations. In so doing, it significantly harmed Tehran’s international interests. Iran’s ambassadors to the Ivory Coast were accredited to Liberia, but Liberia did not appoint an accredited ambassador to Iran. (244)

Cultural contacts between the two countries have remained almost non-existent, despite a sizable Shi’i minority community in Liberia. The Shi’i community has lacked sufficient representation, despite the relatively large Muslim community in the predominantly Christian African nation. Some Liberians also retain ties with Lebanon or are involved in Liberia’s diamond trade, which may have supplied financial assistance to Hezbollah. In recent years, Israel’s growing relations with Liberia have impeded Iran’s influence in the West African coastal state. However, the London-based World Assembly of Ahl al-Bayt—considered an arm of the Tehran-based organization with a similar name—constructed a Shi’i mosque and a school among the Brewerville community of Jah Tondo outside Monrovia in 2014. (245)

The State of Libya (name selected by the General National Congress in 2013)

Before the 1979 revolution, Iran’s future leaders reached out to Libya to ask if the African country would host Ayatollah Khomeini while he was in exile in France and preparing to leave. Libya’s leader Muammar el Qaddafi welcomed Khomeini, but Iran’s future leader rejected the invitation, insisting that Qaddafi was unreliable. (246) After the revolution, tensions between Libya and Iran persisted over the fate of the missing Iranian Shi’i cleric Musa Sadr. Sadr was rumored to have disappeared and later died in Libyan prisons. In the following years, Libya–Iran ties improved over their mutual support for the Palestinian cause. Still, competition to influence the Muslim and Arab world precluded Tripoli and Tehran from building closer relations. Tripoli insisted on retaining a cultural center in Tehran, but it barred Iran from propagating its revolution inside Libya or building cultural centers in the North African country. (247)

(245) Andrew Norfolk, “Scholar Spreads Iranian Propaganda in Britain,” The Times, January 11, 2020,
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/scholar-spreads-iranian-propaganda-in-britain-3q90fvxzd; “Liberia: Muslims Dedicate First Shia Mosque, School in Liberia,” All Africa, October 6, 2014,
But, led by Abbas Mohammad Montazeri, Iran’s revolutionaries set up freedom movements with undercover branches in Libya. Libya occasionally supported separatist movements in the Iranian Arab region of Khuzestan and separatists in the Iranian Kurdistan region while simultaneously agreeing to freely provide Iran with old Scud-B missiles, only half of which worked to fight the war with Iraq. Tehran welcomed Tripoli’s outreach intending to break the potential formation of an Arab-led coalition including Libya against Iran. To this end, an IRGC commander and the head of Iran’s Jihad-e-Sāzandegi, Mohsen Rafighdoost, cultivated personal ties with Qaddafī and facilitated visits to Libya by Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani and other Iranian army and IRGC commanders.\(^{(248)}\)

In 1984, President Ali Khamenei traveled to Libya. The trip marked Iran’s efforts to reach out to the so-called “resistance front” countries in Africa. Iran specifically sought Tripoli’s support to contain Israel’s influence in North Africa. But Qaddafī encouraged Iran to attack Saudi Arabia instead. Iran’s president insisted that the country’s war policy focused on ensuring that Saddam Hussein would eventually be forced to abandon power in Iraq. Rafighdoost rejected Qaddafī’s encouragements to attack Saudi Arabia, bluntly reminding the Libyan leader that Iran’s commander in chief was Ayatollah Khomeini and not the Libyan leader. In addition, Qaddafī advised the Iranians to empower the masses and provide social welfare to the people while praising Iran for fighting Iraq in a long war. Libya continued to sell or supply for free needed arms to Iran, most of which Tehran claimed were bought by Libya from countries such as Brazil and the Soviet Union for which Iran had limited use given Saddam’s more advanced weapons.\(^{(249)}\)

Following the war, Iran pressured Libya to resolve Musa Sadr’s file.\(^{(250)}\) In the 2006 Lebanon war and a subsequent conflict in Gaza, Qaddafī backed the Iranian position of supporting

---


Hezbollah and Hamas. Iran, in turn, encouraged Qaddafi to promote widespread participation in Libyan politics to avert potential instability. But Qaddafi’s opening to the West and the United States to help lift Libya out of isolation and sanctions cooled the ties between Tripoli and Tehran. When Qaddafi was ousted from power in 2011, Iran maintained that he should never have trusted the West. Still, Iran welcomed the Libyan uprising in 2011 while condemning foreign military attacks against Libya and suggesting that only Libyans could overthrow their government by force. Tehran later publicly congratulated Qaddafi’s opponents for their victory.\(^{(251)}\) Iran’s Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Salehi confirmed that Tehran had secretly forged close ties with Qaddafi’s opponents and supported their efforts to overthrow the Libyan leader. Furthermore, Iran had long-standing contacts with the Libyan Muslim Brotherhood. Some 132 members of parliament in Iran signed a statement welcoming Qaddafi’s ouster from power.

Iran then called on international actors to help end the violence in Libya that ensued. Still, when little was done, Tehran shifted its position to condemn the violence and foreign power intervention in the African country. Iran specifically provided material aid to Qaddafi’s opponents in Benghazi and entered into talks with the Libyan transitional council while rejecting the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) role in the African country, given that NATO insisted that the transitional council avoid working with Tehran. Despite a UN arms embargo on Libya in 2011, in late 2020, the UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres reported to the Security Council that one of four antitank guided missiles in Libya—photos of which were taken by Israel and submitted to the organization—had characteristics like the Iranian Dehlavieh missile but for which a production date could not be verified. Some of the rockets could have ended up in the hands of different sides in the Libyan conflict, given black-market arms sales, and were even used by the Libyan National Army fighting the Government of National Accord (GNA), which Iran supports.\(^{(252)}\)


\(^{(252)}\) “Controversial Stance of Islamic Republic Toward Libya;” “Anti-Tank Missile In Libya Looks Like Iran-Produced Weapon - UN.”
Iran’s embassy in Tripoli stayed open after the Libyan uprising, but Tehran could not formulate a cohesive foreign policy toward the African country when it descended into chaos. Iran blamed excessive Western and regional interventions in Libya as a factor that delayed the flourishing of an Islamic awakening in the North African country. (253) Tehran officially recognized the GNA based in the Libyan capital. It also sought a political solution to end the Libyan conflict. From Iran’s perspective, the Libyan uprising was likely to continue indefinitely. Tehran further hoped that the Libyan uprising would weaken the Arab country’s hold over African countries, paving the way for Iran’s influence to grow across the continent. (254) More specifically, Tehran saw the Libyan uprising as an incomplete revolution that offered Iran opportunities to expand its influence in the African country and contain the influence of other rival countries, including the Gulf Arab states in Libya. (255)

Nevertheless, Iran remained concerned by the rise of terrorism in Libya and the ability of groups such as the IS to operate in the country. (256) As a result, Iran supported the internationally recognized government in Tripoli and established contacts with different Libyan Islamic groups. The goal was to contain hostile terrorist or para-militia factions from breaking up the country.

Iran remained interested in exploring trade and economic ties with Libya after the uprising, given the African country’s long Mediterranean coast, its rich oil and gas resources, and membership in a host of African, Arab, and Islamic organizations, and banks, and international development bodies. However, under President Ahmadinejad, Iran was reluctant to invest in Libya due to concerns the country’s rich resources would be taken by more powerful rival local factions and regional and international powers that might undermine any Iranian investments in the African country. (257) The increasingly assertive security role that other regional countries undertook in Libya threatened to complicate Iran’s influence further there and harm broader Iranian economic and energy interests in North Africa. As a result, Iran did not try to support any other regional country’s interests in Libya fully or without reservations.

(254) “Coup or Undemocratic Power Transition in Burkina Faso.”
(255) Salahudin Khadiv, “Return of Arab Spring;” Saber Gol Anbari, “Is Egypt’s Bitter Experience Awaiting Sudan and Algeria?”
(256) “2020 Outlook on Terrorism in Africa, New Center of Global Terrorism.”
(257) “Controversial Stance of Islamic Republic Toward Libya;” “New Chapter in Iran and Libya Relations and Ahmadinejad’s Warning.”
The Republic of Madagascar

Madagascar historically hosted an Iranian immigrant business community, and it sought to expand ties with Iran to facilitate the trade in crude oil following the 1979 revolution. Iran sent oil to Madagascar’s refinery and opened an embassy in Antananarivo in 1984. In 1997, Iran’s Red Crescent Society offered natural disaster aid to Madagascar when a deadly cyclone hit the island nation.\(^{(258)}\) In 1998, Tehran reached out to Madagascar to advance Iranian access to the Indian Ocean and its port cities. The two countries promoted interparliamentary exchanges in the context of cooperation among the Indian Ocean littoral states. But Madagascar’s financial troubles prevented the island nation from opening an embassy in Tehran. In 2002, Iran briefly suspended its embassy’s activities in Madagascar but continued to send representatives to visit the African nation.\(^{(259)}\) Furthermore, Madagascar and Iran have remained engaged as part of the twenty-three-member Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), established in 1997.

Additionally, Iran actively encourages politicians in Antananarivo to support the Palestinian cause, and its policies have been geared toward limiting Israel’s influence in Madagascar. Following the conclusion of the Iran nuclear deal in 2015, Tehran invited Antananarivo to unite against Israel during discussions held on the sidelines of an international conference in Iran to support the Palestinian cause.\(^{(260)}\) In the process, Iran followed the gradual rise of anti-Israeli sentiments in the island nation.\(^{(261)}\)

Iran sought opportunities for trade in the non-oil sector with Madagascar, including in the agricultural, fishery, car manufacturing, petrochemical, technological, medical, infrastructure, tourism, and telecommunications sectors.\(^{(262)}\) Iran further explored opportunities to develop Madagascar’s fishing industry in Exclusive Economic Zones and share Iranian expertise and

---


\(^{(262)}\) “Madagascar Ties with Iran;” “Guinea Bissau Seeks Cooperation with Iran in Car Manufacturing and Steel Industry;” see also Lefebvre, “A New Scramble,” 146.
private sector investments in the field. Following the conclusion of the nuclear deal, Iran invited Madagascar’s representatives to visit its local factories to boost trade. Tehran also invited Antananarivo to draw on Iranian expertise and experience to boost economic cooperation. In 2016, Madagascar reiterated to Iran its need for energy and fuel and sought technical assistance from Iranians to produce clean automobile fuel. In 2017, Iran offered to provide Madagascar with fuel, petrochemical products, household products, and supplies in the agricultural, health, and tourism sectors. It further attempted to facilitate the operation of Iranian companies in Madagascar. After the re-imposition of sanctions on Iran, the country urged Antananarivo to tap into Iranian commercial expertise. The two countries agreed to open investment opportunities to one another.

Iran has promoted the causes of Madagascar’s Shi’i community while also building Shi’i mosques in the African country. Three years after establishing relations, Antananarivo and Tehran finalized a joint agreement that facilitated new programs to train young people in Islamic studies at the Imam Jafar Sadigh School in Antananarivo. Subsequently, both male and female students in Madagascar could access exchange programs to study in Iran’s religious seminaries. In October 1990, Antananarivo and Tehran concluded a comprehensive three-year renewable cultural, scientific and technical agreement, paving the way for joint cultural activities, including publications, artistic and educational exchanges, television programming and radio and cinematic activities, exchange of technical expertise, and research, as well as scholarships and training programs. Moreover, several jointly managed schools were established, as was a university chair to promote the Persian language in Madagascar. The two governments

(268) “Iran and Africa Council for Economic Cooperation.”
(269) Seyyed Ahmad Seyyed Moradi, “Shias in Madagascar.”
(270) “Madagascar Ties with Iran.”
committed to fighting illiteracy, expanding tourism, and halting of illegal transfer of historical art and rare artifacts.(271)

**The Republic of Malawi**

Malawi’s location neighboring African countries friendly to Iran—and its links with Tanzania, where Iran retains considerable cultural influence—has seen Lilongwe’s relations with Tehran gradually develop over time. Iran’s ambassadors in Tanzania were accredited to Malawi, and Lilongwe generally abstained from votes condemning Iran’s human rights record at the United Nations. In 1998 during the presidency of Mohammad Khatami, Malawi reached out to Iran in the NAM to boost ties. Malawi subsequently invited Iran to share its expertise in the agricultural and health sectors and water resource management. Iran reiterated its commitment to developing Malawi’s agricultural sector. A decade later, Iran offered Malawi technical vocational training services. Malawi and Iran subsequently scrapped visa requirements for one-month stays.(272)

In 2009, Iran began to focus on Malawi’s mining sector, with an interest in uranium extraction for its nuclear program. In 2011, Tehran offered Lilongwe US$50 million to develop its uranium-mining industry. Malawi subsequently said it would open an embassy in Tehran to strengthen bilateral relations, contradicting its previous position that it was pursuing more robust ties to boost aid flows from Tehran.(273) In 2014, Malawi and Iran held talks to expand cooperation in tobacco production in the African country. Iran offered Malawi additional assistance to develop its irrigation technology.(274)

By 2020, Malawi’s decision to open an embassy in Israel, combined with sanctions against Iran, threatened to dampen bilateral ties. In general, relations between Malawi and Iran have endured (albeit on occasion with tensions), given Iran’s potential ability to influence the African country’s


significant Shi‘i population of mostly Lebanese origin. Malawi’s Muslim leaders, and particularly members of its Shi‘i community, have traveled often to Iran. In addition, Iran has welcomed the rise of Muslim political leaders to some prominence in Malawi, a majority Christian country.

**The Republic of Mali**

In the 1980s, Iran could not build strong contacts in Mali, a predominantly Muslim country, given Bamako’s close ties with Baghdad.\(^{(275)}\) However, despite its relatively small population and economy compared to many of its neighbors, Mali has remained important for Iran’s strategy to increase its soft power influence in West Africa. As a result, Mali’s relations with Iran have remained cordial, albeit limited.

In 2005, Bamako and Tehran increased cooperation in the OIC. Mali later moved to support Iran’s peaceful nuclear program. In turn, Iran expanded its investment profile in Mali to reduce Bamako’s dependence on financial aid and investment from the United States and other Western countries. In 2007, Mali recognized Iranian engineers’ contribution to the success of local infrastructure development projects, including dam construction.\(^{(276)}\)

In recent years, Iran has sought to expand trade ties with Mali. The biggest ticket items in Iranian exports to the landlocked African country are cement, food paste, tiles, and biscuits.\(^{(277)}\) In 2016, Foreign Minister Zarif traveled to Mali to explore new trade options and was accompanied by a business delegation. Further, Iran has continued to offer Mali opportunities to expand the African nation’s health sector.\(^{(278)}\)

Iran has promoted its soft power influence in Mali and across West Africa by supporting the building of Islamic schools, seminaries, mosques, and local cultural centers. Iran established a cultural center in the capital Bamako and branches elsewhere across the country, offering Islamic studies from which many imams and preachers have graduated. The educational program

---
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is designed to support Mali’s Shi‘i community—which, although small, has been increasing through conversions—and to enable the Iranian embassy in Bamako to select students to study in Iran.\(^{(279)}\)

Iran has remained concerned by Mali’s potential vulnerability to terrorist groups, including radical armed groups, and the ability of the ISWAP to recruit fighters in Mali and neighboring Burkina Faso.\(^{(280)}\) As a result, Iran maintained ongoing discussions with Mali on anti-terrorism issues.\(^{(281)}\) In addition, Tehran offered financial aid to communities in Africa suffering from civil unrest, including in Mali.\(^{(282)}\) In return, in 2017, Mali declared it would not cooperate with Iran’s adversaries.\(^{(283)}\) In 2019, Iran renewed calls to strengthen ties with Mali to beat the sanctions regime.\(^{(284)}\) But by 2020, as Mali slowly transitioned to building a civilian government, it embarked on measures to expand dialog with Israel, a step that threatened to weaken the African nation’s ties with Iran.

**The Islamic Republic of Mauritania**

Following the 1979 revolution, Iran sent its representative in Paris to establish contacts with Mauritania. In 1980, Iran opened an office to represent its interests in Nouakchott. In 1984, a coup d’état saw Mauritania’s new leader Maaouya Ould Sid’Ahmed Taya, take the country out of Algeria’s orbit and adopt a new policy of appeasing Morocco over its disputed territory of the Western Sahara. The new regime also strengthened ties with Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. The coup drove Nouakchott and Tehran apart. Mauritanian officials held back on an official invitation to open a diplomatic office in Nouakchott until Tehran issued a stern ultimatum to the effect that it would consider ending ties altogether. As an Arab state that sees itself as African as well, Mauritania feared its conservative Sunni population would react adversely to stronger relations with Tehran.

\(^{(279)}\) “Iran’s Soft Power in West Africa.”
\(^{(280)}\) “2020 Outlook on Terrorism in Africa, New Center of Global Terrorism.”
\(^{(281)}\) “Ghana’s President to Visit Tehran.”
In addition, Mauritania had enjoyed close security relations with Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi of Iran. Both countries had supported Morocco’s position on the Western Sahara against Algeria, which supported the Sahara Polisario Front. These were fundamentally different positions than those taken by revolutionary Iran, which supported the Polisario. As a result, the brief opening of an Iranian embassy in Nouakchott in 1984–85 did not improve relations. In 1986, Mauritania’s embassy in Iran submitted an official letter severing diplomatic ties, citing Iran’s insistence on continued war with Iraq and its apparent fomenting of conflict in the Gulf Arab region. Iran’s embassy in Nouakchott subsequently closed. Mauritania supported Iraq during the war, as Iran’s relations with France, which backed Mauritania, deteriorated.\(^\text{285}\)

Despite these diplomatic hurdles, Iran considers Mauritania to be its most successful project as far as spreading Iranian soft power influence in Africa is concerned. In general, Iranian policies have sought to nudge Mauritania away from backing Western security plans for West Africa that give a dominant role to the French. In the process, Mauritania has been encouraged to support Iran’s positions on different issues in international forums. In 2007, after Iran dispatched envoys to Mauritania to reopen embassies, the African country supported Iran’s allies in Lebanon and Iraq which pleased Tehran. In 2008, Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz came to power following a coup d’état in Mauritania. Relations improved under the new regime, despite Iran’s initial concerns about the coup. In addition, Iran took credit for altering the African country’s foreign policy course in general, including its decision to suspend ties with Israel over the Gaza War in 2008–2009. According to reports, Iran offered Mauritania security support in exchange for ending relations with Tel Aviv. But Mauritania continued to cooperate with Western countries, including the United States, over how to manage al-Qaeda’s threat in West Africa, which prevented Iran from readily advancing its security interests in the African nation.\(^\text{286}\)

In 2017, Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif paid a visit to Mauritania to discuss a range of political issues, including developments in Tunisia and Algeria, and to urge for


counter-terrorism collaboration. According to reports, Iran began construction of a road linking Tindouf in Algeria with Zouerat in Mauritania as a strategic highway that could potentially impact the outcome of the conflict between Morocco and the Polisario, in which Mauritania was also a disputing party given that Morocco annexed Mauritania’s portion of the claim over the Western Sahara after the latter two made peace in 1979.(287)

Following the conclusion of the Iran nuclear deal in 2015, Mauritania attempted to advance ties with Tehran, without hurting Nouakchott’s relations with the Gulf Arab states in the process, given the West African country’s dire economic needs. Along the way, Tehran believed that Saudi Arabia’s relations with Mauritania would not be strong enough to discourage Nouakchott from drawing closer to Tehran. Tehran specifically reiterated its appreciation for Mauritania’s decision to support Damascus by reopening an embassy in Syria. Mauritania and Iran seemed to reach an understanding over a series of security issues when Iran’s defense minister Amir Hatami visited Nouakchott on his way to Venezuela in January 2019. In meetings with officials, Hatami emphasized that the election of Mauritania’s defense minister Yahya Ould Hademine as president would expand ties with Iran. During the talks, Hatami further reiterated the need to coordinate positions on Palestine and the lifting of sanctions against Iran.(288)

Since 2010, Mauritania and Iran have gradually expanded their economic ties. Iran expressed interest in investing in the West African country’s fertile agricultural lands and offered to sell farm machinery and technical and engineering services to Mauritania.(289) In 2012, Nouakchott and Tehran agreed to expand trade relations and explored opportunities to promote cooperation in the fields of communications, culture, interparliamentary affairs, and the justice system. Iran called on Mauritania to cooperate in the gas and energy sectors and fight terrorism and radicalism, which threatened Mauritania’s borders with Mali.(290)

However, since Mauritania is the only West African country that is not a member of ECOWAS, Iran has had fewer incentives to engage economically. Furthermore, the African country’s recent oil discoveries, and membership in the Arab League, limit the space for the rapid growth of economic ties with Iran. But Mauritania invited Iran to invest in its fishery, animal husbandry, mining, and service sectors, increase tourism investments, and expand joint free-trade zones.\(^{(291)}\)

To fight sanctions, Iran has proposed barter agreements to overcome banking impediments to trade with Mauritania. The two countries exchanged trade delegations in 2017 and in the following years. Iran has continued to reach out to Mauritania. Iran has recently led talks with Mauritania over the COVID-19 pandemic and the issue of sanctions and explored barter arrangements.\(^{(292)}\) But Mauritania’s move to restore ties with Israel potentially threatened the African country’s trade relations with Tehran.

Nevertheless, Iran has encouraged Mauritania to engage in activities that sanctions do not generally preclude, such as academic exchanges, research, university-level cooperation, and promoting the Persian language in the African country’s academic institutions. Iran further expressed its readiness to share its scientific achievements in nuclear technology, nanotechnology, and biotechnology with Mauritania by promoting the activities of Iranian science foundation institutions and services, otherwise known as the Bonyad Danesh Pajouh. Iran subsequently dispatched a new ambassador to Mauritania in 2020.\(^{(293)}\)

As a sparsely populated and predominantly Sunni country, Mauritania has been sensitive to Iran’s Shi’i influence and its potential to cause unrest locally. Iran, in turn, has kept an eye on rising anti-Shi’i sentiments in Mauritania, especially those expressed by Sunni clerics calling for laws to prevent the propagation of Shi’ism and the opening of Quranic Shi’i schools in the African country. To alleviate local concerns about its activities to propagate Shi’ism, Tehran has repeatedly reassured Mauritanian officials that such activities pose no risk to the country.\(^{(294)}\)


Despite Iran’s efforts, the problem has adversely affected relations. By 2010, according to reports, some 50,000 Mauritanians had converted to Shi‘i Islam. In 2016, Mauritania briefly broke off its ties with Iran due to its support for the local Shi‘i community. When relations resumed, Mauritania summoned Iran’s ambassador to explain the increased activities of the Shi‘i community at the al-Mujina mosque in the capital in 2018. The leader of Mauritania’s Shi‘i community, Bekar Ould Bekar, has continued to facilitate Mauritanians’ pilgrimages to Iran’s Shi‘i holy sites. In addition, according to sources close to Iran, several Mauritanian business leaders and social reformers supported the gradual promotion of Shi‘ism in the African country and sought inspiration from Iran.(295)

The Republic of Mauritius

Located in the Indian Ocean close to West Asian waters, Mauritius has long enjoyed strong ties with the Gulf states. As a result, Iran has managed to retain cordial ties with Mauritius and its Muslim and Shi‘i communities, despite diplomatic hurdles. Iranian ambassadors to Madagascar were accredited to Mauritius after the revolution.(296) Iran has worked with Mauritius in the NAM and through the IORA. After 2002, Iran has expanded trade ties with the island nation given its rich marine resources and capacity to help Iran develop its maritime networks. Port Louis specifically sought cooperation with Tehran in tourism and fishery. Iran views Mauritius as a country that has generally played a positive role in promoting the unity and security of the Indian Ocean states in a manner that has served Iranian maritime interests and trade relations.(297)

Iran’s religious establishment took credit for the island nation’s decision to suspend ties with Israel after its offensive in the Gaza Strip in 2009.(298) But Mauritius maintained its cooperation with the United States to contain al-Qaeda, which threatened to forestall the expansion of Iran’s security ties with Port Louis.
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In recent years, Mauritius took further steps to contain local Iranian influence when it sought Israeli assistance to develop its security and telecommunications industry. In 2016–2017, Mauritius supported Saudi Arabia when the kingdom broke off its relations with Iran and Qatar. But in October 2017, Port Luis and Tehran sought to reboot their cooperation through trade, economic and educational exchanges, and tourism. Other areas of collaboration involved exploring maritime bunkering and developing the energy sectors. Iran further offered to revive the Persian cultural heritage on the island nation and upgrade the Château Val Ory in Moka, where the former Iranian monarch Reza Shah Pahlavi lived in exile during World War II before Tehran decided to sell off the Iranian property on the island nation.\(^{299}\)

**The Kingdom of Morocco**

Following the 1979 revolution, Tehran recalled its ambassador from Rabat to protest Morocco’s decision to host the deposed Shah. In 1980, Iran lowered its diplomatic representation in Morocco to the level of a chargé d’affaires. Tehran then declared support for the Western Sahara and the Polisario Front. Believing that the Front represented one of the last bastions of Africa’s anti-colonial struggle against the borders delineated in Africa by Western powers, Iran allowed the Polisario to open an office in Tehran. In protest, Morocco summoned its diplomats from Tehran, retaining only an administrative officer at its embassy. Iran reciprocated, and by 1981, political ties between the two countries were severed. The embassies of Malaysia, the UAE, and Oman served as interest sections for the two countries in the following years. In 1982, King Hassan II called on Arab states to support Iraq during the Iran–Iraq War. After a ceasefire agreement to end the Iran–Iraq War was reached in 1988, Rabat and Tehran expressed interest in reviving ties. In 1991, Morocco’s prime minister, Azzeddine Laraki, met with President Rafsanjani of Iran during an OIC meeting in Dakar, Senegal. Morocco and Iran then resumed diplomatic ties, and frequent high-ranking official meetings in Rabat and Tehran soon followed.\(^{300}\)

---


Relations between Morocco and Iran improved but remained limited to carefully monitored cultural and scientific exchanges. Rabat also barred Moroccan clerics from studying in Iran. President Ahmadinejad tried to improve ties with Morocco by inviting King Mohammad VI to visit Iran in 2007.\(^{(301)}\) But in 2009, Morocco severed relations with Iran, citing Iranian intervention in Bahrain’s domestic affairs and propagation of Shi‘i Islam. Rabat and Tehran resumed ties in January 2017, with certain conditions laid out in negotiations between the two states through diplomatic exchanges held the year before. In February 2018, Rabat sent a note of congratulations to President Rouhani on the anniversary of the Islamic revolution. In May, Morocco cut its diplomatic ties with Tehran again, citing the Iranian support for the Polisario through Hezbollah agents. Iran said the evidence provided was weak and rejected Morocco’s claims on the matter.\(^{(302)}\)

Throughout the upheavals in the diplomatic relationship, Tehran has viewed Rabat as a capital struggling to bring Morocco’s so-called “deep state” (Al-Makhzen) into line. As a result, Iran chose to expand its contacts with a host of actors in Morocco—including universities, political parties, parliament, and influential elites—but Iranian actions stirred local sensitivities in the North African country. Ultimately, Iran has maintained that holding on to relations with Morocco entailed more work than was justified given the limited trade and the geographic distance between the two countries. Iran further believes that only a major strategic conversion in the North African country’s political outlook will see relations improve. As a result, Iran regards its ties with Morocco as nearly inconsequential, a position it is likely to hold until Rabat moves away from its close relations with the Gulf Arab states.\(^{(303)}\)

In the southern border of Western Sahara, provocations by the pro-independence Polisario Front, and tensions in Moroccan-controlled areas of the disputed territory, have kept Iran concerned that rival powers might seize the Western Sahara’s natural resources. Moroccan–Iranian relations have remained tense. Iran has been accused of arming the separatist Polisario Front in Western
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Sahara and spreading Shi‘i ideology in the area with assistance from Hezbollah and by funding of local religious foundations.\(^{(304)}\) In 2018, Morocco charged that Polisario Front members had used Iranian diplomatic passports, provided by Iran’s embassy in Algeria, to participate in international meetings. Morocco further accused Hezbollah of supplying SAM-9 and SAM-11 rockets to the Front. Morocco shared evidence of the claims by dispatching a representative to Iran, but Tehran ignored Rabat over the Polisario. Still, according to reports, Morocco remains concerned about Hezbollah’s financial activities in West Africa and investments in local businesses in the region, which could impact the economic landscape in the Western Sahara.\(^{(305)}\)

The trade volume between Morocco and Iran stood at US$50 million in 2001. In 2004–2005, Rabat and Tehran concluded an MoU on trade in fertilizers and phosphates. Morocco’s largest oil refinery, SAMIR, finalized a renewable agreement with Iran to sell 1 million barrels of oil for 18 months, at a value of approximately US$500 million. The volume of trade between Morocco and Iran reached US$500 million during Ahmadinejad’s presidency in 2007–2008, and according to some sources in Iran, it peaked at US$650 million. Iran’s key exports to Morocco are oil, petrochemical products, decorative glasses, dried fruits, and nuts. Iran’s major imports from Morocco are phosphates and their derivatives. Iran’s naval fleet has frequented ports in Morocco to transfer phosphate, sulfur phosphate, and phosphoric acid. But Morocco has placed high tariffs on Iranian imports, which has hindered the expansion of commercial ties.\(^{(306)}\) Tourism between Morocco and Iran was set to pick up in 2016 before relations between the two countries again broke down in 2018.\(^{(307)}\)

Following Iran’s revolution, King Hassan II chaired an international council of Islamic scholars that rejected the Islamic political doctrine preached by Ayatollah Khomeini. Rabat charged Tehran with attempting to alter Morocco’s religious identity, which partly rested on historical connections
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to Shiʿi Islam.\(^{(308)}\) Sermons by the Iranian cleric Mohammad-Ali Taskhiri appeared to question Morocco’s other religious orientations, including its embrace of the Maliki Sunni faith. By 2009, Iran was providing scholarships in the hundreds to Moroccan scholars and students to study in Iranian seminaries and disseminating Iranian publications across the North African country. Iran influenced the Moroccan expatriate community in Europe as well—specifically in France and Belgium—to encourage conversions to Shiʿi Islam. Morocco was particularly concerned by its Shiʿi community’s activities, including the Al-Gadeer Association, which helped propagate Shiʿi Islam through its publications. Simultaneously, sources close to Iran claimed that Shiʿi Islam was spreading quickly in Morocco and was influencing local Islamic movements.\(^{(309)}\)

According to reports, the number of Shiʿa in Morocco increased by nearly a thousand annually by 2019, as Shiʿi television and media programs aired across the North African country. As a result, Morocco’s ruling Justice and Development Party warned that the spread of Shiʿi Islam could fuel sectarian politics.\(^{(310)}\) Other reports claimed that Shiʿism in Morocco was closely tied to the Iranian-backed Ahl al-Bayt school of thought and to upholding Shiʿi ceremonies and following Ayatollah Khomeini’s revolutionary model. The reports suggested that most Shiʿa in Morocco lived under the principle of \(\text{taqiyyah}\) to avoid raising local sensitivities about Shiʿi Islam, but that the rate of conversions to Shiʿi Islam was higher than what was believed, particularly among Moroccans living in Europe.\(^{(311)}\)

### The Republic of Mozambique

Following the 1979 revolution, Iran viewed Mozambique as a frontline state in the fight against apartheid, and it donated to projects benefiting local Muslim communities. Iran’s ties with Mozambique led to a more active propagation of Shiʿi Islam in the African country starting in 1980–1985. The Ahl al-Bayt School remained active in Mozambique along with several other Shiʿi schools and religious centers, including in the capital Maputo.\(^{(312)}\) But Mozambique’s civil
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war, and the subsequent shut down of Iran’s embassy in Maputo in the early 1990s, dampened relations. As a result, Iranians were generally not well known in Mozambique, although they could acquire visas on arrival at ports of entry and Maputo’s airport. In late 2020, when Mozambique arrested twelve Iranian fishers off its coasts and refused to return them to Iran, a level of uncertainty over ties with Tehran was laid bare.\(^{313}\)

Mozambique’s challenge setting up major industries made it less attractive to the Iranian investors and business community. But Mozambique’s close trade relations with South Africa increasingly made Maputo an attractive business destination for Iran. In 2017, Iran reopened its embassy in Maputo after more than two decades, intending to re-launch economic relations with Mozambique.\(^{314}\) Tehran sought opportunities to expand trade in mines and the oil sector, at times through swap arrangements with Maputo.\(^{315}\) Maputo subsequently entered talks to receive urea fertilizer from Iran. In 2019–2020, Iran exported US$3.8 million worth of products to Mozambique. Mozambique imported from Iran biscuit-making machinery, plastic products, and clinker bricks.\(^{316}\)

Despite the recent setbacks for IS and its affiliate organizations across the continent, especially after suffering defeat in Syria in 2016, Iran saw Mozambique as a terrorist hotspot that would attract IS forces as they expanded operations into Africa.\(^{317}\) Mozambique’s instability due to operations in the country by groups including the IS and the al-Shabaab led some analysts to suggest that the African country was a destination for Iranian arms sent to the continent either for sale or to contain the IS forces, which Iran considers a greater threat than al-Shabaab.\(^{318}\) In 2017–2020, al-Shabaab and IS forces increased attacks in Mozambique, and there was a danger that the two groups might combine forces.\(^{319}\)
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The Republic of Namibia

Following the 1979 revolution, Iran supported the anti-apartheid leader of the South West Africa People’s Organization (SWAPO), Sam Nujoma, who would later serve three times as president of Namibia from 1990 to 2005. As Nujoma led Namibia’s national liberation movement, which entailed its independence from South African rule in 1990, Iran’s leaders defended SWAPO in NAM meetings and invited the party to open a diplomatic office in Tehran. In 1986, President Khamenei met with Nujoma in Angola and invited him to visit Tehran. In the following years, Namibia and Iran exchanged over thirty diplomatic delegations. In 1990, Nujoma flew to Windhoek in an Iranian-operated jet, arranged through Iran’s embassy in Zambia, to assume Namibia’s presidency following its independence.

Despite receiving Iran’s support for its independence, Namibia conditioned improving its ties with Tehran on receiving Iranian aid and financial support. When the support was less than forthcoming, Namibia was equally disinclined to compromise its stronger ties with the West to boost relations with Tehran, irrespective of Iran’s support to post-independence Namibian politicians. Consequently, Windhoek and Tehran were unable to foster a strong partnership. Other factors led to stagnating ties between the two capitals, including geographic distance, high transportation costs, legal and banking restrictions, Namibia’s small population that depended mainly on South African markets for sustenance, and Namibia’s high investment risks. As a result, Iran tended to address immediate goals in its efforts to consolidate a partnership with Namibia and mainly sought the African country’s support in regional and international organizations. Iran subsequently closed its embassy in Windhoek, citing financial costs and the lack of strong trade incentives, which reopened 15 years later when Hassan Rouhani was elected president in 2013.

---
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Sanctions against Iran during Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s presidency prevented significant progress in ties with Namibia, but Windhoek and Tehran held senior-level diplomatic and defense meetings. Iran cultivated ties with Namibia, given that it is one of the world’s largest uranium producers. In 1976, the Iranian Foreign Investment Company held a 15 percent stake as a passive legacy investor in Namibia’s Rössing Uranium Mine. Following the conclusion of the nuclear deal in 2015, Iran expressed a renewed interest in investing in Namibia’s uranium-mining industry by accelerating contacts between Windhoek and the Iranian Chamber of Commerce and Economic Forum. Earlier in 2008, intending to boost ties, Iran invited Namibia to promote cooperation in the energy, housing, and health sectors and jointly promote scientific collaboration and university-level exchanges in the spirit of South–South cooperation.

Following the nuclear deal, Iran made several tentative deals worth US$200 million to develop Namibia’s construction sector and help the African country with plans to manufacture trucks and fuel tanks, promote renewable energies, build power stations, and boost industrial-scale oil production and petrochemical exports. Namibia sought Iran’s technical assistance in agribusiness and agricultural production and to develop new local gas fields. It also invited Iran to build a refinery. Tehran insisted that its energy investment goal was to ensure long-term security and that the policy involving the building of refineries was strictly restricted to global locations that strategically mattered to Iran. But Iran encouraged a number of African countries, including Namibia, to cancel visa requirements for the Iranian business community and set up new banking arrangements to allow trade during sanctions, even though Namibia does not have an embassy in Tehran. In 2018, Foreign Minister Zarif met with Namibian officials in Windhoek to boost commercial ties, agribusiness, and agricultural production projects in the African country. Simultaneously, Iran’s Central Bank sought to expand ties with state-run African banks.
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In recent years, Windhoek and Tehran have occasionally found themselves in furious agreement in defense of Palestinian rights, condemning the use of chemical weapons in Syria and urging political resolutions to the conflicts in Syria and Yemen.(329) Before the finalization of the Iran nuclear deal, Windhoek and Tehran signed an anti-piracy agreement on Iran’s invitation. Namibia subsequently invited the Iranian naval fleet to visit the African country’s ports and sent naval delegations to Iran’s Imam University and Naval College in Noushahr. Iran inspected several different naval sites in Namibia to lay out a road map for cooperation and said it was ready to equip, organize, build, repair, and maintain Namibia’s naval fleet. In addition, Iran offered to share with Namibia plans for its Persian Gulf naval training units designed to expand the capacity of the naval forces.(330)

To serve the small Muslim population in Windhoek, in 1991, Iran built Namibia’s first mosque, known as the Quba Mosque, where members of the Iranian Islamic Propagation Organization offered programs, cultivated community relations, and promoted interfaith exchanges.(331) To this end, the mosque’s local prayer imam was a Sunni. Given that Shi‘ism in Namibia was practiced among a limited number of families, the mosque was able to recruit a local Shi‘i imam only recently and planned on sending the imam to Iran to advance his religious studies. But Quranic studies at the center were instrumental in a small number of conversions among Namibia’s youth to Islam. As such, the center enjoyed a growing but small number of followers among both the Sunni and Shi‘i communities. The Quba Mosque also led outreach programs via local radio and television stations in Namibia and through visits to local hospitals and orphanages.(332)

**The Republic of Niger**

Iran has long seen Niger as an important country in Africa, given its sizeable Muslim population and proximity to Nigeria and North Africa. Its status as one of the world’s poorest countries also
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invites the influence of foreign powers. Details about relations between Niamey and Tehran are often hard to come by due to Niger’s complex political landscape and the multiple coup d’états in recent history. Following the 1979 revolution, Niger generally abstained from votes condemning Iran and its human rights record in the United Nations. Niger also accredited its ambassador in Libya to Iran. Iran opened an embassy in Niger to help implement a mining agreement which was stalled by foreign governments. But Iran objected to Niger’s decision to promote the book *The Satanic Verses* after it was published in 1988, and relations between the two countries remained relatively stagnant.

Relations improved under Ibrahim Assane Mayaki, who became prime minister of Niger in 1997. Niger’s leaders attended the OIC Summit in Tehran in 1997, and the country voted in favor of Iran in UN resolutions for three years in a row. In 2017, Niger and Iran held interparliamentary talks to boost understanding on the issue of Palestine and terrorism. Niger subsequently said it planned to open an embassy in Tehran. Niger’s positions drew closer to Iran in defending the JCPOA and Iranian positions in the NAM and other international organizations. In 2020, Niger rejected a U.S. measure to trigger a snap-back mechanism against Iran which would tighten the sanctions regime against the country through the UNSC.

Iran views Niger as a potential hotspot for terrorists. The activities of groups such as the Boko Haram in southeastern Niger, and the ISWAP, which launched a major attack in western Niger in May 2019, underscore Iran’s worries about the spread of violence in Mali and Burkina Faso, which might spill over into Niger. As a result, Iran has closely monitored Niger’s security developments. Nevertheless, Iran has not been a significant player in Niger since Western powers heavily influence its security.
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In the mid-1980s, Iran’s Red Crescent Society dispatched 36 tons of medicine via private plane to Niger to help improve ties with Niamey. Years later, General Ibrahim Bare Mainassara, the architect of Niger’s power transition and its subsequent president in 1996, dispatched a delegation to Tehran to seek urgent assistance again. Within a year, Iran’s Red Crescent Society sent another 50 tons of food to help Niger fight a famine. In the following years, Niger sent delegations to Iran to invite the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi to help with the African country’s reconstruction. Iran held two trade exhibits and set up a health center affiliated with the Iranian Red Crescent Society in Niger after its power transition, and entered into talks with Niamey to expand cooperation in construction and rural development with aid from the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi, leading to the conclusion of an MoU on the issue and a commercial agreement. The Jihad-e-Esteghlal (Organization of the Foundation of Veterans and Oppressed Affairs), an affiliate body of the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi, dispatched a delegation to travel across Niger and explore economic projects. The trip led to talks to set up several plants to boost the African country’s agricultural sector. But the implementation of the agreements stalled. (338)

In 2013, Iran expressed renewed interest in Niger’s ore when President Ahmadinejad visited Niamey. Frustrated by a uranium deal with the French, Nigerien authorities said they were looking for fair international partnerships. (339) Iran continued delivering aid to Niger in the following years, despite setbacks implementing joint projects. In 2017, Foreign Minister Zarif visited Niger on the final leg of an African tour. Besides, Niger and Iran held talks to build cooperation in the fields of telecommunications and science through interparliamentary meetings. Niger said it planned to open an embassy in Tehran. (340) Iran further explored investing in Niger’s factories to build agricultural equipment and send medical equipment to the African nation. In addition, Iran discussed with Niger a livestock agreement, opportunities to collaborate to produce diesel fuel, build telephone transmission lines and set up banks in the two countries to facilitate trade. (341)
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In 2019, Iran’s parliament informed Niger of its offer of assistance in the health sector and investments in the local auto industry. In addition, Iran took steps to offer Niger expertise for electricity transmission. Iran further expressed interest in expanding its participation in Niger’s mining industry, boosting the Iran-Niger Commercial Forum, and said it hoped that the Iranian business community would invest in Niger while offering to open up its markets to Niger’s business community.\(^{(342)}\)

In 1997, despite the absence of any cultural agreements between the two capitals, Tehran established a cultural school in Niamey. The Lebanese Shiʿi community assisted Iran’s religious influence in Niger. Niger has Shiʿi mosques, libraries, education and health centers, charities, and religious propagation and information centers, including several centers in the capital Niamey.\(^{(343)}\)

**The Federal Republic of Nigeria**

Nigeria’s tenuous relations with Iran have followed the general pattern in the giant African country’s cautious policies toward the Muslim world. Abuja has generally sought to avoid stirring tensions between Nigeria’s Christian and Muslim communities in building ties with the Muslim world. Nigeria has frequently shifted its positions toward the Muslim world to appease its Christian community, for example, by quietly joining the OIC as a full member in 1986 while maintaining an unclear status in the organization until 1991. Nigeria further appeared inactive in the organization until 2000 and received criticism from its Christian community about its engagement with the OIC through 2020.

As a result of these multi-ethnic and multi-faith challenges in its domestic politics, Nigeria opted to close its embassy in Iran after the 1979 revolution. Yet despite Nigeria’s internal political turmoil and multiple coup d’états, the African country has maintained cordial working contacts with Iran. Nigeria attempted to stay impartial in the Iran–Iraq War, supported a ceasefire, and demanded the full implementation of UNSC Resolution 598, which aimed to end the war. The Nigerian embassy in Tehran reopened shortly before peace was restored in 1988. But Nigeria’s closer relations with Western countries—and a dearth of interest among its
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Christian and Muslim leaders for ties with revolutionary Iran—stalled the formation of strong bonds with Tehran.\(^{344}\)

Nigeria’s growing isolation from the international community following a military coup in 1993 led to renewed interest in relations with Iran. Under the rule of General Sani Abacha until 1998, Nigeria expanded contacts with Tehran. But General Abacha’s government failed to pursue a consistent policy toward Tehran, given Nigeria’s internal turmoil. As a result, relations between Abuja and Tehran remained limited. But Nigeria offered Iran US$2 million in aid following an earthquake in the Iranian Province of Khorasan. Nigeria’s interim president Abdulsalami Abubakar subsequently reached out to Iran under Mohammad Khatami’s presidency, intending to boost ties. In response, Tehran moved its embassy in Nigeria from the commercial port city of Lagos to the new capital Abuja.\(^{345}\)

Tehran expanded relations with Abuja under Olusegun Obasanjo’s presidency, who was keen to fix Nigeria’s economy, end its political instability, and improve its international standing. In 2001, President Obasanjo traveled to Tehran to conclude six cooperation agreements in the political, cultural, social, and economic spheres. That same year, the Nigerian embassy in Tehran said that the Iranian embassy in Abuja was involved in the trafficking of people to Iran, who were then sent to Europe. But Tehran remained keen to improve its ties with Abuja because it viewed Nigeria as an important member of the NAM, vying for a permanent UNSC seat and attempting to restore its membership in the OIC in 2005. Although President Obasanjo discouraged local Nigerian leaders in the north from setting up an Islamic shari’a legal system that could trigger local contacts with Iran, Tehran quickly expanded its contacts with the local Nigerian Muslim community after 2005. Iran simultaneously signed a US$2.38 million agreement allowing the Iranian Saderat Development Bank to assist Nigeria.\(^{346}\)

Iran views Nigeria as a terrorist hotspot. Specifically, Iran remained concerned by the IS and Boko Haram activities in and around Nigeria, particularly those targeting the Nigerian Muslim
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community. During a visit to Nigeria, Zarif confirmed that Iran would stand beside Nigeria to fight al-Qaeda and Boko Haram. In March 2019, the Islamic State in the Greater Sahara (ISGS) and the ISWAP merged to create a stronger IS front. Subsequently, ISWAP killed twenty-eight Nigerien soldiers and followed this up with further attacks in West Africa. Consequently, Iran sought to expand its dialog with Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari over a range of pressing security and political issues. Buhari’s rise to power in 2015, and frictions with Israel, encouraged Iran to expand its security ties with Abuja. But Nigeria’s decision to join the Saudi-led IMCTC in 2016 dampened Iran’s ability to seek deeper ties with the African country.

As early as 2005, Nigeria and Iran exchanged defense delegations. But relations remained tense on the defense and security fronts due to Israel’s superior security ties with Nigeria and the transfer of Iranian arms to West Africa. Nigerian authorities took steps to control the activities of the Iranian-backed Lebanese Hezbollah in the African country. In 2010, Nigeria seized an Iranian arms shipment. Iran said the arms shipment was carried out by a private company selling conventional weapons in West Africa. The arms reportedly were being sent to the Gambia, leading Nigeria to cut its ties with Iran.

Iran sought to use its joint membership with Nigeria in the D-8 Organization for Economic Cooperation, founded in 1997, as a platform to revive economic relations in West Africa. As one of Africa’s largest economies and a member of OPEC, Nigeria has sought common ground with Iran to expand joint economic projects. Viewing Nigeria as a gateway to West Africa’s lucrative markets, Iran offered to develop Nigeria’s power grid and health sector
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and asked Abuja to facilitate visa regulations to enable an easier movement of businesses in the 1990s. Over the years, the two countries signed a series of other agreements to combat illicit drugs and psychotropic substances. They further agreed to develop joint radio and television programs, establish cooperative industrial frameworks, promote joint taxation and customs policies, boost commercial councils and investment, establish joint export and import standards, promote trade, cooperate in the geological and mining sectors, and encourage mutual tourism opportunities.

Iran frequently held trade exhibitions in Nigeria and expressed interest in the African country’s vast economic opportunities to generate electricity and build tractor manufacturing assembly lines and oil and gas pipelines. The lack of sufficient planning and geographic distance prevented many of these projects from materializing, and Iran was unable to realize the goal of mass selling Iranian products in Nigerian cities. The United States’ provision of Nigeria’s needs in the oil sector further led to Nigeria’s positive vote in the UNSC against Iran, which hindered Iranian economic commitments to Nigeria and led to lower trade volumes. But Nigerian companies remained interested in Iranian Danesh Pajooh companies and startups to help develop Nigeria’s technology, software, electronics, computers, food, and transport industries and its agricultural sector. In addition, Iran built a bridge over the Niger River using Iranian technical expertise and transferred Iranian know-how in the agricultural and industrial sectors to Nigeria to help set up automobile and agricultural equipment factories in Nigeria.\(^{(352)}\)

In 2011, Nigeria and Iran signed a cooperation agreement to expand commercial and trade ties. The agreement aimed to facilitate opportunities for Iran to offer industrial, mining, engineering, development, construction, technical, oil, and petrochemical services to the West African country. The two countries further agreed to consolidate financial, insurance, investment, and banking facilities to enhance business exchanges. Iran expressed interest in helping Nigeria develop agricultural irrigation projects, build offshore platforms to strengthen its energy sector and increase the capacity of shipping lines to engage in trade. In addition, Iran explored establishing new air and naval shipping routes to Nigeria. In the following years, the Nigerian–

Iranian Commission that helped conclude the 2011 agreement convened other meetings to explore trade ties between Abuja and Tehran.\(^{(353)}\)

In 2016, Foreign Minister Zarif visited Abuja accompanied by Iranian businessmen to explore new trade options with Nigeria. The foreign minister expressed Iran’s interest in expanding cooperation with Nigeria’s public and private sectors. To this end, Tehran encouraged a number of West African countries to cancel visa requirements for the Iranian business community and set up new banking arrangements to enable trade with Iran during sanctions.\(^{(354)}\) In 2019, while meeting on the sidelines of the 5th Summit of the GECF, Nigeria and Iran agreed to set up a joint economic committee to explore cooperation in petrochemicals, power, irrigation agriculture, and industry.\(^{(355)}\) But Israel remains one of Nigeria’s largest economic partners, which has overshadowed Iranian efforts to obtain leverage with Nigeria.

Still, Iran believed that Nigeria’s status as one of the world’s largest Muslim-populated countries meant that the African country had the potential to experience an Islamic awakening if it were to follow the Iranian revolutionary model of supporting and mobilizing underserved Muslims. But Iran saw Nigeria’s dominant Sunni population, along with its pluralistic tribal and ethnic structure, as a potential threat if the Nigerian society were to radicalize.

Consequently, Iran has invested in building connections with Nigeria’s religious leaders, many of whom are of Lebanese descent. Tehran also supported the Nigerian Ulema Assembly established in 1980. The assembly seeks to promote a unified stance among Nigerian Muslims against colonialism and secularism, encourages an Islamic dress code and coverings for Nigerian Muslim women, holds Friday prayers to help what it has called Nigerian pagans to convert to Islam, and set up Islamic schools across the country. It has worked with Iran to politicize the pilgrimage to Mecca as a platform to propagate Iran’s Islamic revolutionary model. This forced Nigeria’s government to limit the number of haj pilgrims to avoid stirring tensions. Iran also
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worked with Nigeria’s Muslim Student Society, which now hosts a sizeable Shi’i community and controls over 11,000 schools, colleges, and universities in the African country. (356)

Following the conclusion of a cultural agreement with Nigeria in 1997, Iran has actively propagated Shi’i Islam in Nigeria. But Nigeria has failed to uphold its side of the deal, concerned that Iran could potentially provoke religious tensions. Iran, however, has continued to offer scholarships to Nigerian students to study at international branches of the Imam Khomeini International University and religious seminaries and schools in Iran. Scholarships have also been given to Nigerians to join the Iranian international radio program and broadcasting agencies. (357) By 2019, there was a conspicuous level of conversion to Shi’i Islam in northern Nigeria as a direct result of Iranian activities. Some of these activities included building extensive networks with Nigeria’s religious leaders and scholars, supplying religious books, encouraging Nigerians to demand having shari’a civil courts and supporting funding and programs for Islamic schools. (358)

Sheikh Ebrahim Zakzaki, a Sunni who converted to Shi’i Islam after traveling to Iran following the 1979 revolution, is the focal point of recent tensions between Nigeria and Iran. Zakzaki has a strong following in northern Nigeria, an area where some Sunnis have converted to Shi’i Islam. According to sources inside Iran, his efforts increased Nigeria’s Shi’i population, previously estimated to be around 2,000, to approximately 12 to 14 million. (359) Zakzaki’s frequent clashes with Nigerian authorities in recent years, measures by Nigeria’s government to control the activities of Hezbollah in the country, and Iran’s efforts to encourage Nigerian Shi’a to build a front in the African country, led to the cleric’s arrest in 2015. The activities of the banned Islamic Movement in Nigeria (IMN), led by Zakzaki, led to increased local sensitivities about Iran’s influence. The group reportedly has some 3 million members, runs 300 schools in Nigeria, and has branches in Niger, Cameroon, Chad, Burkina Faso, and Ghana. Iran generally dismissed Nigerian complaints about these activities and asked its authorities to release Zakzaki. Shortly after Zarif’s
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visit to Nigeria to promote economic cooperation, Iran’s religious activists called on Tehran to remove its ambassador in Abuja after failing to take a firm stance in defense of Zakzaki.\(^{(360)}\)

Iran has built cultural influence in Nigeria through soft power by promoting the two countries’ shared love of literature and poetry and by raising awareness about the historical influence of the Iranian business community in Nigeria. Through these efforts, Tehran has encouraged the Muslims in Nigeria to view Iran as a country keen to revive Islam and maximize the impact of its Islamic revolution by working with Nigerian academics and universities and by making the study of Islam more attractive across the African nation. The measures have been intended in part to prevent the rise of alternative Islamic religious persuasions among Nigerian Muslims. They have also enabled Iran to mobilize Nigerians against rival powers competing for local influence.

Iran continues to invite Nigeria’s religious leaders to visit Iran, learn about Iran’s political system, and receive training in Iran’s seminaries. Iran has extended economic relief packages to Muslim communities in northern Nigeria and insisted that Nigerian Shi’a face genocide. Along the way, Iran has carefully cultivated ties with Nigeria’s Sunni population to win political support and open markets for Iranian exports. The Organization of Muslim Unity, established in Nigeria with Iranian financial backing, continues to invite students and Muslim scholars from West and Central Africa to Iran.\(^{(361)}\)

**The Republic of Rwanda**

Rwanda’s small Muslim population and geographic distance from Iran discouraged the formation of ties with Tehran in the 1980s. In 1990–1994, the landlocked East-Central African nation’s civil war deterred Tehran from attempts to spread its revolution in Rwanda. In Rwanda’s post-civil war era, Iran views the country as ripe with economic opportunities, and the Iranian representatives in Uganda or Burundi served as Tehran’s accredited ambassador to Kigali. As a member of the EAC—an organization of six countries in the African Great Lakes region that
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has enjoyed good working relations with South Africa—Iran has viewed Rwanda as a potential gateway through which it might reach other regional markets in Africa.\(^{(362)}\)

In 2018, Rwanda sought to expand its relations with Tehran and welcomed Iranian investments in its development projects. Kigali has encouraged the expansion of people-to-people exchanges but cautiously urged Tehran to promote regional and international convergence and unity when it advanced its policies in Africa. Rwanda and Iran discussed further plans to encourage interparliamentary exchanges and cultural ties. In addition, Kigali invited Iranian Danesh Pajooh firms to introduce technical and scientific projects to Rwanda, and Iran expressed its interest in partnering with Rwanda to develop telecommunications projects. Iran further aimed to establish cooperation agreements with Rwanda in the energy sector and send Iranian contractors to provide a wide range of services in the related fields of constructing power plants, transportation roads, and storage facilities. But Iran’s outreach to Rwanda faced hurdles because of sanctions, and Iranian influence has remained limited because of the African nation’s stronger relations with Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Israel.\(^{(363)}\)

**The Democratic Republic of São Tomé and Príncipe**

São Tomé and Príncipe and Iran did not establish formal diplomatic relations until 2007.\(^{(364)}\) In 2016, they held talks to expand the Iranian Red Crescent Society’s operations in São Tomé and Príncipe’s health sector, given frequent natural disasters across the island nation. Iran’s Red Crescent Society expressed readiness to dispatch ambulances, drones, and naval relief vessels to the island nation and work in tandem with Lesotho’s Red Crescent Society to develop cohesive humanitarian and health policies toward the island nation. It further offered to send from its pool of 2 million volunteers a group of experts to build health clinics in São Tomé and Príncipe and collaborate with the island nation to produce pharmaceutical products.\(^{(365)}\) In 2017, Tehran
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offered to implement educational, technical, vocational, and scientific projects in São Tomé and Príncipe.\(^{366}\) Foreign Minister Zarif simultaneously held meetings with his counterpart from São Tomé and Príncipe.\(^{367}\) However, as of 2018, Iran had been unable to significantly expand trade with São Tomé and Príncipe in the non-oil sector.\(^{368}\)

### The Republic of Senegal

Senegal’s sizeable Muslim population and its influence in the OIC and G-17—along with its reputation as a peacemaker in regional conflicts—has drawn Iran’s attention. As a result, Iran’s presidents have made a point of visiting the country as often as possible, even as relations between Dakar and Tehran remained tense until 1992. Iran struggled to build influence with Senegal’s post-independence ruling Socialist Party. Iran’s revolutionary model gradually spread in Senegal in the 1980s as the African country went through a heated internal debate over its form of government and the need for reforms. This enabled more open contacts between Dakar and Tehran.

In subsequent years, Iran has cultivated stronger cultural connections with Senegal by maintaining high-level diplomatic contacts and encouraging joint defense initiatives. In 2008, Senegal supported Iran’s peaceful nuclear program in a meeting of the OIC and condemned international sanctions against the country. Senegal’s stance against Israel enabled Iranian soft power influence in the African nation to grow. In 2008, Senegal and Iran worked in tandem in preparation for an OIC meeting, and the two countries subsequently condemned the Gaza War. Senegal later vowed to always stand behind Tehran and defended the Iranian uranium enrichment program while denouncing sanctions against Iran.\(^{369}\)

But in 2011, Senegal briefly severed ties with Iran for two years. This was not the first time that relations had soured—Senegal had unilaterally broken off its ties with Tehran two decades before. The 2011 move came in response to armed clashes between the army and rioters from the MFDC.
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along Senegal’s southern border with the Gambia. The MFDC fighters were carrying Iranian weapons, including grenades, mortars, and rockets. According to the Senegalese government, the arms were meant to be sent to separatist groups in the Gambia. (370) Iran sent its foreign minister, Manouchehr Mottaki, to Dakar to lobby Senegal to reconsider severing diplomatic relations, but they were cut off in February 2011. The foreign minister was sacked while in Dakar and was replaced with Ali Akbar Salehi, who flew to Senegal to pick up talks. However, despite Turkey’s mediation, Iran failed again to convince Senegal to retain ties. Senegal briefly agreed to return its ambassador to Iran but ultimately decided that Iran’s efforts to convince the African country that the arms were not meant to cause instability had fallen short. In 2013, Iran and Senegal resumed diplomatic relations. Simultaneously, the Iranian car manufacturer Iran Khodro established an assembly line in Senegal. (371)

In 1996, Iran joined economic meetings in Dakar to expedite the export of Iranian goods and crude oil. In 2009, Iran exported US$16 million of goods to Senegal. By 2010, Senegal was Iran’s largest trade partner in West Africa. (372) Senegal is important for Iran’s naval outreach as it attempts to establish a base on the Atlantic Ocean, and the two countries held talks on the issue in 2010–2012. Senegal expressed interest in Iran’s energy prospects in return for support for the Iranian stance on its nuclear program in international forums. (373) In addition, Lebanese businessmen in Senegal traded Iranian oil. (374)

Iran has sought to use Senegal to tap broader markets in the West Africa Economic and Monetary Union. In two visits in 2018 and 2019, Foreign Minister Zarif was accompanied by Iranian businessmen to explore trade options with Senegal, which Iran viewed as a politically stable country. Dakar agreed to visa-free travel for political and business visits for Iranians. (375) Zarif urged Senegal to expand banking relations and issue visas on arrival for the Iranian business
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community and entrepreneurs. As a result, Iranian food products and manufactured cars were frequently spotted in Senegal and an Iranian-built power station. Zarif’s trips led to discussions over several new agreements worth more than 300 million euros in Senegal, including on real estate development and water projects. Iran remained interested in expanding Senegal’s health and agricultural sectors.

As the ties between Dakar and Tehran improved following the 1979 revolution, Tehran gradually promoted the Persian language in Senegal and helped establish a theology college in Dakar. Tehran sent clerics to preach in Dakar and to call for an African Islamic awakening. In Senegal, Iran’s activities involved funding religious groups and dissident Muslims, some of whom had studied under Ayatollah Khomeini when he lived in exile in Najaf in the 1960s. Iran cultivated ties with the local Lebanese community, including representatives of Hezbollah in the West African nation. Senegal’s Lebanese community played an important role in helping Iran increase its Shi‘i influence over the African nation’s Sufi community. In 2003, Senegal invited Iran to build Islamic schools and Quranic education centers. The Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly in Senegal, recognized officially by the Senegalese state, emphasized living in peace with the country’s majority Sunni population and its tradition of Sufi mysticism and encouraged accepting the reality of the increasing number of conversions to Shi‘ism.

The Republic of Seychelles

Seychelles-Iran ties have long been limited. Although Islam is practiced in mosques built around the island nation—mainly on the island of Mahe—organized Islamic societies, have been discouraged from propagating in Seychelles. Seychelles has generally avoided taking a hostile stance toward Iran by opting not to vote against it in international organizations, including at the
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UN. Iran’s representatives in Madagascar have been accredited to Seychelles to win the island nation’s political support in international forums.\(^{(382)}\)

As a member of the Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS) and host of IONS-2018, Iran’s navy planned to carry out drills to combat piracy with other member countries, including Seychelles.\(^{(383)}\) Iran views the Indian Ocean and countries bordering it (including Seychelles) as good partners to advance competitive but friendly naval operations to advance security in the busy Indian Ocean sea routes. Iran has kept a watchful eye on rival states’ military operations in Seychelles, including U.S. drone and military operations and the island nation’s evolving relations with Saudi Arabia and Israel. Seychelles’ strong relations with Russia, China, India, and previously North Korea—all countries with which Iran maintains cordial ties—means the island nation is potentially easier for Iranians to navigate.\(^{(384)}\)

Victoria and Tehran have concluded several import–export agreements over the years, with Iran sending Seychelles salt and grapes, and receiving fish, dental and surgical equipment in return. Seychelles has occasionally requested medical and health teams from Iran to help train the local population in the medical field, given Iran’s relative success in building local networks of community health providers.\(^{(385)}\) Iran has seen Seychelles as a stable country to advance trade relations with, considering that it ranks high in economic competitiveness. Given it has one of the highest nominal per capita GDP rates in Africa, Seychelles is an attractive destination for Iranian investors. In January 2020, the U.S sanctioned the Seychelles-based Pamchel Trading Beijing Co. Ltd. for allegedly acting as a front company to enable trade with Iran.\(^{(386)}\)

**The Republic of Sierra Leone**

Three years after the 1979 revolution, Iran dispatched a delegation to Sierra Leone to build bilateral ties. Sierra Leone and Iran established formal diplomatic relations in 1983, and soon
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after concluded a renewable five-year cultural agreement. Iran promoted the Palestinian cause in Sierra Leone by sending delegations to the West African nation to celebrate Quds Day. It also urged Freetown to condemn Iraq in the war against Iran, and demand that the NAM secretariat in Iraq move to another country. (387) But in the late 1980s, Sierra Leone cultivated close relations with Iran’s rivals in Africa — namely, Iraq and Libya. This dampened Iranian influence in the West African country, despite Tehran’s efforts to build ties with local Muslim communities and hold hajj conferences in the African country to promote debate about Saudi Arabia’s custodianship of the holy site in Mecca. (388) But Freetown urged a peaceful resolution to the Iran–Iraq War, and according to Tehran, supported positions closer to the Iranian stance on the conflict. Freetown further coordinated its positions in international meetings with Iran to promote Palestinian rights, Namibia’s liberation from white rule, the ouster of foreign forces from Chad, and denounce apartheid. (389)

Following the 1979 revolution, Sierra Leone expressed interest in buying caviar and oil from Iran at discounted prices and below OPEC rates and offered to export timber and develop the Iranian fishery industry. Iran was able to secure local buy-in to help Sierra Leone’s agricultural sector by sending pesticides, seeds, and fertilizers. The two also agreed to engage in industrial and mining projects. Iran viewed Sierra Leone as an important gateway to West Africa.

Furthermore, a sizable Lebanese community in Sierra Leone has enabled Iran to operate fundraising and financial infrastructure in the majority Muslim African country, including in the diamond industry. Iran has also drawn on the Lebanese community to monitor and contain local ties with Israel and expand the oil trade with Iran. In 1983, Sierra Leone’s Lebanese business community (led by Jamil Saeed) and its religious leaders (led by Sheikh Hossein Shahada) were instrumental in a major oil deal being struck, which led to an MoU on oil trade. Sierra Leone subsequently asked Iran to build a refinery and offered to sell bauxite to Tehran, which it declined due to the high cost. Instead, Iran offered to send experts to the African nation to help cultivate rice and corn.
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In the following years, the two countries explored other trade options, including the sale of diamonds from Sierra Leone to Iran and Iranian development of mining and the fishery industries with the African nation. By 1992, the Islamic Revolution Council of Sierra Leone was leading trade talks with Iran. Sierra Leone and Iran signed another agreement for oil sales and production in 2000, which enabled Freetown to pay for oil it brought from Tehran over a period of three years and free of interest. A similar agreement was signed three years later. In 2010, the U.S. Department of Treasury sanctioned businesses linked to Hezbollah that operated in Sierra Leone. In 2013, the United States sanctioned several Lebanese nationals representing Hezbollah in Sierra Leone.

In 2015, Freetown and Tehran signed a new economic agreement. Iran said it planned to build oil storage facilities in Sierra Leone and that it would enter into talks with several African countries to build refineries to process Iranian crude. In 2017 and 2019, Freetown and Tehran held talks to expand trade ties and cooperation in the health, academic, and agricultural sectors when the African country dispatched a new ambassador to Tehran. In 2018, the two capitals discussed cooperation in various sectors, including mining, engineering, agriculture, fishing, food processing, auto manufacturing, and spare part production. In 2019, Iran encouraged Sierra Leone to expand cooperation in the health sector, engage in joint agricultural production projects, and coordinate policies in international forums. These steps led to a steady increase in the volume of Iranian exports to Sierra Leone. Besides, Iran’s embassy in Freetown offered its assistance to Sierra Leon’s private sector community interested in trading with Iran and encouraged the African country to consider expanding its facilities on the Atlantic coast to improve bilateral trade. Furthermore, Tehran encouraged Freetown to use its membership with the OIC, the World Bank, and the Islamic Development Bank to apply for international
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bank loans to create opportunities for Iranian companies to take part in developing the African nation’s infrastructure while Iran remained under sanctions.\(^{(394)}\)

With the conclusion of the renewable cultural agreement, Tehran helped establish the Sierra Leone–Iran Friendship Association in Freetown to accommodate a growing number of joint political, cultural, and religious activities in West Africa. Built as an Islamic institution, the association played an active role in convening religious, political, and hajj seminars, promoting the visibility of Islamic preachers in local mosques, holding Friday prayers, and neutralizing so-called “enemy propaganda” designed to split the Muslim community. As a first step, the association established a Committee of Friday Prayer Imams to debate important Islamic issues. It also established the Islamic Organization of Veiled Women, from which several other branches of women’s organizations emerged, including the Al-Nesa Supreme Islamic Organization, Fatemeh al-Zahra, and the Hosseiynieh Women’s Organization. The association expanded its operations to other cities in Sierra Leone by organizing demonstrations in Bo Town to denounce global heresy, and Saudi Arabia’s custodianship of hajj ceremonies. It also actively promoted professional programs to elevate the status of Muslims in Sierra Leone.\(^{(395)}\)

The outbreak of the civil war in Sierra Leone in 1991 exposed emerging rifts within its Muslim community and with Christians. The tensions were exacerbated by foreign influence and high poverty levels despite Sierra Leone’s rich store of natural resources. Iran’s relations with Sierra Leone picked up after the end of the civil war in 2002. In 2005 and the following years, Iran’s leaders and diplomats paid frequent visits to Sierra Leone and cultivated relations with local mosques and the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly branch in Freetown.\(^{(396)}\) In 2009, Sierra Leone and Iran promised to build stronger ties, to celebrate each other’s commitment to principles of religious tolerance. The African country also convened a seminar on “Religious Democracy
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and Development” to commemorate the 30th anniversary of Iran’s Islamic revolution. But in recent years, Sierra Leone built closer ties with other Sunni Muslim states, including Saudi Arabia, and joined the Saudi-led IMCTC, which saw Freetown seek to block Iranian influence in Sierra Leone.

**The Federal Republic of Somalia**

Following the Islamic revolution, Iran dispatched a delegation to Somalia. The Iranian embassy in Mogadishu served Iranian interests in neighboring Djibouti as well. But within a year after the revolution, Somali authorities warned Tehran to halt its religious propaganda in the African country. Somalia supported Iraq in the war against Iran in the 1980s, which barred Iran’s influence in the Horn nation. But Iran’s Red Crescent Society delivered aid and offered to build Somalia’s local infrastructure, while Tehran offered to sell oil to Mogadishu.

By 1991—after the overthrow of Somali President Jaalle Mohamed Siad Barre—numerous Islamic groups had set up shop in Somalia. When Somaliland declared itself autonomous the same year, Iran refused to recognize it. Puntland and Galmudug—which did not seek to become independent—remained engaged with the Somali central government, and Iran cultivated relations with both. When central authority in Somalia fell apart after the 9/11 attacks and the subsequent U.S.-led global war on terrorism, Iran paid more attention to the African country as a potential terrorism hotspot. In 2006, Mogadishu reported that Tehran had sought access to uranium deposits in South Central Somalia in the area around Galmudug in exchange for arms to the local anti-Western Council of Islamic Courts (CIS) that operated in the country between 2000 and 2007 to fight crime and warlords. The CIS activities appeared quite inflammatory in promoting armed groups, making Iran cautious about its role in the country. More importantly, Iran aimed to avoid conflict with other Horn countries such as Ethiopia and Djibouti with broader interests in Somalia and getting caught up in the local U.S.
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anti-terrorism operations. Somalia later insisted that there were no active mining activities
around its small uranium deposits, and—as the CIS gradually lost influence—Iran reverted to
supporting Mogadishu.\(^{399}\)

The emergence of the al-Shabaab group, which embraced strict Sunni practices in 2007–2008,
despite its early anti-Western and pan-nationalist views, once again placed Somalia on Iran’s
list of terrorist hotspots. In the following years, Iran officially endorsed intra-Somali talks to
end the civil strife in the Horn region and rejected foreign intervention in the conflict while
welcoming multilateral efforts to bring peace. In 2012, as al-Shabaab retreated from major
cities and joined forces with al-Qaeda, Iran reopened its embassy in Somalia, which had closed
after violence erupted in 2007–2008. Iran subsequently increased Islamic relief aid and offered
educational programs to the government in Mogadishu.\(^{400}\)

In 2015, Somalia arrested two Iranian Shiʿi clerics linked to a local group calling itself Al-
Khomeini, which operated under the Iranian embassy’s protection in the capital Mogadishu.
However, prominent Iranian clerics continued to call for support for the Shiʿa in Somalia, which
they said constituted 20 percent of the African country’s population, although other sources
placed the figure far lower, at less than 1 percent.\(^{401}\) The Imam Khomeini Relief Foundation
office in Mogadishu was attacked and burglarized, and Iran’s Red Crescent Society announced
it was ending aid delivery to Somalia.\(^{402}\) In 2016, after diplomatic relations with Saudi Arabia
were severed, Iran sought wider access to the Red Sea. But its outreach efforts were hampered
when Somalia broke ties with Iran and joined the Saudi-led IMCTC. Iranian efforts sought
to maintain Tehran’s access to the high seas, despite the moves by the Saudi-led coalition of
Muslim and Arab countries to assume control over securing navigation routes in the Red Sea.
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In the process, Iran insisted on seeking new opportunities to expand ties with African countries such as Somalia despite its commitment to the IMCTC.\(^{(403)}\)

In 2017, conflicting and unverified reports emerged when Somalia claimed Iran had attempted to secure uranium from al-Shabaab. Simultaneously, Somalia sought U.S. assistance to fight al-Shabaab control over uranium mines in the autonomous regions of central Somalia. Analysts argued that there were no operational uranium mines in Somalia and that the allegations against Iran were intended to draw the United States back into Somalia’s protracted civil war.\(^{(404)}\) Still, some earlier reports had suggested links between Iran and al-Shabaab. In 2018, a UN report pointed to coal trading operations between al-Shabaab and Iran. In 2020, a report published by the Emirates Policy Center pointed to contacts between al-Shabaab and Iran as part of Iranian plans to expand contacts with non-state actors in the Horn region. Other reports suggesting a potential collaboration between al-Shabaab and Iran to target U.S. interests in Kenya were rejected by the United States, which insisted that al-Shabaab and al-Qaeda had their own anti-American agenda which did not involve Iran.\(^{(405)}\) As late as 2020, Iran itself was subject to terrorist attacks by Somali pirates. In one incident, international actors stepped in to offer US$180,000 to the pirates to secure the release of 2,000 sailors taken hostage between 2005 and 2012.\(^{(406)}\)

**The Republic of South Africa**

After returning from exile to Iran in 1979, the founder of the revolution Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini ordered the country to break its ties with the apartheid regime in South Africa. Iran ended its oil exports to South Africa, and the Swiss embassy was asked to represent Iran’s interest section in Pretoria. The severing of ties between Pretoria and Tehran helped
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consolidate Iran’s relations with South African civic leaders, including Imam Ahmed Cassiem. He led a Muslim community called the Qibla in Cape Town, which sought its inspiration from Iran’s revolution to rally some 250 local Muslim groups to overthrow the apartheid regime.⁴⁰⁷

Tehran expanded its contacts with the African National Congress (ANC) to condemn apartheid, which led to closer ties between Pretoria and Tehran in the post-apartheid era. Iran also participated in international efforts to enforce sanctions against South Africa and reached out to the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC). It also offered political, financial, and cultural support at national, regional, and international levels to anti-apartheid groups, participated in international meetings calling for the end of apartheid, issued frequent declarations condemning apartheid, offered the support of its embassies across Africa to South African freedom fighters, frequently covered and broadcast news on South Africa, and tried to secure the release of the anti-apartheid leader Nelson Mandela.⁴⁰⁸

After the end of apartheid in the early 1990s, PAC representatives and Mandela traveled to Tehran. Iran expanded its contacts with the Muslim business community in South Africa as the country took gradual steps to end apartheid and ended sanctions on the African nation. The South African organization for foreign trade and the ABSA Banking Group subsequently traveled to Tehran to hold trade talks. South Africa and Iran agreed to reopen embassies and exchange ambassadors in 1993.⁴⁰⁹

Iran’s early support for anti-apartheid groups in South Africa led to lasting ties between the two countries. Pretoria and Tehran shared common positions over the Syrian civil war. They
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rejected the foreign interventions that triggered the 2011 Libyan civil war despite South Africa’s early endorsement of the intervention in the UNSC. South Africa expanded contacts with the Palestinian Hamas as the group increasingly reached out to Iran and several African states for support.\(^{(410)}\)

South Africa supported Iran during sanctions over the Iranian nuclear program, despite the blacklisting of several South African companies by the U.S. Department of the Treasury.\(^{(411)}\) In addition, Pretoria and Tehran cultivated contacts to develop the Iranian nuclear program. Immediately after resuming ties with post-apartheid South Africa and as late as 1997, Iran reported that it had imported yellowcake stockpile and discussed seeking enrichment expertise from South Africa.\(^{(412)}\) South Africa continued to support Iran’s nuclear program in 2008–2010 when the UNSC passed four resolutions against Iran. In 2010, Pretoria received 25 percent of its crude oil from Iran, often at discounted prices, and sought to make changes to an IAEA report that was highly critical of Iran’s uranium enrichment program.\(^{(413)}\)

South Africa’s maritime capabilities and its ability to use different fleets were important to Iran’s efforts to expand its geopolitical outreach via naval routes.\(^{(414)}\) In 2014, Iran dispatched a vessel to South Africa.\(^{(415)}\) In 2016, Iran and South Africa held talks to expand shipping routes, build up trade infrastructure, and establish direct flights. In December, Iran’s defense minister, Hossein Dehghani Poudah, visited South Africa to seek expanded military and defense ties and concluded an MoU related to security and anti-terrorism with the African country. Iran stressed that it aimed to use South African ports to expand South-North naval corridors in the Red Sea and the Atlantic Ocean and help connect Africa to Central Asia, the Caucuses, and Russia via
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sea and land routes.\(^{(416)}\) In 2018, Iran informed South Africa that it was ready to conclude a new MoU on military cooperation, which involved selling South African arms to Iran if sanctions allowed and holding a joint commission in Pretoria on defense issues.\(^{(417)}\)

Following the revolution, South Africa and Iran signed two new oil contracts, which marked the first post-apartheid bilateral economic agreement. The contracts enhanced cooperation between the National Iranian Oil Company and the South African Coal, Oil and Gas Company, SASOL. The first contract involved joint investment plans in the National Petroleum Refiners of South Africa (Natref). The second contract enabled Iran to supply 70 percent of the refinery’s crude oil for 15 years and receive in exchange from South Africa uranium and steel. A joint venture between the Iranian National Petrochemical Company and Arya SASOL increased South Africa’s holdings in Iran’s petrochemical markets. SASOL ended ongoing investments in Iran in 2013, but the deal came under scrutiny when the U.S. Department of the Treasury sanctioned Iran’s petrochemical industry in 2020.\(^{(418)}\)

Iran expressed interest in receiving South African expertise in the mining sector. Following the revolution, Tehran asked Pretoria to open a mining college in Iran and sent three Iranian experts to study in the field in South Africa. Pretoria sent experts to conduct preliminary feasibility studies for the college, which opened in the city of Shahroud with partial gifts and funding from South Africa. South Africa and Iran reduced transportation costs which helped Iran become Pretoria’s second-largest trade partner. Iran exported, among other things, household products—including plastic, tiles, marble, laundry detergents, rugs, and handicrafts—as well as pistachios, shrimp, dates, and walnuts to South Africa. It received non-flammable cotton fabric, fur, and animal skin, automobiles, uranium, and steel from South Africa in return.\(^{(419)}\)
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In 2012, reports emerged that the South African Mobile Telephone Network (MTN) had helped Iran Cell access advanced mobile phone technologies despite sanctions and reportedly held a 49 percent stake in the Iranian company.\(^{(420)}\) Iran sought opportunities to increase crude oil sales to South Africa and use the African country’s oil and gas storage facilities. Following President Jacob Zuma’s visit to Iran in 2016, Pretoria and Tehran took measures to enhance cooperation in the fields of transportation, shipping, tourism, and banking. The two capitals held talks to exchange scientific and educational resources, generate electricity, harness renewable energies, and expand cooperation in the gas and petrochemical sectors. In 2017, MTN agreed to invest in Iran and lend a total sum of US$750 million to develop the Iranian fiber-optic network. Two years later, South Africa’s ambassador to Iran, Yusuf Saloojee, was charged with receiving bribes related to an MTN deal with Iran. The company continues to hold a 49 percent stake in Iran Cell.\(^{(421)}\)

In 2017, Foreign Minister Zarif traveled to Pretoria to attend the 13\(^\text{th}\) meeting of the Iran-South Africa Economic Commission. He encouraged South Africa to boost its technological capacity and infrastructure through Iranian Danesh Pajooh companies and establish a bank to facilitate trade transactions.\(^{(422)}\) In 2018, Zarif returned to South Africa, intending to expand ties. In 2019–2020, South Africa and Iran revived the joint economic commission to support Iranian businesses trading locally. The commission reportedly closed down as the business environment became nearly impossible for Iran following the return of sanctions in 2018 and was briefly dismantled. While political relations between Pretoria and Tehran remained steady, their economic ties were consequently restricted.\(^{(423)}\)

Iran aimed to make headways into South Africa’s markets by offering the country petrochemical products, asphalt, food products, oil by-products, car spare parts, electricity, and services to
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develop its engineering sectors. Iran eyed South Africa’s ability to attract foreign direct investment (FDI) with over US$135 billion in FDI stocks in 2018. But reaching South African markets required Iran to first resolve banking restrictions to enable trade transactions between the two countries. To resolve the issue, Iran explored entering into barter agreements with South Africa despite preferring to trade in dollars, operating smaller banks to facilitate trade with South Africa, and establishing faster land, sea, and air routes to resolve trade impediments. Through South Africa, Iran aimed to reach markets in East and West Africa more efficiently, given that some twenty African economies depend on South Africa. Iran increased trade with South Africa in 2018–2019 and explored facilitating visa arrangements to boost it even further.

Iran’s exports to South Africa increased from US$27 million to US$43 million in the first six months of the Iranian calendar year 2019–2020. Some figures placed annual trade volumes between the two countries at US$300 million, including their trade arrangements via third countries.\(^{(424)}\) As a member of the Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS) club of emerging economies and the G-20, South Africa offers enormous market potential for Iran. As a result, Iran aimed to reach markets in Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Eswatini, and Lesotho through South Africa and expand the Iranian presence in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans with South Africa as an essential partner.\(^{(425)}\)

Over the years, Pretoria and Tehran entered into several cultural agreements to exchange historical and archival documents, offer educational scholarships, participate in art festivals, promote Iranian films, exchange cultural information, and promote tourism, leading to tens of thousands of annual visitations between South Africa and Iran.\(^{(426)}\) Iran cultivated relations with South Africa’s small but politically influential Muslim community of Sunnis and Shi’a and with local followers of Sufi practices. Given South Africa’s growing Muslim community, Iranian clerics frequently visited the African country to convene talks and religious ceremonies. According to Iranian sources, there are over a million Shi’a in South Africa, mainly concentrated
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in Cape Town, where the Ahl al-Bayt Mosque and several Shi‘i schools and charities operate. In Johannesburg, the Al-Mustafa Society runs a seminary, and there are several Shi‘i mosques and Islamic institutions. In the capital Pretoria, Iran helped set up prayer centers. By 2003, Iran was sending physicians to South Africa to serve the local Muslim community. But Iran remains challenged by rising anti-Shi‘i sentiments in the African country, which have seen several attacks on Shi‘i mosques in recent years.

**The Republic of South Sudan**

Iran saw South Sudan’s independence as an international scheme to break up a powerful and sizeable Muslim country (Sudan) and thus boost Western influence over Africa’s Muslim communities. As a result, Iran was for many years opposed to the separatist movement in South Sudan before its independence following a referendum in 2011. South Sudan’s independence, however, overlapped with a period of stagnation in Iranian foreign policy given Tehran’s preoccupation with sanctions and its desire to craft an opening with the West over its nuclear program.

As a result, the nature of Iran’s relations with South Sudan remained unclear as Tehran’s policies toward Juba slowly evolved. Iran suspects that the African country’s poverty, instability, and distant cultural connections with Israel and the West mean it is open to other influences. However, South Sudan’s large non-Muslim community limits Iranian cultural influence over the country. Still, Muslims in South Sudan publicly observe religious rituals and ceremonies. Given the history of conflict in the nation and the predominant role of international actors struggling to ensure South Sudan’s stability, the Iranian influence over Juba has been minimal.

From a security perspective, Iran has monitored potential terrorist hotspots in South Sudan and Israel’s influence in the country, given that Juba and Tel Aviv embraced having diplomatic relations. Some 68 percent or more of Sudan’s oil reserves now belong to South
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Sudan, making the African country a potential energy partner for countries like Iran to expand its energy partnerships in the continent through Iranian relations with South Sudan’s neighbors.(431)

**The Republic of Sudan**

Sudan did not hold an important strategic position for Iran immediately after the 1979 revolution. Still, Khartoum sent a delegation to Tehran in 1980, intending to build ties. Nevertheless, the African country sided with Baghdad during the Iran–Iraq War. Following the war, Iran cultivated relations with Sudan considering its sizeable Muslim population and strategic location on the Red Sea. The National Islamic Front’s rise to power in Sudan was followed by a visit to the country by President Rafsanjani in 1991. These developments led to the expansion of formal relations between Khartoum and Tehran. For the next 15 years, Khartoum–Tehran ties remained steady and close. Both rejected international efforts to isolate the two capitals, which enabled Iran to expand its influence in the African country as rival Sudanese factions fought each other. Iran partially helped mediate the conflict between Sudan and Uganda in 1996, when Rafsanjani visited Khartoum. Hundreds of other meetings followed between Khartoum and Tehran. But Tehran was preoccupied with its post-war reconstruction goals, which meant that ties with Sudan were not a priority.(432)

Sudan’s civil war from 1983 to 2005 provided Iran with opportunities to use the chaos to influence the African country. In 1991, Sudan and Iran held comprehensive security talks. By 1993, after the United States charged Sudan with state-sponsored terrorism, the African country turned into a strategic base for Iran to launch a campaign to encircle Israel from North Africa. Iran supplied Sudan with oil and investments and helped the African country purchase some US$300 million in military equipment from China. In 1995, Iran supplied heavy military equipment to Sudan, and the following year dispatched its navy to use Sudan’s ports. The


same year, Sudanese gunmen attempted to assassinate Egyptian President Muhammad Hosni Mubarak, and they were linked to the Vanguards of Conquest, which was influenced by Iran’s revolutionary model. In 1996, Iran sent a delegation to Sudan to assess its military needs, and Sudan agreed to let Iran’s naval forces use its Red Sea ports. In 2001, the U.S.-led global war on terror encouraged Tehran to expand its security influence in Sudan. In 2002, Israel seized a ship carrying arms in the Red Sea headed for Palestine that had sailed to Sudan, and it alleged that Hezbollah had links to the shipment. As tensions mounted over Sudan, President Khatami traveled to the country in 2004 and urged for an end to the crisis in the Darfur region by inviting interested countries to help resolve the tensions in the African country.(433)

In 2008, Iran protested President Omar Hassan Ahmad al-Bashir’s arrest warrant issued by the International Criminal Court. Khartoum’s ties with Tehran expanded during Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s presidency, who sought to build a stronger strategic partnership with Sudan and receive its support for the Iranian nuclear program. Sudan and Iran subsequently signed a military cooperation agreement, which reaffirmed Tehran’s status as a major supplier of arms to the African country. Iranian supply ships, including some linked to the IRGC, docked in Sudan Port to expand economic, trade, and security cooperation with Khartoum and reportedly helped train Sudan’s army. Iran simultaneously expanded its anti-piracy operations in the Red Sea, raising international concerns over its ability to ship supplies to the Houthis in Yemen.(434)

To avoid stoking further internal conflict in the African country when Sudan faced uprisings in 2011, the Iranian media refused to call it an Islamic awakening, although it quickly did so when similar uprisings occurred in other parts of the Arab world. Following the outbreak of Libya’s civil war in the same year, Iran reportedly transferred arms from the North African


country for storage in Sudan. In 2012, a munitions factory with links to Iran said to be supplying weapons to Hamas exploded in Khartoum, reportedly bombed by Israel. Within days of the attack, an Iranian naval task force docked in Sudan’s port, saying that it brought a message of peace and security to neighboring countries. Iranian visits to Port Sudan happened twice in late 2012, but Khartoum refuted that it had joined a military alliance with Tehran. In the following years, Iran supported Khartoum’s central government while tracing terrorist operations across East Africa by groups such as al-Qaeda and al-Shabaab. In 2014, Israel intercepted arms shipments from Sudan and Egypt heading to Gaza, which were believed to have originated in Iran.\(^{(435)}\)

Iran has insisted on cementing its so-called “axis of resistance” in Sudan, designed to build support in North Africa for groups such as Hezbollah and Hamas and to contain Israel.\(^{(436)}\) Iran subsequently trained groups in Sudan, believing that it could further help preserve Sudan’s territorial integrity and prevent the country from breaking up given its internal strife.\(^{(437)}\) Iran monitored Sudan’s developments with concern as this northeastern African country gradually succumbed to international pressures to change its political course. Tehran saw Khartoum’s choice of accommodating its critics as a poor example to follow and would later blame Sudan for causing its own breakup, seeing it as vindication that Iran itself must not succumb to international pressures to alter its revolutionary course in Africa.\(^{(438)}\)

In 2015, Sudan joined the Saudi-led IMCTC and the military campaign in Yemen. In 2016, Khartoum broke ties with Tehran following mob attacks on the Saudi embassy in Tehran. In 2019, Sudan’s power transition following a coup d’état, and its recognition of Israel a year later, left Iran on the margins of the African country’s rapidly unfolding political developments.
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Over the years, Iran has engaged in ad hoc development policies through the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi organization in Sudan. In 1991, the two countries agreed to increase trade and investments, and Iranian engineers helped develop several water resource management and construction projects in Sudan. Iran’s Saderat Development Bank supplied US$177 million to finance some of the projects in Sudan. Joint private sector activities increased significantly in 2004, and Iran continued to invest hundreds of millions of dollars in water projects and the building of industrial plants in the African country. In 2006, Iran urged Sudan to agree to joint ventures in the agricultural and industrial sectors and set up Khartoum–Tehran flights to ease trade. Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said Iran was prepared to transfer civilian nuclear know-how to Sudan in return for its support for a peaceful Iranian nuclear program. In 2011, Sudan and Iran expanded interparliamentary friendship ties to facilitate trade in the industrial, agricultural, and mining sectors. But relations took a turn for the worse when the Gulf Arab states increased investments in Sudan. In March 2017, Sudan refused visas to an Iranian delegation aiming to take part in a meeting of the International Conference of Asian Political Parties.

Over the years, Iran has steadily cultivated its cultural ties in Sudan. Tehran’s frequent political setbacks in other countries in the Horn of Africa mean it views the Sunnis in Sudan as kindred spirits in a mutual struggle to build a revolutionary Islamic state. But Iran’s ties with Sudan—like the rest of its relations across the Horn—have proven unsteady. After the revolution, Tehran invited Sudanese students to study in Iranian universities and religious seminars. By 2007, Sudan’s religious figures were publicly objecting to Iran’s cultural activities and its encouragement of the conversion of Sudanese youth to Shi‘i Islam.
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Still, by 2015, there were signs of large numbers of conversions from Sunni Islam to Shi’ism taking place in Sudan, even though Khartoum had ordered the closure of Iranian-backed Shi’i and cultural centers a year earlier. Iranian sources placed the number of Shi’a at 300,000 to 600,000. Many Sudanese supporters of Iran felt close enough to Tehran to name their children after Iran’s supreme leaders Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. In late 2015, Sudan shut down Iranian offices in the African country and reportedly expelled Iranian diplomats. Tehran subsequently halted the implementation of its development projects in the African country. (447)

The United Republic of Tanzania

Tehran set up an office in Dar es Salaam in 1981, after Tanzania congratulated Iran on the 1979 revolution. In the following years, Iran began viewing Tanzania as a frontline state in the fight against apartheid. Tanzania’s shores on the Indian Ocean, and relative proximity to southern Africa, Seychelles, Madagascar, Mauritius, Uganda, Rwanda, and Burundi, made the country even more important to Iran in seeking to expand its influence in southern and central Africa. As a result, Dodoma and Tehran agreed to establish formal ties in 1986, and Iran subsequently opened an embassy in Tanzania. (448)

In 1987, President Ali Khamenei visited Tanzania to launch Jihad-e-Sāzandegi projects and famously remarked that “Tanzania is to Iran in Africa what Syria is to Iran in the Arab world.” The following year, Dodoma and Tehran agreed to set up a joint commission to expand ties. In subsequent years, the two capitals set up an interparliamentary friendship group. (449) Tanzania supported the Iranian position on its nuclear program in international forums. But in 2005, Tanzania’s authorities discovered a shipment of uranium from the DRC to Iran. Iran rejected that it was interested in importing uranium. (450) Still, under sanctions in 2012, Iran used Tanzanian
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flagged ships to export goods. Dodoma conducted investigations and deregistered the ships but insisted that it would continue its relations with Tehran in other areas.\(^{(451)}\)

In 2014, the two country’s defense establishments concluded an agreement to enable Iran’s navy to make regular stops in the East African country’s ports.\(^{(452)}\) The two countries continued to interact as IORA members, aiming to promote balanced development in the region. In 2017, Iran urged Tanzania to open its embassy in Tehran, condemn Israel and the U.S. sanctions, and use Iranian counter-terrorism expertise given the threat of Islamic radicalization facing the African country through efforts by groups such as IS and al-Qaeda to enlist recruits and unrest in neighboring countries around Tanzania.\(^{(453)}\)

Tanzania was one of the first African countries that the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi decided to concentrate its broader activities on, in light of extreme poverty levels in the Rufiji river area where several other countries had abandoned projects. Floods in the Ikwichi area led to the expansion of the Jihad-e-Sāzandegi organization’s agricultural projects in Tanzania and the conclusion of at least five economic development agreements with Tehran. The Jihad-e-Sāzandegi concluded new agreements with Tanzania during President Rafsanjani’s state visit to the African country in 1996. Still, most arrangements—including one aiming to set up university branches in Zanzibar—were either poorly implemented or never came to fruition, which meant the Iranians developed a poor reputation.\(^{(454)}\)

In 2006, Tanzania was Iran’s eighth-largest trading partner, and the two countries held talks to expand tourism. In 2009, they agreed to boost joint work in the agricultural sector, and Iran expressed interest in establishing an agricultural office in Dar es Salaam. In 2009, Tanzania and
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Iran agreed to expand cooperation in the health sector. In 2010, Dodoma and Tehran signed agreements on fisheries, cement production, and meat processing. (455)

In 2015, while visiting Tanzania, Foreign Minister Zarif confirmed the challenges confronting Iran in deepening relations with African countries due to problems resulting from the sanctions regime. Tanzania subsequently announced that it would send a delegation to Tehran to discuss the repayment of US$77 million to Iran if sanctions financial relief mechanisms allowed it after the conclusion of the Iran nuclear deal. (456) Tehran invited Dodoma to expand relations in different sectors, including in fishery, commerce, shipping, transportation, oil and gas, agriculture, road construction, health and pharmaceuticals, and higher education. (457)

Iran’s educational and cultural activities in Tanzania enabled its continued influence in the Sub-Saharan country. As early as 1990, Iran offered scholarships to students from Tanzania to study in Iranian universities. In 2007, the Imam Khomeini Relief Committee set up an office in Tanzania to deliver humanitarian aid and promote religious activities. A large Shi‘i community in Dar es Salaam enabled the expansion of Iranian activities in Zanzibar, where the local Shi‘i community ran more than thirty mosques and religious centers. (458)

Iran offered scholarships to hundreds of Tanzanian students and clerics to study in Iranian seminaries in subsequent years. It built contacts with a wide network of Shi‘i charities in Zanzibar funded by Gulf, Lebanese and Western-based organizations and individuals. Tehran simultaneously expanded cultural projects in Zanzibar, including access to schools, religious seminaries and colleges for men and women, libraries, books, radio and television programs, affordable housing, potable water, humanitarian activities, childcare centers, and educational programs. The Al-Mustafa Society has remained active in Tanzania, believing that the country would herald a golden age of Shi‘i Islam in Africa, given that
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it has the second-largest Shi‘i community on the continent. Iranian clerics said Tanzania’s Shi‘i community was increasing. But Iranian religious influence in Zanzibar appeared limited given the region’s multi-faith community. According to some reports, the number of Shi‘a in the area was, in fact, declining. And despite the presence of an influential Persian community that settled in Tanzania years before the revolution, the community had merged into this East African society and did not hold deep connections to Iran or its Shi‘i institutions. (459)

The Togolese Republic

Following the 1979 revolution, Tehran revived its diplomatic relations with the capital port city of Lomé in Togo when the poverty-stricken small West African nation attempted but failed to purchase oil from Iran. A few official diplomatic trips between the two countries took place in subsequent years. Iran’s ambassadors to Ghana were accredited to serve in Togo, and Togo maintained an accredited ambassador to Iran. Tehran sought Lomé’s support in international organizations, including the UN and the OIC, especially when frequent resolutions gathered international votes to condemn Iran’s human rights record. In 2010, when Togo sought a seat at the UNSC, Iran insisted on expanding its contacts with the country. In the following two years, Iran’s outreach appealed to Togo as the African state was seeking to balance its relations with Western powers, including the United States, which did not initially have major trade interests in the African country. (460)

In recent years, Togo and Iran have convened talks to expand anti-terrorism cooperation and expressed a mutual desire to hold diplomatic and interparliamentary meetings to explore ways to coordinate their policies in international forums. (461) But reports in 2013 indicated that Iranian...
cargo seized and confiscated on its way to Yemen was carried by a vessel from Togo. Togo subsequently joined the Saudi-led IMCTC. It also de-listed three Iranian tankers from its shipping registry data in July 2019 to demonstrate that its operational fleet was not Iranian and functioned in compliance with the sanction regime against Iran.

In the 1980s, Lomé and Tehran signed several cooperation agreements. Iran has mainly imported phosphates from Togo, exporting rugs, healthcare facilities, and furniture in return. In addition, Iran has occasionally participated in trade exhibits in Togo. More recently, Tehran and Lomé agreed to briefly lift visa requirements between the two countries to facilitate trade, a move which would have also provided Iran’s easier access to the border market towns in Ghana, Benin, and Burkina Faso. But levels of economic cooperation remained limited, especially given Togo’s stronger economic ties with Israel.

In 2017, Togo and Iran sought to revive economic ties once again after Tehran concluded the nuclear deal with world powers, and prospects of the lifting of sanctions against it seemed promising. Uranium deposits in Togo attracted Iran, given its desire to renew enrichment programs, as did Togo’s potential to produce fertilizers and cement. But to access better economic and trade opportunities in the West African country, Tehran had to compete with Israel and the United States for influence over Lomé. Besides, Iran had to contend with Turkey’s growing attraction for Togo as an investment partner after Ankara opened an embassy in Lomé in 2020. Iran subsequently expressed interest in participating in projects in Togo to build power plants and low-income housing.
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Iran’s cultural activities in Togo are limited because of the Egyptian Al-Azhar University’s deeper historical ties to the local Muslim population. Togo has a small population of Lebanese Shi’a, and its Muslim community is growing. In 1996, four Shi’i clerics from Ghana arrived in Togo to propagate the faith, which led to some conversions to Shi’ism. It is now increasingly practiced openly. There are several Shi’i centers and charitable institutions in Togo, including at least one mosque, a seminary, and prayer centers where students and graduates of the Al-Mustafa University preach.(467)

The Republic of Tunisia

Tunisia closed its embassy in Tehran following the outbreak of the Iran–Iraq war, citing financial reasons. But it allowed Tehran to retain a representative in its embassy in Tunis. The North African country’s support for Iraq during the war and for UN resolutions condemning Iran’s human rights record led to tensions with Tehran. Facing mixed results engaging with the Tunisian Muslim Brotherhood while retaining a secular society, Tunis asked Tehran to close its embassy in 1982, citing Iran’s role in stirring local dissent. Following political tensions in Tunisia after the departure of Prime Minister Muhammad Mzali from office in 1986, relations with Iran deteriorated. Furthermore, Tunisia supported Egypt’s efforts to pressure Iran to accept a ceasefire in 1986. After UN Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar submitted a 1991 report to the UNSC citing Iraq’s encroachment on Iranian territory, Tunisia warmed up to the idea of better ties with Iran. Diplomatic relations between Tunis and Tehran resumed three years later.(468)

But Tunisia’s closer ties to Iraq—and the influence of the Ba’th ideology in the North African country—stalled relations between Tunis and Tehran in the following years. Still, the two capitals were able to meet eye-to-eye on several issues in the international arena as Iran tried to move away from a pronounced anti-Western ideology in the post-war period to embrace better relations with the world, including Tunisia. Tunisia sought to boost its


regional status as a North African and Middle Eastern country by diversifying its ties with a host of other regional countries, including Iran. As a result, relations between Tunisia and Iran improved during Mohammad Khatami’s presidency and continued to build during Ahmadinejad’s presidency.

After the uprisings in Tunisia in 2011, Iran was concerned that Islamic political movements in the North African country could become marginalized. But the gradual rejection of Tunisia’s secular and Western-oriented political outlook following the uprisings by Islamic movements such as Ennahda led to its support for Iran in developing a peaceful nuclear program. As Ennahda began envisioning a future for Tunisia that would embrace development, free of Western pressure, it saw in Iran an example of a country capable of achieving its development goals independently. Iran’s independent technological and scientific advancements in the face of foreign pressure thus served as inspiration.  

From Iran’s perspective, Tunisia after 2011 was a promising country in transition, which meant that it would face political uncertainties for years to come. Iran encouraged the North African country to keep its options open on bilateral relations. Furthermore, the Gulf Arab countries’ investments in Tunisia were insufficient to keep Tunisia’s struggling population content or completely dampen Tunis–Tehran ties. As a result, in subsequent years, Iran has sought to expand its ties with Tunisia, explore opportunities with Egypt, Algeria, and Tunisia to export gas across Africa, and build an Iranian-North African alliance to fight the IS and al-Qaeda. Iran’s hopes were temporarily dashed when Tunisia expelled the Syrian ambassador in 2012, despite Iran urging the African state to support the government in Damascus during the Syrian civil war. 

Tunisia’s security agreement with Qatar and Turkey in 2013 and its cooperation with the Saudi-led IMCTC after 2015 stirred the North African country’s attention away from Iran and toward building stronger ties with more economically powerful regional countries. But Tunisia maintained a relatively independent regional foreign policy, including its moves to cultivate ties with Hamas and condemn the normalization of Arab ties with Israel. These
steps left room to maintain relations with Tehran. In 2017, Tunisia and Iran held talks to avoid sectarianism, and Iran said it welcomed what it called Tunisia’s independent, logical, and moderate foreign policy.\(^{(471)}\)

Ennahda and the Nidaa Tounes, a party founded in 2012, maintained cordial ties with Iran. The latter cultivated an anti-colonial image of its revolution, which resonated with Tunisia’s political elite. But Tunisia’s efforts to separate politics from religion increased negative views of Iran and its anti-Israeli policies, even among Tunisia’s Islamic parties, but more so with its more liberal groups. Still, Iran maintained a level of sympathy in Tunisia, given their shared struggles to build socially equitable and anti-colonial governance systems. To the Iranians, many of Tunisia’s leading political elite concealed their sympathies for Iran as part of the practice of taqiyyah in sections of Tunisian society with roots in its Shi’i history. Proof of this sympathy, at least in the eyes of the Iranians, was the fact that Tunisia rejected a U.S. measure to trigger a snap-back mechanism under the terms of the JCPOA, which would tighten the sanctions regime against Iran through the UNSC in 2020.\(^{(472)}\)

After the Iranian Revolution, trade between Tunisia and Iran remained limited due to the geographic distance between the two countries and the absence of easily accessible routes. Iran bought phosphates from Tunisia to produce chemical fertilizers, but Tunisia refused to import Iranian products and services. Iran’s Export Development Center participated in Tunisia’s trade exhibit in 1994 and twelve private Iranian companies. The event led to several trade deals, albeit small ones.\(^{(473)}\)

Following the Tunisian uprisings in 2011, key figures in the Ennahda Movement sought better economic ties with Iran, including its founder Rached Ghannouchi and his son-in-law Rafik Ben Abdessalem, Tunisia’s foreign minister from 2011 to 2013, along with Mustapha Ben Jafar, who was speaker of the parliament, and Mohamed Moncef Marzouki, who served as president between 2011 and 2014. Iran explored expanding naval ties with Tunisia and developing its
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ports, industrial and commercial sectors, and tourism infrastructure. Under a joint cooperation commission, the two countries sought to generate employment opportunities in these sectors in both countries. They also explored expanding the agricultural and auto manufacturing sectors, encouraging direct flights, and easing visa restrictions.\(^{\text{474}}\)

Iran aimed to reach European markets by investing in Tunisia and using the African country as a springboard to markets across the Mediterranean Sea. But sanctions lowered Tunisia’s trade volume with Iran by 2014, even though Tehran had established direct trade links and suggested options for investments in mines and technology. Iran also invited Tunisia to become more active in Iraqi markets, where Iranian businesses and investments were becoming involved without the pressures of the sanction regime. The Iranians hoped that the tendency in parts of northern Tunisia bordering the Mediterranean Sea to develop an identity distinct from the Gulf Arab states would make Iran an indispensable commercial partner for the North African country if conditions were ripe.\(^{\text{475}}\) In 2017, Foreign Minister Zarif traveled to Tunisia to expand commercial relations. Tunisia and Iran agreed to hold a joint commission meeting the following year to explore trade in the energy, environment, and tourism sectors.\(^{\text{476}}\) In 2020, Tunisia and Tehran held talks to expand cooperation in the health, medical and pharmaceutical sectors, as well as interparliamentary relations to facilitate trade.\(^{\text{477}}\) Iran said it viewed Tunisia as a gateway into both Africa and Europe.\(^{\text{478}}\)

After the 1979 revolution, Tunisia and Iran held several rounds of talks to revive a pre-1979 agreement on student exchanges. Failing to reach an agreement on the issue, bilateral student exchanges remained on ice for some time. Still, the Iranian cultural influence in Tunisia was relatively strong, reflected in the African country’s architectural and design heritage, music,


customs, and food. There are more than 200 Persian words in the Arabic language spoken in Tunisia, and several of Tunisia’s prominent religious leaders throughout history were originally from Iran. As a result of this cultural influence, there are streets in Tunisia named after Iranian poets and philosophers. (479)

With this strong common heritage in mind, Iran expanded cultural ties with Tunisia through the Islamic World Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization and urged Tunisian leaders to join Iran in promoting Muslim unity. (480) In 2013, Tunisia and Iran held a Cultural Week to celebrate the arts, handicrafts, literature, and religious heritage of the two countries. (481) They expanded cooperation in the film industry, held book exhibits, and signed a MoU to encourage musical collaborations. (482) Iran also promoted cultural activities in Tunisia around the issue of Palestine, and raised awareness about the Iranian-led ‘resistance diplomacy’ against Israel and the West, and sought opportunities in Tunisia to hold intellectual gatherings, increase viewers for Iranian television programs, explore publishing and translation projects, and promote appreciation for the Persian language, literature, and calligraphy. (483)

The cultural measures were designed to appeal to the generally moderate religious orientations that dominate Tunisian society while reminding it of the Persian and Shi‘i influences in the African country’s rich cultural heritage. One of the first publications in Tunisia following its uprising was about the country’s awakening and made available as a Shi‘i publication. Similar publications in Tunisia addressed sensitive questions about the country’s post-colonial history and leadership structure, aiming to reach a wider audience of both Sunnis and diverse Shi‘i communities in the African country. Iran benefited from the presence of an active expatriate Shi‘i Tunisian community in European countries such as France and their efforts to encourage Tunisia’s connections with its Shi‘i history and promote a so-called “neo-Shi‘ism culture.” In
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addition, the Ahl al-Bayt World Assembly was active in Tunisia and had a considerable number of Tunisian clerics studying in Iran.\textsuperscript{(484)}

Tunisia’s religious heritage invited Iranian influence and propagation of Shi’i Islam, which was closely controlled by the state before 2011. This was despite efforts by the Tunisian state prior to and after the uprising to monitor the level of Shi’i conversions taking place in the African country and attacks on Shi’i cultural activities by a small group of radical Sunni Tunisians. For example, Iranians enjoyed reminding the Tunisians that their port city of Mahdia was named after the Mahdi, considered to be a savior saint in Shi’i Islam. In Southern Tunisia, where most of its Shi’i population lives, the rate of conversions was higher. But there were also highly visible Shi’i communities near the capital Tunis and in parts of northern Tunisia. Tunisians commemorated the Ashura in unique forms, for example, by setting fire to dried grass to remember the children of the Shi’i Imam Hussein and his group of martyrs during the historic Battle of Karbala. While this practice was not as common in Iran, Tunisians and Iranians, in general, avoided holding weddings and other celebrations during the month of Muharram and Ashura. Tunisia was further influenced by the Shi’i communities active in Lebanon and Syria, leading Iranians to claim that almost all Tunisians were privately sympathetic to Shi’i Islam, even if they did not show it in the public sphere to avoid discrimination by observing taqiyyah.\textsuperscript{(485)}

\textbf{The Republic of Uganda}

Following the Iranian Revolution, Iran offered Uganda financial and technical assistance and loans to expand bilateral cooperation and enable Ugandans to serve as a front against apartheid. In 1988, Iran’s ambassador to Kenya was accredited to Uganda, but it took another decade before Tehran sent an ambassador to Kampala. Uganda retained an accredited ambassador in Tehran and later opened an embassy there. Uganda’s membership in NAM helped increase contacts with Tehran, and its membership in IGAD encouraged visits to the African country


by three of Iran’s presidents—Rafsanjani in 1996, Khatami (2005), and Ahmadinejad (2010). Uganda’s President Yoweri Kaguta Museveni—hailed by the Iranians as an independent-minded visionary—paid several visits to Iran. These visits paved the way for talks about Iran’s nuclear program and Uganda’s position on the issue when it served as a rotating member of the UNSC in 2010.\(^{(486)}\)

In 2015, Foreign Minister Zarif traveled to Uganda to conclude an MoU to expand relations, which included an understanding to reportedly build a “coalition against domination.” The visitors arrived at an opportune time for Iran, with Uganda presiding over the UNGA. Uganda subsequently vowed to support Iran at the UNSC.\(^{(487)}\) Iran’s chief of police and law enforcement forces, Esmail Ahmadi Moghadam, also led a delegation to Uganda. A delegation representing Uganda’s police forces visited Iran in 2015 to inspect an exhibition promoting national security. Following the conclusion of an MoU, Uganda and Iran agreed to exchange experience and know-how to build the national police force and fight organized crime and terrorism. In addition, Iran agreed to train Uganda’s police forces, and the Iranian Red Crescent Society offered US$1.5 million to fund the building of a police health clinic with a one-hundred-bed capacity.\(^{(488)}\) Simultaneously, Uganda joined the Saudi-led IMCTC, which encouraged Iran to continue cultivating ties with Kampala. In 2017, Zarif visited Uganda to meet with the local Iranian expatriate community and open a 50–bed hospital financed by Iranians. Zarif also encouraged Kampala to work with Tehran to fight terrorism.\(^{(489)}\) In 2020, Iran expressed its readiness to expand military and defense cooperation with Uganda, shortly after Kampala and Tel Aviv held talks to strengthen ties.\(^{(490)}\)
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Uganda and Iran frequently conferred over regional and international issues and the challenge of building ties during sanctions. In 1993, Iran exported agricultural machinery to Uganda. A decade later, it took part in a non-oil sector trade exhibit in the African country. In 2010, Kampala and Tehran initiated talks to conclude an agreement supporting local commercial cooperatives to promote the equitable distribution of basic goods and commerce. In 2011, Iran discussed setting up an Iranian Trade Center in Uganda, expanding cooperative agreements with Kampala, opening free-trade zones to boost joint economic activities, and facilitating banking and financial transactions. In 2016, Iran’s Ministry of Industry, Mine, and Trade offered Uganda a US$10 million line of credit to purchase Iranian products. In general, Iran considered Uganda a ripe country for investment.

Uganda explored using Iranian services to build up its agricultural, food production, livestock, and energy sectors, and its engineering services to build East–West railway connections in Africa. Iran built two dams and power grids in Uganda, including on the Nile River flow in Lake Victoria, using existing natural waterfalls. During the foreign minister’s trips to Uganda, Iran frequently explored implementing agricultural projects and increasing cooperation with the African country in the pharmaceuticals and medical sectors. Iran further aimed to build relations between Ugandan and Iranian banks to facilitate trade during sanctions. Uganda expressed interest in attracting Iranian investment, while Iran offered the African country an opportunity to use the Danesh Bonyan companies’ experience, which would give the Iranian business sector broader access in the African country. In 2019, Uganda and Iran stressed the need to expand interparliamentary cooperation to promote trade.

In 2020, Uganda dispatched a new ambassador to Tehran, reiterating its appreciation for Iran’s active engagement with mosques, universities, societies, and religious gatherings in
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the African country. Based on a cultural agreement between the two, Iran said it planned to promote cooperation with Uganda to hold educational and religious programs, workshops, and seminars, conduct Friday prayer ceremonies, and collaborate with local judges in Uganda.\(^{(494)}\) Uganda has a significant Muslim and Shiʿi population, but the country sought to control Shiʿi activism in 2001. Still, Iran set up a cultural office in Uganda in 2011 to expand university and scientific contacts, promote Persian language and literature, hold religious meetings and ceremonies, exchange scholars and religious figures, expand religious media programs, and offer Ugandan students scholarships to study in Iran. In 2014, a delegation from the Al-Mustafa Society visited Uganda. Two years later, Uganda and Iran hosted Quranic recitation contests.\(^{(495)}\)

**The Republic of Zambia**

Zambia was one of the first African countries to recognize Iran’s revolution, given the cold relations between Lusaka and Tehran before the revolution. But Zambia refused to expand its diplomatic ties with Tehran during the early years of the Iran–Iraq War, given the closer relations between Lusaka and Baghdad. Iran initiated diplomatic contacts with Zambia some seven years after the Iranian Revolution. President Ali Khamenei met with President Kenneth Kaunda on the sidelines of a NAM meeting in neighboring Zimbabwe in 1986. Given Zambia’s early anti-apartheid movement under Kaunda’s leadership, Zambia slowly warmed up to the idea of expanding relations with Tehran. Iran viewed Zambia as a frontline African state in the fight against apartheid and offered financial aid to the African country. Zambia subsequently altered its position on Iraq, and the African country dispatched a representative to inspect the Iranian war front. Kaunda then encouraged Iraq to accept a ceasefire agreement with Iran in 1988.\(^{(496)}\)

In 1986, Iran dispatched an ambassador to Lusaka, which led to a rapid expansion of political, economic, and cultural ties. In the following years, Iran’s diplomats met almost daily with anti-
apartheid leaders from the SWAPO and the ANC in Zambia and brought pressure on South Africa to release Nelson Mandela. But Iran believed that Kaunda would fall victim to a politically led scheme designed to marginalize Africa’s anti-apartheid leaders. In 1991, Zambia’s new president, Frederick Jacob Titus Chiluba, drew closer to Israel and severed Zambia’s ties with Iran, citing Tehran’s influence over local opposition groups. President Chiluba took additional steps to halt radio programs broadcast by Zambia’s Muslim community.\(^{497}\)

By 2001, Zambia and Iran revived ties, facilitated by the two countries’ contacts at the UN and the NAM, and through the efforts of Iran’s representatives in Zimbabwe. In the following years, Zambia and Iran discussed expanding commercial, economic, agricultural, energy, and health ties and signed several cooperation agreements. Iran sought opportunities to expand trade in mines and the oil sectors, at times through swap arrangements with Zambia.\(^{498}\) Iran’s Ministry of Trade, Industry, and Mines became the central contact for commercial relations with Zambia. Iran imported refined copper and copper equipment and exported bread, cooking and baking supplies, shoes, textiles, and furniture to the African country. In 2004, Iran began crude oil exports to Zambia, following an agreement to help reduce fuel prices for the African country. But Iran faced unfavorable competition for markets in Zambia given the African country’s closer relations with countries that Iran considered its rivals.\(^{499}\)

Zambia remained concerned by Iran’s religious influence, which triggered the conversion of Christians to Islam and led to growing support for Islamic groups in the African country.\(^{500}\)

While Iran rejected active involvement in conversions to Islam in Zambia, it maintained that Iran’s Islamic vision had commonalities with Zambia’s indigenous religions, cultures, and


\(^{498}\) “Zambia Ties with Iran.”


belief systems. Still, by Iran’s own admission, the number of Shi’a in Zambia grew following the Iranian Revolution to nearly 2,000 people, aided in part by a Lebanese community in Zambia.\(^{(501)}\) Iran held regular meetings for Zambia’s Muslim community and at universities in the African country and promoted its revolution’s message of desiring to be of service to underserved communities. To this end, Iran led blood donation campaigns on the anniversary of the martyrdom of Imam Hussein. It retained a cultural and Islamic communications office in Lusaka, held cultural events celebrating the Persian cultural heritage, opened at least one school and a mosque both named Imam Reza in Lusaka, built ties with Zambia’s ethnically pluralistic Muslim population, promoted the teaching of the Quran for teachers and students in Zambia, and celebrated Shi’i ceremonies in the African country. The Imam Reza Mosque’s library, with nearly 1400 members, built connections with the nearby student community at the University of Lusaka. Iran offered support to Zambian imams and Muslim religious leaders of the Sunni faith in recognition of the fact that the vast majority of Zambia’s small Muslim community follows the Sunni faith. These imams visited Iran’s seminaries and mosques that promoted the study of Sunni Islam. Also, Iran facilitated contacts between Zambia and the Al-Mustafa community in Iran that specifically served Sunni Muslims.\(^{(502)}\)

**The Republic of Zimbabwe**

Zimbabwe sent a representative to Iran to congratulate its new leaders for their political victory following the 1979 revolution. Tehran’s new leaders saw Zimbabwe as a frontline state in the fight against apartheid and opened a representative office in Harare in 1982 to aid

---


the African country’s post-independence government.\(^{503}\) Iran subsequently helped fund and rebuild Zimbabwe’s national broadcasting organization.\(^{504}\) Relations between Zimbabwe and Iran improved during a NAM summit in Harare in 1986, after which President Ali Khamenei offered financial aid to the African nation. During the trip, Iran’s president vowed to reverse the aggression by foreign powers against the African frontline states fighting apartheid and reaffirmed Iranian help to ensure black rule in Africa. Iran subsequently forwarded a three-tier plan to fight South Africa’s apartheid regime, which included setting up a state fund financed by governments to aid South Africa’s anti-apartheid fighters, rebuilding ports in Zambia and Zimbabwe to end their dependence for trade on South Africa’s markets and commercial land routes, and providing forces and arms to deter South African aggression against frontline states.\(^{505}\) Following the visit, Zimbabwe backed a ceasefire agreement between Iran and Iraq.\(^{506}\)

In the following years, Presidents Rafsanjani, Khatami, and Ahmadinejad traveled to Zimbabwe, and President Robert Mugabe paid several state visits to Iran to cultivate special relations.\(^{507}\) Mugabe established a close partnership with President Rafsanjani, who was invited to attend the wedding of Zimbabwe’s leader in 1996. Mugabe maintained cordial ties with Khatami and expanded Harare’s ties with Tehran under Ahmadinejad, given Zimbabwe’s economic crisis at the time. But Zimbabwe’s opposition groups did not support close relations with Ahmadinejad’s government, who, during a trip to Harare to open an assembly plant, donated a tractor to President Mugabe. Earlier, both leaders were sidelined in invitations to attend a state dinner in Italy during a conference to address world food insecurity.\(^{508}\)

---


\(^{507}\) Mossafar bin Saleh al-Ghamedi, *The Islamic Republic of Iran’s Economic Cooperation with Mozambique*.

\(^{508}\) “A Look at 4 Decades of Ties Between Mugabe and Iran.”
In 2017, during President Mugabe’s visit to Tehran to attend President Rouhani’s swearing-in ceremony, Zimbabwe and Iran agreed to establish a joint commission to combat terrorism.\(^{(509)}\)
In 2018, Zimbabwe’s new government, led by President Emmerson Mnangagwa, reaffirmed the need to broaden ties with Iran. In 2019, Harare and Tehran reaffirmed their strong ties and sought to expand them. Facing international sanctions, the two capitals continued to collaborate politically and at international levels.\(^{(510)}\)

Harare and Tehran held numerous joint commission meetings to explore trade. The two capitals built a banking agreement, promoted urban development, and engaged in research collaboration. Iran agreed to build factories in Zimbabwe, promote the African country’s textile industry, receive students from Zimbabwe to study in Iran’s Oil College in Abadan, send Iranian experts to develop Zimbabwe’s critical economic sectors, rebuild local infrastructure, and help the African country develop its rural economy. Zimbabwe sought Iranian support to build an oil refinery, boost trade, and introduce a food education program. The Jihad-e-Sāzandegi created large cooperatives in Zimbabwe to encourage its agricultural and industrial sectors.\(^{(511)}\)

Harare and Tehran exchanged expertise in the technology, engineering, and scientific fields when Iran sought to operate a nuclear fuel cycle in Iranian nuclear plants by gaining access to needed uranium. In 2010, Iran signed the Agreement on Enhancing and Protecting Bilateral Investments with Zimbabwe, which outlined the exchange of oil and Zimbabwean uranium to boost the African country’s flailing economy. According to the agreement, Iran would receive 455,000 tons of crude uranium to produce 20 tons of enriched uranium. International pressure saw the deal rejected by Zimbabwe’s parliament.\(^{(512)}\) In 2010–2013, reports pointed to a collaboration between Zimbabwe and Iran to mine for untapped uranium reserves, which Harare denied.\(^{(513)}\)

\(^{(509)}\) Ahmad Majidyar, “Iran Seeks to Boost Ties with African Countries.”
\(^{(511)}\) “Iran Welcomes Exceeding Expansion of Ties with Zimbabwe in All Arenas;” “A Look at 4 Decades of Ties Between Mugabe and Iran.”
\(^{(512)}\) Najla’ Mar’I, “Iran in the Face of the International Scramble for Africa.”
In 2020, Zimbabwe and Iran explored establishing a joint economic committee to address low levels of bilateral trade (due, in part, to sanctions), help promote private sector economic activities, and enhance cooperation in the mining, gas, and agricultural sectors. The two countries further agreed on collaboration to circumvent the sanctions regimes against them. Zimbabwe specifically outlined its need for heavy investment in its mining industry to achieve a Vision 2030 plan to create an upper middle class. Promising that Tehran could repatriate 100 percent of mining profits from Iranian investments, Harare invited new Iranian FDI and expertise to set up a new tractor assembly plant.\(^{514}\)

Also, Zimbabwe and Iran promoted joint cultural activities such as art exhibits. They established a teacher cooperative and a friendship society. The two countries expanded relations to promote youth programs, sports, radio and television programs, the film industry, and facilitate the exchange of students and scientists. They agreed to hold cultural weeks, expand library and publication cooperation, and exchange artists, artifacts, microfilms, books, and slides.\(^{515}\) Iran specifically encouraged the exchange of Muslim scientists with Zimbabwe, where the Shiʿa, in particular, sought higher education opportunities with Iran’s help, held religious ceremonies some of which denounced Islamic radicalism carried out by Sunni Muslims, built mosques, Islamic centers, universities, and organized classes for young Muslims in Zimbabwe, despite the African country’s resistance to the propagation of Islam. But Iran’s religious activities in Zimbabwe were restricted given the African nation's small Muslim population and even smaller Shiʿi population of nearly 1,000 people, including communities of Iranian, Lebanese, and Pakistani descent.\(^{516}\)


\(^{515}\) “Iran Welcomes Exceeding Expansion of Ties with Zimbabwe in All Arenas.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ABSA</td>
<td>Amalgamated Banks of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ADF</td>
<td>Allied Democratic Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AfCFTA</td>
<td>African Continental Free Trade Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AMU</td>
<td>Arab Maghreb Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ANC</td>
<td>African National Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>African Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BCEAO</td>
<td>La Banque Centrale des Etats de l’Afrique l’Ouest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>BNF</td>
<td>Botswana National Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BRICS</td>
<td>Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>CEMAC</td>
<td>Central African Economic and Monetary Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>CEPGL</td>
<td>Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>Council of Islamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>COMESA</td>
<td>Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>COOPEC</td>
<td>COOPEC Bank Cote D’Ivoire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>EAC</td>
<td>East African Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>EATTA</td>
<td>East Africa Tea Trade Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ECCAS</td>
<td>Economic Community of Central African States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ECOWAS</td>
<td>Economic Community of West African States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>EEZ</td>
<td>Exclusive Economic Zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>EIJM</td>
<td>Eritrean Islamic Jihad Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>Foreign direct investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>FIS</td>
<td>Islamic Salvation Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>FLN</td>
<td>National Liberation Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross domestic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>GECF</td>
<td>Gas Exporting Countries Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>GNA</td>
<td>Government of National Accord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>ICAPP</td>
<td>International Conference of Asian Political Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>International Criminal Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>ICESCO</td>
<td>Islamic World Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>Islamic Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>IFIC</td>
<td>Iranian Foreign Investment Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>IGAD</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Authority on Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>IMCTC</td>
<td>Islamic Military Counter-Terrorism Coalition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>IMN</td>
<td>Islamic Movement in Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>IONS</td>
<td>Indian Ocean Naval Symposium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>IORA</td>
<td>Indian Ocean Rim Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>IRGC</td>
<td>Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>IRGCN</td>
<td>Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>IRIN</td>
<td>Islamic Republic of Iran Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Islamic State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>ISWAP</td>
<td>Islamic State in West Africa Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>JCPOA</td>
<td>Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>LNA</td>
<td>Libyan National Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>LNG</td>
<td>Liquified natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>LPG</td>
<td>Liquified petroleum gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Muslim Brotherhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>MFDC</td>
<td>Movement of Democratic Forces of Casamance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>MKO</td>
<td>Mujahedin Khalq Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>MoU</td>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>MTN</td>
<td>Mobile Telephone Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>NAM</td>
<td>Non-Aligned Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>NIF</td>
<td>National Islamic Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>NIOC</td>
<td>National Iranian Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>NPT</td>
<td>Non-Proliferation Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>OIC</td>
<td>Organization of Islamic Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>OIETAI</td>
<td>Organization for Investment, Economic and Technical Assistance of Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>OPEC</td>
<td>Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>PAC</td>
<td>Pan Africa Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>PLO</td>
<td>Palestinian Liberation Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>Purchasing power parity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>SADC</td>
<td>Southern African Development Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>SAIPA</td>
<td>Societe anonyme iranienne de production des automobile Citroen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>SASOL</td>
<td>South African Coal, Oil and Gas Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>SBDT</td>
<td>Societe des Bauxites de Dabola-Tougue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>SWAPO</td>
<td>South West Africa People’s Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>UNGA</td>
<td>United Nations General Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>UNSC</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>WAEMU</td>
<td>West Africa Economic and Monetary Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>WAMU</td>
<td>West African Monetary Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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